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that MART PRICE had been appointed Director of the Legisla-
tive and Educational Department of United Office and Professional
Workers of America. This article further noted that MARI PRICE
had been Vice-President of Local Ho. 16 of the UOPWA and had
worked on the staff of the “Office and Professional Hews.

“

September 1945 to the present time. Secretary of the Worth
Carolina organizing committee of the Southern Conference for
Human Welfare, 525 Guilford Sank Building, Greensboro, Worth
Carolina.

RESIDENCES

The following are known and reported residences of MARI WOLFE
PRICE:

55 Horton Street, Hew York City, June 1936 to December 1936;
* j *

3 West 15th Street, Wew Tork City, date unknown;

Apt. 4 , 2434 Pennsylvania Avenue, W. W. , Washington, D. C.

,

about 1939 to 1940;

12921 Olive Street, W. V.
, Washington, D. C. , September 1940 to

jjuly 1941;

jApt. 6, 1905 Kalorama Road, W. W.
, Washington, D. C. , June 1941

(to May 1942;

1 2038 I Street, H. W. , Washington, D. C. , May 1942 to July 1943 (?);

207 West 11th Street, Wew York City, July 1943 (?) to September
1945. (In February 1944, PRICE submitted a change of address
from the I Street address in Washington to the 11th Street address
in Wew York City. However, it is believed that PRICE left Washing-
ton approximately July 1, 1943);

903 Courtland Street, Greensboro, Worth Carolina, September 1945
to present.



United Office and Professional Workers of America (had been
member for six pears in 1942);

Capitol City Forum, approximately 1941;

Washington Committee for Democratic Action, 1940.

RELATIVES

Dr. JAMES VALENTINE PRICE, brother, 3533 83rd Street,
Jackson Heights, Long Island, New York;

BRANSON PRICE, sister, 55 Barrow Street, New York City;

iMrs. MILDRED PRICE COY, sister, 420 West 118th Street, New
fYork City;

Mrs. NEIL McKILLAN (CAROLINA PRICE) , sister, #10 Monroe Street,
New York City;

RUTH PRICE, sister, Greensboro, North Carolina;

Mrs. JOSEPH ZAK, niece, 207 West 11th Street, New York City;

MARY PRICE, II, niece, 55 Barrow Street, New York City;

TQM MOORE PRICE, brother, California;

WRIGHT PRICE, brother, address unknown;

J. PAUL PRICE, brother. Route 6, Greensboro, North Carolina;

ENOCH PRICa, brother, 807 Chnrch Street, Greensboro, North Carolina.
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Li-rvm'**TTfTm \ i i mdxx vu ax bo reported ta«r>nile
«t the Universi^oT "North Carolina, PRICE v&b Interested in "leftist"
morenent s. Informants also reported that upon the return of PRICE from a
trip to Russia she displayed great enthusiasm regarding certain aspects of
So-riet life. The records of the University of Worth Carolina reflect that
she attended that school under the name MART WATKIUS PRICE.

In 1940, the name MART PRICE, 2434 Pennsylvania Avenue, I. V.
and MILDRED PRICE, 1612 K Street, H. W. , appeared in the indices of the
Washington Committee for Democratic Action. In 1941, the name MART PRICE
appeared in the indices of the Capitol City Forum (maintained by the Socialist
Party in the District of Columbia.

)

An address hook belonging to LOUISE ROSEHBERO SRARSTER, mistress
of GREGORI KHEIFETS

,
Soviet Vice-Consul in San Francisco, California, con-

tained the name MART PRICE, #6, 1905 Kalorama Road, H. W., Washington, D.C.

T referred

. V. ¥. , Washington,
i&o, daring 1937, served with the 17th Battalion, 15th Brigade,
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Spanish Republican Army In Spain as an ambulance driver, rifleman, and.
machinegunner, daring which time he was wounded in both thighs. He was
also reported to he a aeaber of the Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade.
AS of December 1943, BEENETT was employed as news editor. Foreign Service
J>iviaion, Office of War Infbrmation. BEHNETT'S first wife, LILLIAN BENNETT,
flwhoa he divorced, has admitted membership in the Communist Party. BENNETT
ills reported to have made the statement that he had' connections with the
yEussian Embassy.

MILDRED PRICE COT, sister of MART, formerly taught at Common-

7he name of BRANSON PRICE, another sister, appeared in the indices
of the Washington Committee for Democratic Action and she was reported to
have been an organiser for the Washington Peace Mobilisation.

INFORMATION FURNISHED PY TPffCEHANT GREGORY

About March 1941, after SOLOS had been ill, he told GREGORY about
being interested in articles written by WALTER LIFTMAN and stated that he
was acquainted with MART WATKINS PRICE, LIFTMAN'S secretary. GOLOS stated
that MARY PRICE had agreed to furnish him all of the information she could
obtain regarding the lype of material LIPFMAN was writing and other informa-
tion regarding LIPPMAN'S contacts and activities. Along about that same
time, GOLOS introduced GREGORY to MARY PRICE using GREGORY'S correct name
and address. GOLOS was know to MARY PRICE as JOHN and PRICE was introduced.,
Ito GREGORY as HELEN. This introduction took plTRe' at Schrafft's Restaurant
vat 15th Street and Third Avenue, New York City, and at that time it was
agreed that GREGORY'S name and address were to serve as a cover for contacts
between PRICE and GOLOS. It was arranged that MARY PRICE and GREGORY would
get together once every two weeks and alternate in these meetings between
New York and Washington, GREGORY going to Washington on one occasion, and
MARY PRICE going to New York the next. MARY PRICE would write letters to
GREGORY, in New York advising when she would arrive and where she would 8tayitl2i!

According to GREGORY, PRICE usually stayed with one of her sisters or brothers;
GREGORY was also furnished with the Washington address end telephone number
of MARY PRICE and recalled that PRICE lived on Olive Street in the George-
town Section of Washington.

**
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On tbs occasion of GREGORY'S first visit to Washington, MARY
PRIDE gwf/3 her a large envelope containing copies of letters and other
correspondence between LIPHHAN and various other people. Two weeks after
GREGORY 1 S first visit to Washington, MARI PRICE cane to New York and
GREGORY Bade an appointment with GOLOS for her. According to GREGORY, this

arrangement continued until December 1942, when MARY PRICE became very ill

and went to New York City, where she remained until April 1943, then re-

turned to Washington, where she was again employed by WALTER LIFPMAN. The
passing of information between MARY PRICE and GREGORY was resumed at this

time until June 1943 when PRICE resigned her position with LIPPMAN. GREGORY
advised that after PRICE left Washington in June 1943 she took an extended
trip spending some time in Mexico and returned to Washington in September
1943, then moved back to New York in November 1943, at which time she re-
sided with her sister MILDRED PRICE COY in her apartment on West 118th Street ,

New York City. GREGORY explained that at the time of GOLCS' 3.eath, jJovember

25, 1943, MARY was employed by "Business Week" and GREGORY distinctly recalled
spending the weekend following GOLOS 1 death with MILDRED and MARY in MILDRED'

S

(

apartment. GREGORY continued that in January or February 1944 MARY secured
her own apartment at 207 West 11th Street.

In regard to the association of MARY PRICE with other subject/
in this case, GREGORY recalled that late in 1942 or early in 1943 GOLOS

Ucame to Washington and met MAURICE HELPERIN and WILLARD Z. PARE, at MARY'S
fhome, where he made arrangements to be supplied with information to which
|HALPERIN and FARE had access. At that time HALPERIN was employed by the
Office of Strategic Services and PARE was in the Political Section of the
Offlce~of~Inter^American iffair8 . GREGORY advised that she was in MARY'S
home at that time and took MlRIinto the bedroom at GOICS 1 request while he
talked to HALP1RIN and PARE. After that occasion, HALPERIN and PARE mede
information available by giving it to MARY PRICE, from whom GREGORY took

it on her trips to Washington. HALPERIN gave to MARY PRICE and later to

GREGORY, mimeographed bulletins and reports prepared by OSS and excerpts - ..

from the State Department cables. ^ ! '1
;

GREGORY advised that in the latter part of 1942 she became ac-

quainted with DUNCAN C. LEE, her first knowledge of him having come from

a remark by MARY PRICE when she was in New York in 1942 that she had at-

tended a party given by raranayr of h«r sister MlLrrq>D. In

1942, MARY PRICE told GOLOS that LEE was going to Washington to be employed

by OSS and asked if GOLOS were interested in LEE. GOLOS replied that he

was and delegated MARY PRICE to handle him. Subsequently, MARY PRICE did

handle LEE, but his contributions were not voluminous or valuable. MARY
PRICE then made arrangements for GREGORY to meet LEE. According to GREGORY,

LEE was known to the Russians as "PAT".

- 6 -
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advised that in the late Summer of 1943, HELOT TOTTEY
1,8 employed * 0SS and took over the apartment oc-

h£
at 20

f
8 1 str«e t, W. According to GREGORY, TKiJHEYhad had considerable experience during the 1930' s working for Danish Com-munists and had mailed such material to the Hussians at their renue<tt

GHJEGOHT advised that MICHAEL GREESBERG, an associate of LADGHLIN CUESIEwho was a Presidential Advisor in the White House and later employed at* theForeign Economic Administration, furnished information, partWaJly re-garding China, through arrangements effected by MILDRED PRICE. This informa-tion was fhmished to MARY PRICE, who passed it on to GREGORY. This occurredduring the period from the Summer of 1943 until about September 1944 atwhich time MARY dropped GREESBERG at GREGORY'S suggestion MAHYPRICE It
.

aeat*oned_that GREESBERG had been a Communist in Engl anr! gad at_mpted occasionally to collect Communist Party dues from GREENBERG.

_ ______ GREuORY reported that early in 1944, she met a group consistingof VICTOR ?E810, CHARLES KRAMER, HAIRY MAGDOFF and EDWARD FITZGERALD in the<>**»“ « »•« York City. Other per«m. ihLonguf^ti?,
pSaSrpa™

2

!?
8' 8LLiB a0SmMBIS

- 801 HSCHIHSKT, SUDU) GUSS3H
,
Mia It was arranged that a representative of that groupWould collect such information as the various other members could secure

fc
1 d

?
li
J
8r

.

to
nf
REa0SI at the apartment of MARY PRICE at 207 Want 11 +.h

ptreeij__ew York £i^y. It was also agreed that when a member of that groupdesired to meet GREGORY in Hew York, she would be notified by MARY PRICEto whom the group would write and give the date of their visit.

From the Spring of 1944 until December 1944, GREGORY met somemembers of the ?ERI£ group every two or three weeks, always at the ao&rt-ment of MARY PRICE. According to GREGORY, PERLO was the^ost frequent
*

courier of this group, but FITZGERALD, KRAMER, ROSENBERG and WHEELER each
acted as courier at various times. Regarding specific dates, gregary rercalled that four or five days before Christmas 1944, she met VICTOR PERLO
in MARY PRICE'S apartment in Hew York City and gave him Christmas presents '

for himself and for others.

,

Ia June 1944, EARL BROWDER stated a desire to meet persons
IGREGORY had been contacting and shortly thereafter did meet MAHY PftincboSM spas in mt PMCI-S apartment. 8&SG0H?
IBROWDER to the apartment and left and returned about an hour later with

During this visit, MARY and GREGORY went Ste^hfbe^m^Ue ^
a
f
d &BSGS conferred. On the occasion of this meeting, MARY toldROWDER she wanted to pt out of the whole business and he sfld he would

i
her kaovr' A few day8 later, BROWDER told GREGORY

IthJ
he decided to let her out. GREGORY believed

|t this was the first time MARY PRICE had ever met east. BROWDER.
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Regarding the location of GREGORY'S meetings with MARI PRICE,
• GREGORY advised that she saw MARY occasionally at the Governor Clinton

I
Hotel, Schrefft’s Restaurant on 13tn Strjet and Fifth Avenue, and probably
a few other places. She stated, howevert^that most of her meetings with

*

KABY occurred either in the apartment of KART PRICE in Hew York or that of
her sister, MILDRED PBICE. Meetings in Washington other than those occurring
at the apartment of KABY PBICE were at the Roger Smith Hotel, Olmsted's, a
restaurant on 0 Street between 14th and 15th, and probably other restaurants
in Washington.

GREGORY advis ed that during a conversation with CATHERINE (un-

,

^identified) she told CATHERIKE that KABY PBICE had once been in love with

i

HjSHDERSQU, at which time CATHERIES appeared to be very startled, in-

J

t Idicating through actions that she may have known HENDERSON very well.

XHYE5T IGA1‘I0B OOEROBORATIHG GREGORY'S STAPBONT

A mail cover maintained on informant GREGORY during 1941 and 1942
reflected that a letter was postmarked March 5, 1941, at Washington, L. C. ,
and addressed to informant GREGORY, and two other letters addressed to
uRdiuORY dated February 26, 1942, and March 6, 1942, postmarked at Washington,
D. C., but bearing no return address, were directed to GREGORY at her address,
58 Barrow Street, New York City. GREGORY had advised that in all likelihood
the letters dated February 26 and March 6, 1942, were mailed by MARY PRICE
and as previously explained, probably contained information concerning the
date on which MARY PRICE would come to Hew York to visit GREGORY. The address
12921 Olive Street, H. W., was the address of MARY WOLFE FRICE from September
f
1940 to July 1941.

GREGORY advisee that she wes in contact with MARY PRICE on several
occasions up to April 1945, but that these latter contacts were of a social
nature.

Since September 1945, MARY PRICE has been active in organizational '‘'it

work for the__gouthern Conference for Human Welfare in Greensboro, Korth . .jig|
Carolina.

'"
f7w

- 8 -
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** £** ^eea r*!Ported that a new committee for North Carolina

p:SMrriarMrs
of whn

thepa Conf®r®nce for ^unan Welfare and WAEGASET GELDEES EBANTZ bothof whom are reported to be Communist sympathisers.
'

XZ * °th

. _ „
A confidential source advised that KABY PEICE arrived in

f ri Cap°lia£ licea8e 358-902, at the home of DUNCAN

^September 1 , 1946^1 SlCS^nt^ed^HBEL'lE JS^StS'tS* Jhfhad returned from New York and was at Union Station. ISHB^ a^ee^o drive

^te“ MAHY pile? St ^f***?*
UP “d driv® her to the L3SE On the samete, hAHY PEICE attempted to contact HENRY LEHMAN, 3824 Second Street, S.E.

was informed tw'wS/'t®*
6 ’ ®“ unidentified woman contacted MARY PEICE andwa*. informed that PEICE was returning to North Carolina on the following

On September 2, 1946, Special Agent EASE 1. HJOSS observed thecar belonging to MASY PEICE parked in front of 3824 Second Street S E

at 11,40 A.M. and drive to the downtown section of Washington.

referred to^HSE^lnsKU^;
Vh° **

i
r “7 “* *• ldentl=al with the .tore

Ho^atio^i^^ :

• r*portei *° ie a .ember of the following or-

M:

Washington Committee for Democratic Action*
American Youth Congress;

*

American League for Peace and Democracy;
National Federation for Constitutional Liberties'

operative
“ “* * **“ 0t “«

SSSS.
A confidential source has advised that on Dec^nVav^i n— i o>i g~--_

tf
5? f?

3
??

a
J
te“P*ed *° contact MARY PEICE. This individual isRelieved

IL T
Ji^S H3®Bi!R'

3, HIB3EN ’ w^o was associated as Chief ofDlV
J
8i°a * U* S* Tariff C°»®i*sion, and who has been reportedto have performed services for the Amtorg Trading Corporation to influencetne securing of men to fill technical positions in the USSE.

mimMi
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JFrfceral Sureau of Investigation

39nite2k States department of lustire

Washington Field Office, Boon 1706
Washington 25, D. C.

April 8, 19l*7

DIRECTOR, iBI
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Dear S&r*

Re* ^BSGQEI, Espionage - R
JOSEPH BJre3QQ. with aliases,
Joseph Bernard Gregg, Joseph
Qreensteln

Reference is made to Bureau letter dated March 11*, 191*7, <X
s

directed to the New York Field Division with regard to preparing memoranda
concerning certain subjects in the Gregory Case, which'material
used in contenplated interviews with the subjects. In accordaneewith
your instructions, data concerning JOSEPH B. GREGG is hereinafter'

"

Mt °Ut* ^
BACKtROPID uZ&lcfo) P/jzrlw

. ,• fltfJ Ottot I

, y ikvJ V .
t

! V7/3 sirBirth*

JOSEPH B. GREGG was bftfn JOSEPH GREEIB1SII
1 May 2, 1909. Bis father, MU GHEBNSIRIN, who was
*7U, «ad became V--**-—

la Oolimftnat, Ohio,
born in Russia in

Education,
*

* V *
- 'ft

yiW'lluwe i i 1

.
1

* -

JOSEPH GREGG allegedly attended Ohio State University under
the name of JOSEPH gEEBSTEIH in 192^-1926, at which time he pmaued

^ RISKED ** I
31 '-’AY *21947

Tentlv:

OX "•*! '•£

£QNFift
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Family:

Wife*
Father:

Brother

:

Brothers

Sisters

Father-in-law :

Mother-in-law

:

Brother-in-law

:

Brother-in-law

:

Brother-in-law:

Sister-in-law

:

Sister-in-law

:

. £lWiUtlUlnL

ROSE IEFF GREGG
MAX GHEENSTEIN, resides in
Newark, New Jersey
MAURICE GHEENSTEIN, resides in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
HARRY GREENSTEIN, resides in
Newark, New Jersey
ROSE GHEENSTEIN, resides in
Newark, New Jersey
WILLIAM LBFF, resides in London,
Ontario, Canada
JENNIE LBFF, resides in London,
Ontario, Canada
HERMAN IEFF, resides in London,
Ontario, Canada
ARTHUR IEFF, resides in London,
Ontario, Canada
JACK LBFF, resides in London,
Ontario, Canada
MARY DIAMOND, resides in Canisteo,
New York
RUTH APPEL, resides in Canisteo,
New York

Sister-in-law: VIOLA SHAW, resides in Alexandria,
Virginia

ALLEGATIONS OF ELIZABETH TBRFTT.t. REWTT.tty

In a signed statement dated November 30, 19hS» Miss BENTLEY
advised that JOSEPH GREGG, of Lithuanian-Jewish parentage, who was born
in the United States and left home at an early age to travel throughout
this country, was also an individual who was supplying JACOB GOLDS, a
known Soviet Espionage Agent, with information* GREGG allegedly became
a Communist party member in the early 1930’s, l£iss BENTTZY states she
remembers GREGG attended the City College of New York for a couple of
years and upon the outbreak of civil war in Spain, he went to that country
where he drove a truck for the Loyalist Forces during the war* GREGG
allegedly subsequently returned to the united States and eventually went
to work for ROBERT T* MILTER, who at that time was operating The Hemisphere
Corporation* After the Hemisphere Corporation went out of business, GREGC-
became employed with the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs as an assistant
to ROBERT T* MILLER* (This organization subsequently became known as the
Offioe of mter-Arnerican Affairs.) - - --- - - — -— --

- U-
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COKFiniNTIAL

When GREGG was enployed by the C*IJL«A. V Washington, D. C.,
he came to New York City where he and JACOB GOLOS became Acquainted.
Miss BENTLEY states GOI0S introduced her to GREGG on this occasion
and they had dinner at Charles* Restaurant. She also advised that apparently,
GODS had arranged with GREGG to obtain whatever information he could in
his official capacity with the C.I.A.A. and turn it over to her. Hiss
BENTLEY. She bases this opinion on the fact that GOLOS later instructed
her to contact GREGG when she made her periodic trips to Washington, D. C.

Miss BENTLEY continues by relating that she first went to see
JOSEPH GREGG in Washington, D. C., some time in the early part of 19l;2
and continued these contacts until December, l^iiU* During the. time that
she was contacting GREGG, he turned over information which he had obtained
from perusal of ONI, G-2, and F. B. I. reports. The material that he
obtained included information reported by ONI as to suspected Communist
and Russian activities in latin-Americaj for instance, information to the ....

effect that a certain Russian bookstore might be engaged in espionage
activities. The G-2 and F. B. I. reports were allegedly along the same
general lines.

N
In connection with GREGG* s activities. Miss BENTLEY recalls

that shortly before GOLOS died, he obtained a German Leica Camera from
the Russians and turned it over to JOSEPH GREGG with instructions for him
to photograph the most important documents .coming into his possession by
ivirtue of his enployment with C.I.A.A. It is Miss BENTLEY’S recollection §
tthat GOLDS gave this camera to GREGG at a time when he, GREGG, was in
Jew York City. GREGG had been informed that the information he was
supplying was in fact going to EARL BRCWDER. Mies BENTLEY further recalls
that on one occasion when GREGG was in New York City, she actually intro-
duced him to BROWDER and these individuals had a long conversation con-
cerning Latir-American matters in general. Miss BENTLEY states, however,
that in the spring of 19k$ t JACK, who was her Russian contact at that time, ....

(

told her that GREGG (known to the Russians as (SEEN) was becoming highly 5
suspicious as to the ultimate disposition of the information he was pro-
viding. She states, apparently, GREGG had become somewhat alarmed in
passing on this information and felt that if it were going through to the
Russians, he, as an American, was doing something wrong. However, GREGG'S

Russian contact was able to convince him that as a good Communist, he was ^
performing a service which any other good Communist would perform. This _

contact succeeded in convincing GREGG, who continued with his activities,

JACK subsequently told Miss BENTLEY that GREGG was being considered as_
:

. . dg
a courier or liaison man in Washington, D. C,, where he would work on

behalf of the Russians. Miss BENTLEY states that GREGC* was known to her ^g,

100-17U93
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as a dues-paying member of the Oommunist Party and on occasions, she has
actually collected his party dues* These dues were turned over to 0CU>S
until his death after which, the money was handed over to £At?t.y BROWDER*

J Miss BENUE! states she had two .meetings with JACK in Washington,
D* C*, in December (19l*ii), prior to Christmas* .On the instructions of
AL (ANATOLI GROMOV), Miss BENTUSY told HELEN TENNEY, JOSEPH GREGG, MAURICE
HALEERIN, and others that she would no longer contact them but that her
work would be carried on by another individual*

Miss BENTLEY further relates that she gave Christmas gifts

I

to various of her contacts in Washington, including HELEN TENNEY; JOSEPH
GREGG, his wife, and two children; MAURICE HALFERIN; and others*

In June of 19U1|, Kiss BENTLEY states she met rapt. BROWDER at
which time he told her that it would be agreeable with him for BILL, her
contact, to meet with GREGORY SILVERUASTER not acre often than once a
month* At a later meeting, BRCWDER told her that he agreed to the turning
over of the entire SILVERMASIER Group to the Russians* EROWDER also

^

expressed the desire of meeting some of Miss BENTLEY'S contacts and shortly
thereafter, he did in fact meet MARY PRICE and JOSEPH GREGG at the former's
apartment in New York City. Miss BENTLEY states she was present during
the period BROADER conferred with JOSEPH GREGG and recalls the conversa-
tion was devoted entirely to a discussion of Latin-America*

Shortly after Miss BENTLEY stopped seeing HELEN TENNEY in
December of 19ltii, Miss TENNEY started contacting a man known as JACK*
It would seem, however, that HELEN TENNEY did not see this man very often
because shortly after she met him, he arranged for her to be contacted
by another man* According to Miss BENTLEY, TENNEY volunteered the
information describing this new man as an individual whom she had pre-
viously known as an employee of the Rockefeller Committee ( Coordinator
of Inter-American^ffalrsjLi identifying film"as JOSEPH GREGG * This~new
‘association ^Between !IENNEYand~GHKGG WoulxTseem to have begun in the early
part of 19U5 And to have continued until May of that year at which time
TENNEY met a woman, TENNEY advised
Miss BENTLEY that she was not at all pleased by the manner in which GREGG
was handling her information as he was too careless about the places he
would select for their meetings as well as the manner in which he Conducted
himself on the street* It will bl noted that immediately prior to JACK'S
turning TENNEY over to GREGG, JACK told her she was to tell GREGG nothing
as he was merely a messenger* TENNEY further declared to Miss BENTZEY that
she became more and more disgusted with GREGG and finally contained about
his tactics to JACK* Shortly after this complaint, TENNEY did business with
her new contact.

100-171*93
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With regard to Miss BENTlEY's meetings with GREGG in Washington,
D. C., she recalls her first meeting took place at the G Street entrance
to Woodworth and Lothrop's Department Store# She had several other meetings
with JACOB GOIDS at this same location# In addition. Miss BENTIEY recalls
that when her meetings with GREGG happened to occur around lunchtime, they
would occasionally eat at a spaghetti establishment on Eleventh Street
between G and H Streets on the east side of the street* There was also a
meeting or two at a cocktail lounge on(Eignth)street between Eleventh and
^Twelfth# Miss BENTLEY also recalls visiting GREGG 1 6 residence on several
fioccasions and staying overnight with the GREGGS three or four times# On
[these occasions she became acquainted with Mrs# GREGG, and recalled that
•the GREGGS had two children# According to Miss BENTLEY, her last meeting
with 5REGG occurred in December of 19UU imediately prior to Christmas#

With reference to Miss BENTIEY' s contacts with GREGG in New
York City, it was learned that he came to New York approximately two
months prior to JACOB GOIDS' death (November 25, 19lj3) and on this occasion,

f telephoned Miss BENTLEY at her home# Miss BENTLEY, JACOB GOIDS, and GREGG
I then had dinner at the Castleholm Restaurant, 3I4I4. West 57th Street# Miss
; BENTLEY is not certain as to the exact number of times she saw ©EC-G in
New York City but mentioned that she knows GQLOS saw him several times
when she was not present# She further pointed out that ©EGG was very
friendly with PETER C# RHODES and would always get in touch with him
on the occasions of his visits to New York*

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION

Investigation regarding GREGG was undertaken in November of
19h$ which time he was residing at 682? piney Branch Road, N* W#,
Washington, D. C# He was employed by the Office of Inter-American Affairs,

U99 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C., until August of 19h$
at which time his office was absorbed by the Department of State* ©EGG
resigned his position with the State Department effective April 1, 191^6 »

He~andTiis family presently reside in London, Ontario, Canada, where he
is in business for himself*

Da connection with JOSEPH ©EGG'S activities with the Veterans
of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, it is interesting to note that oh January 16,
19lj6, he received an invitation from this organization to attend the Eastern
Seaboard Conference of the Brigade tci be held on February 9 and 10, 191*6,

at Manhattan Center, New York City#

m
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Older postmark of November 11*, 191*6, GREGG also received a
letter from the Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade which called for
a picket line for Tuesday, November 19,«*t pier 53 in New fork City which
picket line was organised by "Win The Peace" in protest to shipping goods
and materials to Spain* The letter also called for an open membership
meeting of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade at the Hotel Diplomat in New York
City on November 22 at which time TED ALIEN would give the lowdown on
conditions inside Spain to members of the Brigade* njf)

On January 21*, 191*6, GREGG received a letter bearing the return

/
address of "Sixth Floor, 20 East 53rd Street, New York City", which is

I known to be the offices of Dr. ABRAHAM B. WEINSTEIN, a New York City
I dentist who is a prominent figure in this investigation* On January 31,

I
19l*6, GREGG was surveilled from Washington, D. C., to the home of HARRY A*

1 GREENSTEIN, his brother, 89 Midland Boulevard, Maplewood, 'New Jersey. ^
According to a reliable source of information, an employee

in the offices of Dr. WEINSTEIN in New York City contacted Dr. WEINSTEIN’S
residence in Stanford, Connecticut, and advised that GREGG had left
WEINSTEIN’w office without signing the check. It was indicated that
JOSEPH GREGG had been to WEINSTEIN'S office on that date and further,
that he would return to the dentist’s office in about two weeks. From
another reliable source, it was learned that on February 1, 191*6, Dr.
A. B. WEINSTEIN mailed a letter to GREGG in Washington, D. C.,
follows:

stating

"In our great hurry to leave the office, we have overlooked
to give you another checkbook which contained ten more checks
of the series of the thirty-two, so we will hold them for you to
sign when you next come in to the office*"

On June 6, 191*6, MAURICE HALFERDi referred JOSEPH GREGG to the
Metropolitan Broadcasting Company as an applicant for the position of
Sales Manager. It is known that WILLIAM LUDWIG ULEMANN, MARI JANE KEENEY,
and CARL GREEN, all important figures in this investigation, as well as

a number of other suspected Communists and Communist sympathizers are

stockholders in this corporation* On June 12, 191*6, it was ascertained

that JOSEPH GREGG was using the telephone number of INEZ MUNOZ in newspaper

advertisements in an effort to purchase an automobile. It is possible that

GREGG first met INEZ MUNOZ in Spain during the Civil War of that country

- 8 -
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It is known that the GREGG family stopped over at the residence
of MAURICE HALPERIN for two nights prior to their departure from
Washington, D. C., for Canada on June 29, 19U6. It is also interesting
to note that GREGG made arrangements for his 1 to be forwarded care
of INEZ MUNOZ, 2231 California Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

GRECO and his family left Washington, D» C», on June 29, 191*6,
traveling to New York City, where GREGG was observed to enter the office
of Dr. A. B. WEINSTEIN on July 1, 19U6. Thereafter, the GREGG family
visited DAVID BOGDANOFF at 3U Bonair Avenue, New Rochelle, New York.
From this point they traveled to London, Ontario, Canada, where they
are presently residing wAUi . jnrcrcpff TJTPvnarT^Tawftj -vi - , ami wti. i .tau

EBffg at 081 Will fiiBl BU ee l.a^W Ca*4**oU*.

JOSEPH GREGG’S principal contacts in Washington, D. C«, and
New York City are set out as follows:

Washington, D. C. t

INEZ MUNOZ (also a contact of HELEN B. TENNEY and ROBERT T.
MHJJ3R), 2231 California Street, N. W., which address was used as
GREGG's forwarding address.

f WINTER WOOD, State Department enployee.

H4URICE HALFERIN, former State Department employee, who is
a principal subject in this case, and who presently resides in Brooklyn,
New York, and is employed by the American Jewish Conference in that city.

ED BEECHER, officer of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Company,
and a suspected Communist.

CARL GREEN, stockholder and enployee of the Metropolitan Broad-
casting Company, and a reported Communist.

RCBERTT. MILTER, former State Department enployee, and former
owner of the Hemisphere Corporation, who is a principal subject in this
ease.

FRANK JELLINICK, a known left-winger, who presently operates
some type of news service in Mexico.

MARGARET FAIRLEY, associate of reported Communists and wife
of LINCOLN FAIRLEY, a suspected Communist sympathiser*

100-17U93 - 9 -
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CARL A* and EDITH MARZANI, known Communists

•

IRVING and ALEXANDER RICHTER, apparent Communist sympathizers

«

CHARLES and RUTH SEEGAR, associates of suspected Communists*

THELMA COHEN, a suspected Communist, enployed by the Commerce
Department*

IRVING and HANNAH GOLDMAN, close friends of MAURICE HALPERIN.
IRVING GOIDKAN is enployed at the State Department whereas HANNAH GOLDMAN
formerly was closely associated with GREGG at O.I.A.A* and the State
Department*

DUNCAN AIRMAN, reported Communist sympathizer*

BRUCE WAYBUR, an United Electrical Workers employee and associate
of suspected Communists*

YJTLLIA1: DIEHAL, employed at the Treasury Department*

BERNARD LEROY, Public Relations Associates, Incorporated,
a suspected Communist sympathizer*

CHARLES FLATO, a co-owner of Public Relations Associates, Inc.,
who is crippled and reported to be in constant contact with known and
reported Communists*

LEONARD FIELD (GERSTEIN FELD), a resident of Arlington, Virginia,
and family friend of the GREGGS.

New York City :

SONYA THORP, 2182 Fifteenth Street, New York City, who visited
the JOSEPH GREGG's residence in Washington, D* C*, on June 10, 19i*6,
and was reportedly a member of the Communist Party in New York City under
the name of SONIA FRIED*

NATHAN KATZ

SAMUEL FREIDLANDER

IRON KAHN i

'

40:'
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GEORGE BARKAN (Bronx, New York); alias, Brodsky*

{ JACK B. FAHY

|

PETER RHODES (Amenia, New York)

MARVIN CERSTMAN

MORRIS BOGDANOFF

^
DR. ABRAHAM BENEDICT WEINSTEIN

DAVID BOGDANOFF (Mew Rochelle, New York)

WILLIAM EPSTEIN (New Rochelle, New York)

HOWARD L. SHONTING

ISADORE ORTENBERG

HENRY H. WARE j

CRAIG S. VINCENT

ALBERT FRAGO

It will be noted that it has been previously stated that
fJOSEPH GREGG was in Spain in 1937 and 1918 during the Spanish niirfl to

It is also interesting to note that on May 22, 191*6, CARL A
MARZANI directed a check on the Clarendon Trust Coupany, Arlington,
Virginia, in the amount of $500 to the favor of JOSEPH GREGG* It is

believed this money was used in connection with the purchase of sons

Potomac River real estate in Arlington County by JOSEPH GREGG, CARL

- 11 -
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MARZANI, ALEXANDER RICHTER, and IRVING RICHTER* Another interesting

item is a five-hundred dollar check drawn on the National Bronx Bank
of NenvTork, Bronx, New York, under date of June 13* 1946, by DAVID
BOGDANOFF in favor of JOSEPH GREGG.

Another interestiM item is reflected by material supplied
by Confidential Informant in the form of a letter from the Columbus,
Ohio, Clearing House Association dated May 18, 1946* This letter informed
JOSEPH GREGG that his inquiry regarding a deposit made by JOSEPH GREBNS1EIN
on September 28 (no year indicated) in the Columbus . National Bank was turned
over to the Clearing House Association inasmuch as the depository bank
failed in June of 1931* GREGG was informed that no records are available

1

which can be used as a check for GREENSTEIN's deposit of fl4l*44* The
Clearing House Association returned the bank book of the Columbus National
Bank to GREGG, said book revealing an account in the name of J3SEPH GREEN-
STEIN. This would tend to indicate that GREGG retained his name, JOSEPH
GHEENSTEIN, during his early employment in Columbus, Ohio* Kv

(

Confidential InformantW also submitted data revealing that
GREGG is receiving material from the Action Committee To Free Spain Now,

55 West li2nd Street, New York City, at his former address of 6829 Piney
Branch Road, K* W*, Washington, D. C.

PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE ^
At 7*50 P. M«, November 28, 1945, JOSEPH GREGC- was observed

/leaving the Ambassador Theater in the company of an unidentified man*

I GREGG had entered the theater approximately ten minutes before* The
I man he departed with was later identified as FEDOR GARANIN, Second
i Secretary of the Soviet Embassy in Washington, D* C# v—

On December 6, 1945, PETER C. RHODES, an alleged Soviet Agent,
and JOSEPH GREGG proceeded from Washington, D* C*, to New York City, where
they were placed under surveillance by Agents of the New York Field Office*

RHODES and GREGG spent the night at RHDDES* residence, 40 Monroe Street*
At 2:10 P. M., December 7, 1945, RHODES and GREGG were observed leaving
the building located at 20 East 53rd Street, which houses the dental
offices of Dr* ABRAHAM B. WEINSTEIN.

/

At approximately 10:00 A. M*, on February 15, 1946, JOSEPH

GREGG was observed entering the office of Dr. ABRAHAM B* WEINSTEIN. He

departed from Dr* WEINSTEIN’S office at 1:10 P* M*

100-17493
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Dear Sirs • • - yw
Reference is made to Bureau letter to the New York Field

Division dated larch 14, 1947, In connection therewith the following
information is being furnished:

BACKGROUND IMPORTATION

HCRTE

Birth certificate number 3155 for New York City reflects
that 7ICTCR PERLO was born at 9 Harbour Terrace, East Elmhurst, New
York City, on Nay 16, 1912. However, investigation reflects that
PERIC believes the doctor made a mistake on his date of birth inasmuch
as PGRLC has always considered Nay 15th as his birthday. PERLO’

S

parents are SATUEL PERLO, born in Grodno, Russia, October 16, 18S2,
and BELLA STSIKTAK PERLO, also known as RAY B. STEIKKAN, born in
Chomak, Russia. His parents reside at 72-15 37th Avenue, Jackson
Heights, I*>ng Island, and his father, an attorney, has an office at
81-11 Roosevelt Avenue, Long Island, New York.

EDUCATION

In June, 1927, PERLO graduated from Flushing High School,
Flushing, New York.

3QLs====i-_i''
'

From September, 1927, to June, 1931, he attended Columbia
University, majoring in mathematics, and received his A.B. in June.
1931. •

From September, 1931, to June, 1933, he attended Columbia •

University Graduate School where he majored in mathematics and received
an K.A. in December, 1932. / /•/ ,

; ^
. JuT . m
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June, 1930, to July, 1930, transit clerk, Queensboro
national Bank, Corona, Her? York, $780 per year.

1931-1932, waiter, gardener, etc., at the To-Ko He Boys
Camp, Great Barrington, Massachusetts, for board.

September, 1933 , to June, 1935, National Recovery Administra
tion, special assistant (Statistician and Economic Analyst, Assistant
Chief), chief of special study unit, $2300 to $2600.

June, 1935, to October, 1937, employed at Federal Home Loan
Bank Board at following positions and salaries

s

Assistant Statistician $2600
Associate Economic Analyst $2800
Analyst $3000

October, 1937, to September, 1939, Brookings Institute,
general assistant to SPUROKCK BEIL in preparation of volume on
Productivity, 7,'ages, and National Income, salary 33250 to 03$00.

September, 1939, to October, 1940, Commerce Department,
at following positions and salaries

s

Expert $4000
Special Agent. (Senior
Economic Analyst) in
Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce

;i
.

November 1, 1940, to February 17, 1943, principal head
economist, OPA, 36500 per year.

February 17, 1943 to April 2, 1943, Head Financial
'

Economist, P-7, in the Office of Production Vice Chairnan, NPB.

April 3, 1943 to April 22, 1943, Head Production Progress
Analyst, p-7, in the Office of Production Vice Chairman, T7FB.

April 23, 1943, Head Progress Analyst, P-7, in the Office
of Executive Vice Chairman, 7.TB.

2
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October 18, 1943* transferred for Administrative
purposes to Economist (Special Studies), Bureau
of Planning and Statistics in the Office of the ^

Director, WFB.
*»

Ifey 1, 1945, transferred to the Research Coordinators
Staff, Bureau of Progress and Statistics in the
Office of the Director of the Civilian Production
Administration.

(

December 14, 1945, transferred to the Treasury De-
partment •where he was employed in the Office of
Monetary Research.

I3P.ITAL STATUS

VICTOR PJJtLO married KATHARINE 'TELLS P31L0 at Elkton,
Maryland on Iferch 19, 1934. Ke divorced KATISRI1E in the Virginia
Courts in June of 1943 and was apparently awarded custody of their
only child, KAiilTHIIS, who presently resides with the PERLC3. Ke
married ELLON PERLC, his present wife, on October 31, 1943.

BACIEFIOUKD DATA REFLECTING THE COllfJUIST

TENDENCIES OF VICTCR PiRLO

On October 13, 1944, KATHERINE 'TILLS P21L0, forner wife
of VICTOR PERLG, advised a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation when interviewed in Fort Viorth, Texas that VICTOR
P.iRLO was a member of the Communist Party in 'Jhshington, D. C. Tinder

the party name "MARTIN STRIHLETt}”. It is to be noted that it is be-
lieved jlAiilRUG TILLS PHRLQ was subsequently placed in a mental

I
institution in or around Fort Worth, Texas. . . .

. r

On July 5, 1944* the Bureau advised that they had received -'he
a letter postmarked April 14, 1944 at Fort TJorth, Texas addressed 2
to the President of the United States, The White House, Washington, W
D. C., which contained a partial list of the Communist Underground
Group in Washington, D. C. Although the writer of this letter was
anonymous at the time it was received it has been established that
KATHERINE WIUS P3RL0, ex-wife of VICTOR FSRLO, wrote the letter.
It may be noted that the following names were also mentioned in l!rs.
PSRLO’S letter to the President. They were namely HENRY H. COLLINS,
JR., CHARLES EPJUIER, JOHN ABT, GEORGE SILVERLLAN and HARRY 7/HITE. t -ijfeET
Information lias also been received which reflects that one VICTOR
PJRLO of 5707 25th Road, Arlington, Virginia, telephone Chestnut
3062, is listed as a member of the> Peace mobilization in the Tasl

1 w

rr Tashington,

commm
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D. C. area. Information has also heen received that one VICTOR
PHILO of 1025 South Oak Crest Road was noted as having attended the
1940 convention of the Socialist Party held in the District of
Columbia. One VICTOR FERL0 of 1025 South Oak Crest Road, Arlington,
Virginia was also listed as a member of the Capital City Forum.

"SKITTAKER CHAMBERS advised that in 1935 he was in contact
with a Communist Party Underground Group in Washington, t). C. headed
by HAROLD WARS. He advised that JOHN ABT, LEE P33SSLIA1J, HENRY COLLINS,
CHARLES Iffir/ITSKY, alias Charles Kramer, ALGIH HISS, DONALD HISS, an
individual with the last name- POST, NATHAN WITT and NATHAN PERLCW,
identified by CEAITBSES as an Economist and associated at that time
with the Brookings Institute in Washington, D. C., were members of

(

the Communist Party Underground. A photograph of VICTCR PTRLOwis
recently shown to TJHlTTAIvER CHAI'BSRS* and CKAKBERS identified VICTCR
PERLO as NATHAN PSRL017 aforementioned.

On July 17, 1945, the Office of Senator ViTLLIAH J. BULC77,
JR., of South Dakota, made an inquiry of the Bureau for information
Trf-th respect to one VICTOR PE1LCH, 1920 Sunderland Place, N.T7.,

/ ..'ashington, D. C», stating that an automobile license observed in
/ New York in connection with Communist disturbances had been traced
f

to this individual.

RESIDENCES OF VICTOR PTHLQ

(1920 Sunderland Place, 11.77., 1933
524 Hurray Avenue, Virginia Highlands, Virginia, 1934
1454 Belmont Street, N.S.
1416 Chapin Street, K.W.
1467 Irving Street, K.77.
2127 California Street, N.ET.

|1025 South Oak Crest Grove, Arlington, Va ., September,
1938, to February, 1940 -f r

|5707 North 25th Road, Arlington, Va., February, 1940,
to April, 1941

4309 Russell Avenue, Apt. 1, 1ft. Rainier, dryland, 1943
4515 Brandywine Street, N.77., Tfeshington, D. C., since
Hay 8, 1945 ' ^

ALLEGATIONS OT ELIZABITH TEHEILT, BENTLEY
'

Lxss Kl.TLEi has advised that about one or two months orior
to the death of JACOB GQLC3, a known Soviet Espionage Agent in the

4
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United States, in November 1943 SOLOS remarked that he had made

contact with another group in Tfashington, D. C. At this time GOLCS

did not identify the members of this group to Kiss BENTLEY.

Early in 1944, EARL BR03D3R mentioned to Miss BENTLEY
that SOLOS had been contacting the group in Washington and had been

unable to keep an appointment -with them as the date for such

meet in;- came on the Sunday after C-XOS' death on Thanksgiving in

1943. BROLVDER told Miss BENTLEY he was anxious for her to meet this

group and that he might make necessary arrangements for a meeting.

About two months thereafter BROADER informed ISLss BENTLEY that

he had made appropriate arrangements for the meeting and directed her

to meet this group at the apartment of Ur. JOHN ABT.

On the date specified by EARL BROUDjR, LiLss BENTLEY went
to the apartment of JOHN ABT and there met four individuals, none of

whom she had ever seen before. They were introduced to her as VICTOR
PHILO, CHARLIE KRAMER, HENRY MAGDOFF and EDWARD FITZGERALD. Miss BENTLEY
advised that these individuals talked freely in her presence and
engaged in conversation pertaining to the payment of their Communist

Party dues to her. At this time they also requested that she furnish
then with Communist Party literature.

PHLLC at this time held a position in the "hr Production
Board and informed Miss BENTLEY that he would be able to supply
statistical d$ta in the Aircraft Field generally. Miss BENTLEY
advised that bn the occasion of this meeting PERLO asked if the
information to be furnished by himself and the others to her was
going to "Uncle JOE" , and Miss BENTLEY recalled that JOHN ABT was
very amuseoby this query. PERLC and the others mentioned they
were delegates from their group in Ifeshington.

Miss BENTLEY advised that mention had previously been made
to her of PERLO by NATHAN GREGORY SILVIRMASTER who used to complain
that the activities of PERLO in Washington were upsetting GEORGE
SILVERMAN. At the meeting in JOHN AST' S apartment it was agreed that
a representative of this group would collect such information as the
various members were able to secure and would deliver it to Miss
BENTLEY at the apartment of liARY PRICE who was residing at that time
at 207 Test 11th Street, New York City. It was agreed when a member
of the group desired to meet Kiss BENTLEY in New York she would be
notified by MARY PRICE to whom the group would write and give the

” ”

date of the visit. ^ ^
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Miss BENTLEY related that on approximately the second
meeting at JOHN ABT'S apartment VICTf?. PERLO and EBTARD FITZGERALD
were present and some conversation had concerning the collection
and payment of Communist Party dues by the members of the PERLO group.
At this second meeting, VICTOR. P2RL0 had with him some information
which he turned over to Miss BENTLEY. She recalled to the best of
her knowledge that on the initial meeting with this group aforementioned,
PERLC produced some written material including OSS documents made
available by DONALD NTVEN 7JKEELER, another member of the group. The
most significant aspect of this to her mind was that some of the

typewritten material in PZRLO'S possession at that time, which material
had been typed by him, bore a great resemblance to written material
she had seen some months previously in the possession of JAG'S G0L03,
She knew that these particular writings had been given to OOLOS by
MQ1DER and were typed on a machine with an unusual type,

Miss BENTLEY advised that when she saw PSEtLO exhibit the
material on the first meeting she immediately concluded that it
obviously had been prepared on the same machine upon which the material
she had previously seen in G0LC3’ possession had been prepared. She
further noted some of the handwriting was unusual and it appeared that
the handwriting notations on PERIC’S material were identical with the
material previously seen by her. At this time, November 30, 1945,
Miss 33TTLEY stated that subsequent to the meetings at the apartment
of JOHN ABT some members of the PZRLC Group would come to New York and
meet her at the apartment of EARY PRICE. Between the spring of 1944 and
December 1944, Eiss BENTLEY met a member or members of .the PZRLO
Group in New York City approximately once every two or three weeks
at EARY PRICE'S apartment . She advised that VICTOR PERLO represented
this group in meetings with her more often than the other members
and that the information furnished by PESLC concerned miscellaneous
information regarding aircraft activities that came into his possession
while he was with the '.Tar Production Board,

On November 30, 1945, Miss BENTLEY advised by way of back-
ground that VICTOR PERLC was of Russian-Jewish parentage and was born
in the United states. She stated he was college trained and a reputedly
brilliant statistician. He was divorced from his first wife who sometime
later was committed to an insane asylum and as Miss BENTLEY recalled a
great deal of trouble ensued as a result of this. She alleged VICTOR
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PERLO told her he had received letters from his first wife threaten-
ing to send a letter to President ROOSEVELT exposing his as well as the
activities of PERLO' S associates. She "as unable to recall ‘of her
own knowledge whether any such letters were written by this woman.
She did recall that PERLO subsequently remarried and was a long-time
resident of "Xashington, D. C. but lived at that time some place in
Maryland.

Subsequently in January 1947, 13.ss B5NTLEY advised that
after the death of JACOB GCLOS her contacts BILL and JACK informed
her that they were very desirous of placing people in the State
Department and that she should make every effort to have any of
her people who had the proper qualifications make application for
a position with the State Department. She recalled that she talked
to VICTOR PERLO about the possibilities of his obtaining employment
with the State Department but FERLC indicated he had no desire to
work for this agency of the government.

Subsequently, in February 1947, Kiss 3E1.TLSY advised that
on the second Sunday after the initial meeting with PERLO, KRALTER,
FITZGERALD, and KAGDOFF she again saw PERLO and CHARLES KRAMER at the
apartment of JOHN ABT. She was unable to state whether there was
a subsequent meeting at this same location or whether the next meeting
between these men and her occurred in the apartment of MARY FtlCS at
207 TiTest 11th Street, Hew York City. She was reasonably certain that
if there was another meeting at AST’S it was the only one prior to
the time the group began to utilize the PRICE apartment. It was her
recollection that she first began to meet PERLO and his associates
in the PRICE apartment commencing in April 1944 and it was agreed that
on regular two-week intervals at least one of the group would come to
New York bringing with him such material as he might have for delivery
to Miss BENTLEY and she would meet this representative there.

*

a#

According to i&ss H27TLEY ©n through ’^'

the summer of 1944 with an occasional interruption because of summer
vacations on the part of the Washington people otherwise it was a
regular operating procedure. She explained that such meetings at MARY
PRICE’S home would either be on Tuesday or Wednesday evenings and it

’

is her impression that the Y&shington representatives would either be -

in New York on business or visiting friends and relatives. She *, '^££^0
specifically mentioned that VICTOR PERLO used to stay overnight with
a relative residing in Queens. These meetings invariably began at 3 p.r.*"'

- vM
and it was Kiss BENTLEY'S opinion that sometimes the Washington people
would come directly to the apartment from the train and would likewise
go directly to the Pennsylvania Station and take a train back to Washington,..,
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when the meeting broke up.

Kiss BENTIEY recalled that once during the summer she
had been out of contact with the PHRLO group for a considerable period
of time. At this time she telephoned PERLO in Washington and subse-
quently they began to see her regularly in Kerr fork City. She re-
called that the last time she saw F3?.L0 was around Christmas, possibly
December 21, 1944, at the home of KARY PRICE and that since that time
she had not seen him either in Kerr York or Washington.

INVESTIGATIVE DATA CORROBORATING ALLEGATIONS
OF 13S3 ELIZABETH TERRILL BENTLEY

MISCELLANEOUS

The information set forth above regarding VICTOR PERLO’ 5 ba
ground corroborates 13. ss lOITLET’S allegations in regard to his birth,
his marital difficulties with his first wife, KATHERINE WILLS PERLO,
and his employment and residences.

Reference is made to Kiss BENTLEY’S allegation above that
approxina tely two months after early 1944 she met FSRLC, KRAKSR,
FITZGERALD and KAGDOFF at the apartment of JOHN ABT in New York City.
It may be a :ded that Miss BENTLEY stated KAGDOFF at that time had
just returned from a period of approximately six months hospitaliza-
tion and expected to return to the Mr Production Board but was un-
certain as to what specifically he would be able to furnish her. The
leave records of the «fer Production Board reflect that KAGDGFF was
off on sick leave from November 4, 1943 to December 6, 1943 j then he
worked four hours on December 6th and 7th, 1943* He worked through
January 9, 1944 and was then off on sick and annual leave from January
10th to Ihrch 3, 1944. The files at the War Production Board revealed
a letter dated February 13, 1944 from IR. J. A. BCRGSN at the lfeyo

Clinic. This letter states that KAGDOFF had been under medical
attention at the Kayo Clinic from the 11th of January until the 7th
of February in 1944 and that he had extensive gall bladder and bile
duct surgery performed on the 17th of January. It was ascertained
that in 1944 the Whr Production Board was working a six-day week. -

An examination of the TTPB’3 files in regard to VICTOR PERL'
- failed

to reveal any leave or travel records of interest. In view of the
fact that Miss BENTLEY stated that KAGDOFF had just returned from six
months hospitalization it was believed that Kiss BENTLEY met P2RL0
anil the others after February 7, 1944 and possibly on Sunday, February
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27, 1944 or Sunday, Larch 5, 1944.

Subsequently, in January 1947 lliss BEKTLS! was interviewed
regarding the above possibilities* At this time she advised that on
her first meeting in the apartment of JOHN ABT in the early part of
1944 I1AGD0F? had not yet actually returned to his duties in Washington
and was still convalescing from his illness. It was her recollection
that LAGDOFF explained due to his still precarious health he would
probably be on a part-time basis. On this occasion. Hiss BENTLEY ad-
vised she definitely recalled her first meeting with P2RLC and the
others did occur on Sunday, and that it was raining probably at 2 or
2:30 P.L. inasmuch as she left her Greenwich Village residence at
1:30 in order to arrive at the scheduled hour. She stated it was
raining fairly hard when she arrived at AST'S apartment but when
the meeting disbanded around 5 P.M. she recalled that the weather had
cleared*

Examination of the monthly meteorological summary of the
United States Department of Commerce, "Heather Bureau, New York City,
for February and Larch 1944 discloses the following:

February 20, 1944 - no precipitation

February 27, 1944 - precipitation (rain) beginning
3:30 P.L* ending 5:30 P.L. (mean
temperature 35 degrees)

Larch 5, 1944 - no precipitation

!fc.rch 12, 1944 - precipitation (rain) beginning 8:05
P.L. ending 9:20 A.H., 3-13-44
(mean temperature 42 degrees)

It would appear therefore from the information supplied
ty Hiss BENTLEY and the data obtained from the Heather Bureau that
February 27, 1944 is the date on which the meeting between Hiss
BEETLE! and PjRLC, K&ALER, LAGDOFF and FITZGERALD was held.

SDRVEILLALCES

^ On December 8, 1945, VICTOR PERLO and wife ELLEN were observed
in the vicinity of DONALD KEVIN i«HSaIZR'S home.

On December 1, 1945, ?fflE BERNARD rCRTLAT! w->s observed at
VICTOR POLO'S residence.

9
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t
On December 21, 1945 PdiLO was observed at the Treasury

Department with HAROID GLASSER.

On August 15, 1946 FCELQ was observed to lunch at the
lee Sheraton Hotel, 15th and L Streets, K.7Z. with JOIIF ABT.

On U0vember 25, 1946 FSRLO was observed in the connany
of CHARLES KRAIIUR , HURRY LAGDOFF, EVILS KAPLAH, I3RB21T SCHIILHL
and V. L’iiVIS BASSE on which night they held a conference in the
office of Senator CLAUDE PSPPSl, Senate Office Building#

On Larch 9, 1947 CHARLES KRAI/BR was observed to enter
the residence of VICTCR PrPLO, 4517 3randyvdne Street, and
on Larch 17, 1947 CHARLES IRA" HP was observed to meet VICTCR P.RLO
the Lee Sheraton Hotel at which time they proceeded to Cornwell’s
Restaurant- on L Street where they had lunch#

J
lAIL OOTrJp

at

Correspondence postmarked February 25, 1947 at Washington,
7. 2209 Observatory Place, '‘.'ashington. r* f|w • Tras- - - . ~ - v * w w j *«*-**0

delivered to VICTOR PERLO by the Friendship Post Office Branch in
..asmngton, D« C • Xt is to be noted that the address 22o9 Observatory
Place, Washington, D. C. is the residence of EDHARD FTTZG.TIALD.
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HS? VICTOR P21LC'

CCRROBjRATIIQ FACTS OBTAINED
FiC&T COIJFIDDHIlAL 3SmS3S

*4|
Physical surveillances have disclosed VICTOR P3RL0'

3

association with HARRY LIAGDQFF and CHARLES KRAKjSRj two of the original

four members of the group that net Hiss B3HTLEY in JOHN AST'S apart-

ment in Hew York City*

In regard to the association between VICTOR P3RL0 and
ED'/APD FITOTDjULD, the following information furnished by Confidential
Informant is being set forth/' vflT\ \?V\yiP

On February 23, 1947 3DJATD FITZGERALD in a conversation
with IIARRY HACDOIF spoke of a job which EDVARD had talked about with
one OLGA. EDVARD mentioned,to HARRY that he refused the job but
he was wondering about Vic/

On larch 2, l?4V~in aOn larch 2, l?47~in a conversation between 2D .ARD FITZG3 AID
and HA ITT ?AGDOFF, ID TAD mentioned that VICTOR was very interested
in the job and had gone up to see OLGA yesterday. (Physical surveillance
on larch 1, 1947 reflected that 7ICTCR PSELO afld/Tife ILLS': boarded
tiie 11 A.E. Pennsylvania Train for

On Ifercfc 16, 1947 in a conv-rsationbetwaen BEATRICE
MAC-DOFF and 3DT7AED FITZSCBALD, BEATRICE asked "VTnat has happened to
that guy, I can't remember his name now, he has a little girl called
KATT?" SD7.AED commented "VIC?" and BEATRICE replied "YES". At
this time EDVARD advised her VICTOR was still at the Treasury De-
partment and is thinking of a job in Hew York "which none of us
think is a good idea, but he does." During the convorsat Lrtfr,v FITZ-

GERALD mentioned he bad lunch with VICTOR the other day* (&ju

—

Other confidential sources of this office have advised
during the course of the investigation of VICTOR P3RL0 that he is also
acquainted with the following individuals:

/fllLLIAL' H. and DOROTHY TAYLOR
y&OBHRT T. 13LL3R -

' vr -s /

VKATHAN GP.S3CF.Y and H3L3H 3IL7DREA3T3R
hilliae ltdvig ului::

' P. BERNARD "(ETHAN

]/
EASY II. COLLETS, JR.
sclcioi: uscimisiz: \i

11
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The following letter is being dictated^anoeroing interview of KM8Y

wat^tw^^&TP.E at Birmingham* Alabama, which interview occurred in

the Birmingham Field Offioe on April 17, 1947* C(j

Special Agents T. G. SPENCER and JOHN J. RANAHI of the Hew York Field
‘

Offioe arrived in Birmingham on April 15, 1947, having been previously

advis^L that the subject, MARY PRICE, was intending to attend a conference

of the^SNJTHERN CONFERENCE FOR HUMAN WELFARE at Birmingham on April lb,

1947. Upon arrival at ^
Birmingh^, the interviewing agents aaoertatoed

that the^contemplated conferences of the SOUTHERN CONFERENCE FOR HUMAN

WELFARE, according to confidential sources of the Birmingham Fiel

Division, were scheduled for April 19 and 21. Special Ag®^s PEYT

HORVILLE, JR., and ROBERT P. WpMACK further
.

advised that .they believed .

it likely that the subject. MARY PRICE, in view of her connection with

the SOUTEEBH CONFERENCE FOR HUMAN WELFARE, would *‘ea^/sf^ill
fr
"?r

C!

stay in Birmingham at the residence of MAIXJOLK COTT^^SjpBBS , 1055 S.

24th Street, Birmingham. Accordingly, spot surveillances were instituted
;

on the residence of DOBBS by the aforementioned agents and Special

Employee D. L. NEWSOM. ~

\>*By teletype dated April 15, 1947, the Charlotte

that MAeP&IIOE. accompanied by her sister, MILDRED PRIC^CY,
,^ fromUre^sboro, B. C., at 6 A. M. on that'date-an route to Birmingham,

- Alabama, driving a 1946 tan Ford coupe, 1947 North Carolina license

number 460-673. The aforementioned information was thereupon furnished y

ISw to the Bureau which in turn telephonlcally advised through Supervisor y
FLOYD JONES on the same date that the interviewing agents should conduct

separate interviews of MARY and upon their arrival at

Birmingham.
~

On Anril 16. 1947. MARY PRICE not having arrived in Birmingham, ^he j%

CharfSte Atlanta, amd Hew Orleans Field Divisions were requested to endeavor

ascertain*through confidential and discreet souroes the present hereabouts 44

of MARY PRICE. '
, /

’ /- . , ^ , //

it

QoaP o^d
'

; v?/5
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On the morning of April 17, 1947, MARY FEICE was observed by surveilling

agents entering the residence of HALCOBAeOBBS and shortly thereafter,

departed for the Birmingham headauarters*'of>4ilie SOUTHERN CONFERENCE FOR
BOHAN YSLFARE, located in tile Darling Building, Room 208. Thereafter,

MARY 3RICE was contacted by Agents SPENCER and DAHAHY and in view of Ike

fact that a meeting of the SOUTHERN CONFERENCE FOR HUMAN V2ELFARE was

x-mm..

commencing in a matter of a few minutes, KAHY PPICE suggested that an

appointment be made with the interviewing agents for 12 s 30 P. U» at

the office of the Birmingham Field Division.

Upon the arrival of the PRICE sisters at the Birmingham Office, it was

ascertained ihat 1EARY FRICE’S companion was actually her sister BRAHSCII

PRICE of Sew York City, rather than MILDRED PRICE COY. Accordingly,

no interview was conducted with BRANSCsJtPJCE •

The interview with MARY PRICE was conunencetTVt 12 s 30 P. l'.» and ended at

1:50 F. H. In an effort to protect insofar as it was possible informant

GREGORY in this case, MARY PRICE was shown the photographs of the follow-

ing individuals who were known through previous investigation and through

information supplied by confidential informant GREGORY to have at one time

or another been associated with her in Tfashington or New York City:

MORRIS mfPERIE

.

She was unable to identify this individual and stated
v.hAi-. insofar as her recollection was concerned she had never seen or met
this individual.

JOSEPnTrREC-G. alias Josepl^reenstein . Upon viewing -this photograph,

PRICE stated that it seemed somewhat familiar to her but could give no
definite information as- toThere she might possibly have met this

individual, if at all.

;.v

ICECHAEL'GREENBERG. MARY PRICE advised that she knew this individual socially

and placed the occasion of her first meeting with him at a dinner party

at the home of her sister, MILDRED PRICE, in New York City. liLDRSD PRICE ~‘'-~

had invited GREENBERG to this dinner as more or less a blind date for HAHY.

She stated that she saw him on several other occasions subsequent to this
rHrmrrr meeting but was not particularly fond of his friendship and did not

again see him until some time later when GREENBERG and his wife, whom he

had married in "the interim, moved to -that city. PRICE stated that she

became rather good friends with GREENBERG *S wife, liked her very much,

and saw her an frequent occasions, all of vdxich concerned social activities. _

She could not recall whether she had seen GREENBERG on more than one or

two occasions in Washington. _ _

V

m

4
Is

2
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r.T?apvA^r^rTTr! . KARY FRICE advised that in oonnectian with -this

individual she first met him through her sister* MILDRED PRICE. It
appears that DUNCAN USE had been on the advisory board of the China

f ,,

Relief and it was through this association that MILDRED, who was also
working for this organisation* met him. She saw him on nmmsous occasions
in New York and admitted after questioning that when DUNCAK^EE moved
to Washington, D. C.* he resided in her apartment for a period of a
week or two until such time as he obtained living* quarters for himself
and his family. She also recalled that shortly after DUNCAN LEE'S
arrival at Washington* D. C.* he became associated with -the Office of
Strategic Services and eventually obtained a very confidential post
with this government agency. She saw him on rather frequent occasions
at her home while LEE was wearing an Army uniform, the rank of which
she cannot recall* but vigorously denied that her association with
him was anything other than social. In view of the fact that information
furnished by informant GREGORY has indicated that MARY FRICS "handled"
this individual when he was first employed by the Office of Strategic
Services, she was pressed for a possible admission that she had accepted ^
confidential information from LEE which she subsequently turned over to -

another individual. She vigorously denied that such had been the case
and further reiterated that she was very fond of LEE as well as his wife,
ISE52L, and considered them very close personal friends but denied that
any dealings she had with either LEE or his wife could be considered
as other than on an innocent social basis.

HILLARD Z._F_AEE. PRICE denied ever having seen this individual.

vULLIAl eHeHISGTOH. She also denied knowing this individual.^ UO

BERNARD SIDNE5^^D1S0ST. PRICE denied ever having seen this individual before.-

After exhibiting the above mentioned photographs to her individually*

she was requested to again observe these photographs to determine if ;

she might have been mistaken in her original opinion as to whether or

not she knew these people. She again examined these photographs and

again denied that she had ever met or knew these people other than as

stated*

After exhibiting the above mentioned photographs to MARY PRICE* a
group of photographs comprising the known members of the PERLO Group

who* from information obtained from informant GREGORY and investigation*

were known to have used her headquarters in New York City as a depository
'

for information they had collected while employed in government service —i
in Washington, were exhibited to her. She denied knowing these individuals

or ever having heard any information concerning them. v
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VICTOtt^EBLO
SOLOLO. AAROlMIIC
GEORGMPERAZIG
HAROmJC-LASS
ALLEN ROBER&kOSENBERG
DONALD NIVEONHEELER
HARRY SAMJEIl^AGDOFF

SPEAKER,It is to be noted that no photographs of CHAELES^RAKER, a member of the

FEILC Group, were available* She was asked whether she knew this
individual by name and stated she did not* It is also to be noted that
when the photograph of WHEELER was exhibited to her she advised that al-
though she had never met this individual she had heard of him and knew
that he was an employee of the Office of Strategic Services*

In view of the fact that PRICE denied knowing practically all of the
above mentioned individuals, it was believed desirable at this time to

exhibit to her photographs of the key figures in this investigation
with the hope -that after seeing these individuals, she might break
and subsequently set forth the full account of her activities with
this espionage group. She was then exhibited the following photographs:

fzTENNEY * PRICE stated that she knew this individual as a result of

an advertisement that she placed in a New York newspaper offering a sublease

of her Washington apartment* She recalled that she received several

replies to this advertisement and after checking somewhat on HELEN TENNEY

believed her to be the best prospect and as a result thereof, sublet her

Washington apartment to TENNEY* She stated that she only saw her on one

or two occasions and that was in connection with the business of subletting

the apartment and -that other than this she has no information whatsoever
concerning this woman* She did state, however, "that on one occasion while
passing through Washington, D* C., she was unable to secure hotel
accommodations and had spent the evening at her apartment through the

hospitality of HELEN TENNEY, her tenant*

JACOB N Upon viewing this photograph, she immediately stated

*tKat'~she believed she recognized this individual* However, when she

was pressed for further information as to the possible circumstances

surrounding her meeting of this individual, she became hesitant and

after a short lapse, advised that possibly she was mistaken in identifying

this individual because the name did not mean anything to her and she could
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not recall Ihe circumstances under which she might possibly have met

this individual* She was further interrogated as to whether or not she

might have known him under the pseudonym of "JOHN" but continued to

state that although the possibility existed that she may have met him,

she could neither recall the circumstances nor the place*

GREGORY* TThen she first observed this photograph, she was rather hesitant

before she made an admission or denial but eventually stated that she

Ea^iS^RCwBSS* She stated that she, of course, knew of EARL BROTHER but

denied that she had ever met him. She volunteered, however, that she would

like very much to meet him and would consider it a singular honor to

talk to him. In explanation of this, she stated that since her occupation

was that of a journalist she was interested in personalities and considered

him a very interesting one. In a further effort to obtain at least same

admissions from this woman, the photographs of GREGORY and GOIOS were

exhibited to her and she was asked whether the association of these two

people meant anything to her. She replied that she met GREGORY but that

her identification of GOLDS was very hazy and offered no further comment

along this line.

It is to be noted that shortly after IJ»RY PRICE was seated in one of

the offices of the Birmingham Field Office with Special Agents EAMAHY

and SPELiCER, she demanded to know what we intended to obtain from her

and it was again explained to her that she was not under arrest, that

she had come to the Birmingham Field Office voluntarily and that we

merely wanted to interrogate her about aome matters that transpired in

Washington, D. C* After the exhibition of the first few photographs,

she stated that she was rather hesitant about answering any questions

unless she had either a lawyer or a companion with her. She pointed out

that she was all alone while the government had two men present and

felt that she, in all equity, Should be entitled to have at least a companion

5
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with her. After some hesitancy, however, she continued to gamine the

photographs that were given to her hut at numerous intervals she became

recalcitrant and reiterated her desire to be allowed to have at least

her sister, who was in the waiting room of the Birmingham Field Office**

present during the interview. From her outright denials, particularly

of her knowledge of GOLOS and DU1ICA. LEE and GREGORY, it was very

apparent that she would not volunteer any information and in order to

protectee informant insofar as possible every effort was made to

elicit admissions from her without disclosing the Bureau’s full knowledge

of her activities.

At the conclusion of the interview, FlilCE was informed that an informal

statement of what she had informed interviewing agents was going to be

made and she vigorously opposed this, saying that although she admitted

knowing several individuals mentioned during the interrogation, she would

be reluctant to have this reduced to writing because she was uncertain

as to what manner her statement might affect these people, with whom

she had not been in contact for quite a period of time. she then volunteered

that her original purpose in coming to Birmingham was to in some way

improve the financial condition of the SOUTHERN CGxk'itREsiCE FOa. HCIX-;

but as a result of this interview she felt that her mind would be more

presently occupied with the events concerned in this interview retner

than with the Southern affairs of the SGUTH3&? CONFERS'!CE FOR -CUZ ... L./L-i.

She stated that since this interview had taken place she had decidedin

her own mind to return to Greensboro, U • C., Sunday rather tnan staying

^

over a few days as she had previously planned, giving this.matter considerable

thought, after which she would communicate with the interviewing agents.

She asked for and was given the names of the interviewing agents together

with the address of the Hew York Field Office and stated that she would

communicate with them some time within the near future.

In view of the fact that MARY PRICE has stated an intention of remaining

in Birmingham until Sunday, April 20, for continuous conferences of the

SOUTHERN CONFERENCE FOR HOOK T2ELFARE, the confidential sources of the

Birmingjiam Field Division have been alerted as to tlje results of this

interview. The Birmingham Office will report to the Bureau any information

pertaining to this interview with MARY FRIGE afeich was obtained through

their confidential sources. -

co: Hew York
Charlotte
Washington Field
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BE: SOlftjD
Solonozr

Scfaloms:

ITADI2R, wit!

loamrldler,
fclomsxQdler

with aliases^
Ler, Schlobel jailer.

Dear Sir:
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r«ts$».am

m
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‘in • #
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Reference Is made to Bureau letter dated Kerch 14*
1947, in which this office was directed to prepare memoranda
for interview purposes concerning subjects of the above-
captioned case. There ia^et forth below the information _
available concerning S0|£4l&£R, with aliases, an employee

™
of the IJ. S. Treasury"Department• All pertinent information -jt
appearing in Washington Field Office file #100-17493 Is set *7
forth below. Marginal notes Vefer to the serial and page

““J

5

numbers where such Information will be found in this Washing- > Cflj juw
*• n,ld omc

* ^JOWPuti/A* ^ L)
AT.TRrtATTOMS qf GHEQOBT n

QBEQOHT related that during the latter part of
1942 and through the early part of 1943* Mention was made by s'
individuals connected with this investigation of SOL ADIER, / -g^.

who was a U. S. Treasury Department representative in Chungdng,^*^^^
G9BG0RI further related that she had seen in the

SUFEHUASTER home- official letters written by SOL ADIffi^#*t«

Chunking, China to the U. S. Treasury Department in Washington,

D. C. GHEGOHT stated that presumably these official documents

had found their way to the SXDTERKASTER hone through HAHBX
ng.rrgw VHITB, an official in the Treasury Department and a I ->

prominent figure in this investigation. GREGOBX stated that 4 fy ,

SILVEEKASTER had characterised SOL ADDER as an opportunist
but farther indicated that they would like to place him in some
strategic location in the U* S. Government. GBEQ0B7 also stated'
that SOL ADIER was a memberof the Comnonist Party and that Ms ,

were collected ty SILVEHMASTER and turned over to GREGOBf. I/L
>PIE& DE^TROpgn Upfei /

\b/^2 ^ ' f b nr Otis i ww 7 a

STROYEI
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prominent figure In this investigation. A reliable source who
is a prominent member of the Communist Party stated in 1939
that S0L01EN ADIER, an employee of the U. S. Treasury Department
had sent weekly reports to the Communist Party. This ««««
source advised that SOL ADLER was definitely known by him to be
a Communist. He further advised that he knew ADIER to have been
in close contact with J • PETERS and to have made reports of a
financial nature to PETERS. He stated that he suspected the
Communist Party was playing the stock market nnH that they
utdlizsd SOL ADIER*S financial infoimation in this connection.
It is to be noted that J. PETERS is identical with AIEXANDER
STEVENS, a known Comintern agent. During the course of an
investigation conducted on PHILIP JAFJE, JOHN SERVICE, ANDREW
BOTH, et al, relating to these individuals having obtained
confidential documents from the State Department and other
Government departments, SOL ADIER of the D. S. Treasury Depart-
ment was questioned, at which time he admitted that he was x
acquainted with JOHN SERVICE, having first met Mm in the fan\ l
of 1941 in Chungking, China. ADIER stated that he was also

'

acquainted with ANDREW ROTH but /iepied ever having furnished
formation to Mm

'UuuvilAL
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From ft review of the records of th? National Research
Project, WPA, it was learned that ADIER obtained his position with
that outfit throng IRVING KAPLAN, a subject of this case*

While with the Treasury Department ADIER has worked under
or been associated with the following individuals, all of idiom are
subjects of this case: WILLIAM LUIWIG UIIMANN, VIRdNIGS FRANK 00E
HARRY DEXTER WHITE, WILLIAM HENRY TAYLOR and HAROLD GLASSER.

firing the period July 14, 1946 to August 6, 1946, while
ADIER was staying in Washington, D. C«, a physical surveillance
was maintained on him. Through this surveillance it was learned
that he was in contact with or visited the residences or offices
of the following individuals:

i
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ABRAHAM GEORGE SILVERMAN, 2325 15th Street, N. W., a subject
of this case on July 17, 22, 28 and 31, 1946*

WILLIAM H. TAYLOR, Washington Hotel, a subject of this case,
on July 19, 1946*

VIRGINIUS PRANK COE, 1918 Roosevelt Street, Arlington, Virginia,
a subject of this case, on July39, 1946, July 28, 194p and August
4, 1946*

Ur* and Mrs* LAWRENCE RICHARDSON, 19 Ware Street, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, ADLER'S father and mother-in-law, on July 19-20, 1946*

RICHARD A* SILVERMAN, Lovell House C, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, son of ABRAHAM GEORGE SILVERMAN mentioned above, on
July 20, 21, 1946*

Unknown individual How Yen Hon, a low class Chinese restaurant
located at 13A Hudson Street, Boston, Massachusetts on July 21, 194j6.

H. IDLES, 251 West 30th Street, New York City on July 22, 1946*

Unknown Chinese man of the Chinese Supply Commission (believed to
be SHOU CHIN WANG), 2311 Massachusetts Avenue, K. W*, on July 23 and
25, 1946 and August 3, 1946*

IE0NARD E. ACKERMAN, 2901 18th Street, N. W., on July 25, 27 and
August 1, 1946*

Unknown woman residing at 2912 Dumbarton Avenue, N* W., on July 25,
and August 1, 1946*

HAROLD GLASSBR, 5410 Cathedral Avenue, N. W., a subject of this case,
and hie wife, FAYE GLASSER, July 25 and August 3, 1946*

ERNA ROSENBERG, wife of ALLAN RQSENEERG, a subject of this case,
on July 25, 1946*

JOSEPH B. FRIEDMAN, 344 North Edison Street, Arlington, Virginia,
whose activities have been investigated in connection with this
case, on July 25, 1946*

- 5 -



SAMUEL HILLER* Alban Towers, 3700 Massachusetts Avenue; N. If.;

-whose activities have been investigated in connection with this
case; and his wife; EVELXK HILLER; on July 25, 1946. . . -

-A# -

ALBERT Cm SHTRE, 3215 Macomb Street, H. V;, on July 28, 194&»

Hr. and Mrs. ARTHUR 17. STUART, 8425 Wooddift Road, Silver Spring,
Maryland, on August 2, 1946*

Lt. Commander HAROLD V. JACOBSON, U. S. Navy, on August 3, 1946.
y

Hr. and Mrs. IRVING KAPLAN, subjects of this, investigation, on
August 3, 1946.

MURRAY W. LATIMER, whose activities have been investigated in
connection with this case, on August 3, 1946.

SOL LISCHINSKT, subject of this case, on August 4 and 5, 1946.

JOSEPH SILVERMAN, brother of ABRAHAM GEORGE SILVERMAN mentioned
above, on August 5, 1946.
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fc.miP M, Shanghai , Chine.
?. E.r. ns (er HB), Banking, China,
JUS* CHASS, BQ», C/e Inarlnan Consulate General, ehiwi^« t

Mr. aadlfrs. IADBSB CASADT, 9. 8. Treasurer's Office, Shanghai, China
1UJ. HOFUCg, 8^28 Pina? Brandi Chart, Silrer Spring, Maryland.
F9IS0R MBUI, SSQ., American Consol, Peiping, China. (Bama

appeared on letter bearing return address "Foreign Service of
U.S. of Aeerica* and notation "By Pouch").

CIGBE COB, D.C. Attorney, not identified.

^
FHUZP D. araooai, XS^., American Embassy, Banking, China.
J.I. P1NF1E1S, F.X., Department of State, Washington, D. C.
Hr. and Mrs. B. F. BORATE (?), American Consulate, Japed, Formosa.

/ Miss BOSE YABDOMTAW.
m

*

Through the cooperation of a highly confidential souroe
at the Washington Hotel it mas learned that daring his stay at the
Hotel ASXSR mas in telephonic contact mith the folloeing individuals
mot previously mentionedt

BAUD VHHS, 718 31st Street, S. B., on July 27, 1946.
HAST HAVXET, 403 Timber Um Street, Falls Church, Virginia, on
/ Amgaat 1, 1946.
AJSDBEB J. F0IB3TA, 1420 Staples Street, B. E«, on August 4, 1946.
JOHB CABXBR 7XBCSBT, 3408 Reservoir Bond, N. ¥•, on August 5, 1946.
Ifrs. luaum D. WOEKLL, dp2 Beveoab Street, 8. X., Apt. 6, on

Jngost 5» 1946*

A highly eonfldentiai souroe kncen to Special
JX8KB G4RI4BD, HUtil COHBEIIflOI, MABKICE TAILOR sad
ZAMDBB of the Washington Field Office, advised that am
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personal effects of WILLIAM IOTKIG UHMANN, there^esse letters
from SOLOMON ADI£R addressed from the American Embassy at
Chungking, China and on the stationery of the Stabilisation
Board of China* The letters were personal in nature* f/fj

Special Agent in Charge

TiE^jJC

100-17493
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/> { y Director, FBI

^federal Surrau of favestigatfon

Snftxii States Srpartmrnt of Nustire

Washington Field Division, Room 1706
Washington 25, D. C.

April s, !947

*</!*!£

RE: GREGORY
ESPIONAGE - R

G>
WILLIAM WALTER RB3NGT0N

•$.vrj

Dear Sir:

As a result of a reinterview of subject REMINGTON on April 22,
3*1947, the following signed statement was obtained from REMINGTON on April 23,
J 1047, the original of which is being maintained in the Washington Field

GOOffice file of this case >f

nI, WIIJJ kin WALTER RBTNGTON, voluntarily make the following
statement to WILLIAM R. CORNELLSON, OSCAR E. SEUS ani KENNERLY R.
CORBETT, whom I know to be Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. No force, threats or duress has been used to induce
me to make this statement. I have been informed that it may be
used in Court against

"I was bom in New York City on October 25, 1917. I was em-
ployed in the War Production Board of the U. S. Government from
approximately February, 1942, until April, 1944* when I entered the
U. S. Navy. (U)

/

S'

!

-

•t'
N
*

tfa TOEfeMTH, Editor
that he lived next door to my

in New York. During visits to

"I first became acquainted
Masses' magazine due to thl
mother-in-law, Mrs. ELIgABETi
my mother-in-law's home I saw NORTH at times when he called at my
mother-in-law's house. Sometime during the winter of 1942 NORTH
introduced me and my wife, ANN, to a man whom I know only as 'JOHN'.
I have forgotten the last name by which he was introduced. This
introduction occurred during a luncheon in the vicinity of 4th
Avenue and 31st Street, New York City. Subsequently, during the
winter and spring of 1942 my wife, ANN, and I had dinner at a place
I believe was Schrafts Restaurant at 4th Avenue and 31st Street,
New York City, with the JOHN to idiom JOE NORTH had introduced me,
and a woman idiom JOHN introduced as HELEN and whom I believed to

,
>

be JOHN'S wife. During this meeting JOHN intimated to.me that he^
^ * T^w**** ^6yL^r

J
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was writing a book about the potentialities of United States 'war
production, 1 and we discussed various aspects of war production
problems in this country, having some discussion in particular
regarding statements being made at that time by KNUTSON and other
saigh Government officials in reference to the amount of war
material that should be produced during the year 1942. JOHN
seemed to doubt that the United States could live up to these
predictions while I took the opposite point of 'view. JOHN seemed
to be very interested in my point of view and suggested that he
would like to talk to me again when I was in New York. I told
him that I did not go to New York regularly and at that point
HELEN suggested that she would like to see me when she came to
Washington inasmuch as she went there frequently in connection
with her work. (j> )

"Throughout my association with HELEN I was under the
impression that she was a reporter for FK newspaper. I gave
HELEN my office and home telephone numbers. JOHN gave me the
impression that he too would be interested in any background
information or guidance which I gave to HELEN in connection with
what she described as her newspaper reporting. He said it would
assist him in the preparation of his book. Sometime between two
weeks and two months after this dinner in New York with JOHN and
HEI£N, I was contacted by telephone in Washington by HELEN. At
first I did notvr^call who she was and asked her, ‘Helen who?*
She said, «HELE^\J0HNS0N« and mentioned the dinner in New York.
X then remembered ner and agreed to meet her on the comer of
7th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue or 14th Street and Pennsylvania
Avenue. After this first meeting I recall meeting her from five
to six times altogether at Whelan's Drugstore at 14th Street and
Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W., a cafeteria in that same vicinity,
the Uellon Gallery, and the comer of 7th Street and Pennsyl-
vania Avenue, N. W. On at lea^fc)one of these meetings X believe

. I was accompanied by BERNARD S . REDMONT , whom I will discuss
later in this statements

"During these meetings with HELEN she asked questions and
was particularly interested in the same things that JOHN had
discussed with me at the dinner in New York. She was interested
in the control of raw materials, that is, how raw materials were
to be channeled away from less important uses into the most
important uses. She was specifically interested in methods of
'priorities control,' the 'production requirement plan,' and the
•controlled materials plan'. I told her a great deal about methods
of materials control, explaining them in as much detail as I knew A]
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and I also gave her press releases and other information regarding
these plans, I recall that during that period of time great
effort mas being made by the War Production Board to familiarise
manufacturers and other persons concerned with the various aspects
of these plans. During these meetings I mas quite cautious about
security rules and in my discussions with HELEN confined myself
to public information, I did not have access to secret information
although I did have access to some confidential material,

_
addition to discussing potential mar production various

newspaper articles came into the discussion on some occasions
I could confirm or deny as the case might be the truth or accuracy »

of some particular article, I recall one article which stated that
the United States mould not produce the President* s goal of 125,000
airplanes during that year by a mide margin. HELEN questioned me
about this article. She seemed to be in doubt as to whether or
not the United States could produce that number of airplanes. In
this instance I said that I mas considerably more optimistic
the mriter of the article, and that I felt it mas technically poss-
ible to produce almost that number of planes, if the Army and Nevy
did not decide they would prefer less planes and more of something
else, fie also discussed articles concerning various personalities
in the news, particularly news items relating to persons employed by
the War Production Board, and I advised HELEN that certain War
Production Board officials mere doing an excellent job for the war
effort and consequently should not be criticized by PM. I recall
thatvat various times I gave HELEN scraps of paper on wMrfi mere
written the correct spelling of names of persons me mere discussing
and their titles in the War Production Board, I also recall that in
these discussions HELEN frequently took notes. I did not consider
this unusual inasmuch as I considered her a newspaper reporter, [\i)

**I contacted HELM on only one occasion in New York after the
initial introduction to her. She had previously given me a telephone
number and asked me to contact her when I mas in New York, It Christmas
in 1942 HELEN gave me and my mife, ANN, a Christmas present consisting
of a necktie and a kerchief. She never gave me any money nor did she
ever offer to pay my expenses on the trips to New York. I recall
giving her money consisting of a nickel or a dime on several occasions
in Washington in payment for copies of the Daily Worker and HS." I
also loaned her a dollar on one occasion but she later repaid me. (ji)

"On one occasion HELEN asked me some question about South America
and I told her I didn't know anything about South America but suggested (tf)

isr

m
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that BERNARD S. REDHONT, who worked at the office of Inter-
American Affaire , night be able to provide her with this informa-
tion. Subsequently, I believe I arranged for HELEN to be intro-
duced to REDHONT or introduced him to her myself* I do not recall
which; 1 do remember having lunch with HELEN and REDKONT on one
occasion and may have been accompanied by REDHONT on some occasions
when I met HELEN in Washington* I never accompanied REDHONT to
any meeting with HELEN in New York*

"These contacts extended over a period of the winter of 1942
until, as I recall, to the spring of 1943 or possibly later* I
have not been contacted by HELEN or by any person I had reason to
believe was associated with HELEN since my entry into the U* S*
Navy. (U)

"A photograph has been exhibited to me by Special Agents
C0RKEUS0N, SELLS and CORBETT, which I have identified as being
that of the person I knew and referred to as HELEN* OO,.

"I have read the above statement, consisting of five pages,
and have made some additions and corrections which I have initialed

,

To the best of my knowledge and belief, this statement with the
corrections, is true and accurate* go

Witnessed*

/S/ William W. Remington

William R. Coraelison
Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation fW)

Oscar H. Sells
Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation*"

The results of this second interview will be reported in more
detail in the next report submitted by the Washington Field Division in
instant case*

V«)

VfJgf truly your
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTX
IIHECTOR, FBI DATS: April 17, 1947

Guy Hottel, SAC, Washington Field

SUBJECT:

CONF,

R

RE: DUNCAN CHAPUH m
TA Dune

Tien BT ^%$
Skill

CkKip

AV

v4

Vacm/vjfc ^
Referenoe is made to Bireau letter dated March 14, 1947 ,

-

to the New York Field Office with copies to the Washington Field
®ff1 ce in which the latter office was directed to prepare memoranda
for interview purposes concerning various subjects in the above [
captioned case. The information available in Washington Field Office
file #100-17493 concerning DUNCAN CHAPLIN LEE is being set forth below.
Marginal notes throughout this letter refer to the serials and page
numbers on which the information contained in each paragraph rail be
found in Washington Field Office file #100-17493.

ALLEGATIONS OF GREGORY

Informant OREGORY, on November 30, 1945, furnished the
following information concerning LEE;

"Another individual with whom I became acquainted during
the latter part of 1942 was Jajor_Duncan Lee. My first knowledge
of horn came from a remark by MAHTTRICE ,at the' time she was in New
York in 1942,that she was attending a oarty in New York City given
by Duncan Lee, a friend of her sister, Mildred.

recall that at that time Lee, who was a law graduate
of either Yale or Harvard, was associated with General Donovan’

s

Law Firm in New York. 3y way of background, Lee was born in China,
the son of an American missionary, and is a descendant of General
Robert E. Lee; and I also recall that he attended either Oxford or
Cambridge University in England where he became acquainted with his
wife, Ishbel, who was a Scottish girl, I recalled that while in
New York practicing law Lee had become identified with various
ganizations interested in the Far East, such as the Institut
Pacific Relations, and it was probably through his activities in
this regard that he met Mildrecrfrice .

"In 1942 Mary Price mentioned to Golos that Lee was going
to Washington, D.C., with General Donovan in OSS and she asked GolosV./ if he were interested in Lee.- Golos replied that of course he was"^^ ' and delegated Mary to handle him. Mary* did proceed to take care of
Lee who was given an Army commission directly upon entering OSS, but

5/
his contributions 1*ene not particularly voluminous or valuable and -
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GOLOS decided it would be better if I were to meet Lee and determine
exactly the nature of his duties and the type of information coming
to his attentim in OSS. Accordingly, through arrangements made by
Mary Price, I met Lee in " ashington and he told me he wss in an ad-
visory capacity to General Donovan and it was apparent that he was
cognizant of most of the material directed to General Donovan's
attention. -

"It is my impression that at this time ^»e>

} who had been
a Communist ?arty member in New fork City, was of the impression
that the information he had been giving Mary Price was being de-
livered to Earl Browder but in subsequent conversations and from
remarks widch came to my attention later as having been made ty
Lee, I believe that after awhile he realized that such information
was actually destined for Russian intelligence*

"After my initial meeting with Lee, he began to supply
me with OSS information of a varied nature. These data were
always given by him orally, and he would never furnish anything
in writing nor w;uld he allow me to make notes of the information
he gsr.e me. I recalled that his information included facts on
various phases of anti-Soviet work by OSS, its activities in
various European countries with respect to uncovering Russian ac-
tivities, the location of OSS personnel in foreign countries, and
the nature of their activities. Golos attached great significance
to such information inasmuch as it appeared to concern most directly
activities of the United States Government as they concerned Russia.
For Instance, I recalled his mentioning OSS agents being parachuted
into Hungary and Yugoslavia and to peace manouverings going on between
the satellite axis nations through the medium of OSS representatives
in Sweden and Switzerland. Quantity of information furnished by
Lee was never particularly great but it was all of a nature to
interest the Russians greatly. His production on a quality basis ...

was stressed rather than quantity.

r

$ IfHjf •

"I continued to see Lee at intervals at Washington, D.C.,
meeting him for awhile at his Washington residence but thereafter
meeting him on the streets there as he indicated he no longer desired
to have me appear at his office. For occasional periods of time Lee

would be absent from Washington on trips outside the Country, but
when he was in Washington he would see him in the manner described
above. Ky association with him continued until approximately
December, 1944, at which time he had just been assigned to the —
Japanese Division of Oss and held the rank of Major*

"For the most part Lee seemed to be supplying information
which in his judgment would be of value and it was on infrequent
occasions that I, at the request oA'GqIos, requested him to obtain
information on specific matters. To the best of ny knowledge Golos

met Lee only a couple of times,both in Washington, and I do not
-2- ...
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"believe that Lee was aware of the true identity of Golos although

he nay have subsequently been apprised thereof by Vary Price as she

resumed her association with him at a later date*

"The name by which Lee was known to the Russians was "Pat."

His wife, Ishbel, had also been a Communist Party member in New York

City and I recall that at the time she was considering seeking United

States citizenship, she was somewhat apprehensive that an investigation

of her past activities might reveal her Party affiliations and would

reflect upon her husband. On most of the occasions I visited him at

his home and on the street, it would be arranged that I would meet

him alone and the only other person present was his wife.

"Lee impressed me as a rather weak individual who was im-

pressed with being a descendant of General lee and most of the time :

I saw he was nervous and emotionally upset. He was extremely

apprehensive about the possibility of being under FET surveillance

as he explained to me he was in a really vulnerable position as the

FBI and the OSS at that time, according to him, were both seeking to

have control of all U. S. intelligence activities and that in furtherance

of their plan the FBI would ^jery much like to place OSS personnel in an /;Jt

embarrassing position. He mentioned many times that he did not like

the work he was engaged in, that is the collection of information for

me, and he appeared to be troubled -with a severe conflict of ideas.

I subsequently learned from "Jack", who was one of my Russian contacts,

that Duncan Lee had indicated to the person who took him over after I

ceased ny activities, that he did not desire to continue his contacts

with the Russian Espionage set-up any further. I also learned at this

time that Duncan Lee at that time went to China and I am unable to state

whether he continued his contacts with the Russians after this time."

"Regarding Donald Wheeler, I recall that Major Duncan Lee 244 P«54

mentioned to me at one time that he had a friend named Donald Wheeler

in OSSj that Wheeler had attended either Oxford or Cambridge University

with himjand that Wheeler was a really 'progressive person'."

"It was at this tin® (late 1944) that I recounted to 'Jack* 244 ?»79-£

the incident occurring some months previously when Major Duncan lee, „

through his intimate association with General William JjM Donovan in OSS,

had learned of a proposal by General Donovan to have sane SKVD represen-

tatives come to the United States in exchange for an OSS mission to Russia.

I told him that this proposal was looked upon favorably by President

Roosevelt, Fleet Admiral Leahy, and, according to Major Lee, Director

J. Edgar Hoover, of the FBI, was supposed to have remarked that it

wouldn' t make too much difference if the NKVD group would come over

mm
-3 '
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"because they were here already and had been since the establishment
/

of Amtorg. I described to 'Jack' how excited and frightened Major
Lee was about the prospect of the KKVD mission coming to the United
States as Lee had visions of this group visiting him at his home and
thanking him for his cooperation. 'Jack* remarked that that incident
v;as a good example of t*iy the Russians strongly desired that their
American contacts not know the real identity of the persons with whom
they were dealing."

GR3GDRY reported that at a meeting in Washington in 244
December, 1944, she was informed by JACK that he was desirous of
having someone else take over contacts here in Washington. She
was directed by JACK to contact her various people and inform them
that she was anticipating going to the hospital for an aopendectony.
GfiSGCEY advised that she actually did contact various persons and
gave them this information, included among such persons was DUHCAK
XiLiirf «

GREGORY reported further that she spent about $400 or $500 244
for Christmas presents for various contacts she had in Washington.
This Yjas done on the instructions of JACK. GREGORY reported that
presents were given to Duncan Lee and his wife.

During the course of several interviews subsequent to
November 30, 1945, Informant GREGORY furnished the following additional
information concerning her dealings with DUNCAN LEE.

GREGORY is unable to state the exact date on which she
met LEE but places it at either the latter part of 1942 or January,
1943, and pointed out that LEE had gone to Washington in July, 1942,
to assume a post with OSSj had stayed with MARY PRICE for perhaps two
weeks at that time when he was attempting to locate living quarters,and
had thereafter been "handled" by LAKY PRICE until GOLDS decided, prob-
ably in the latter part of 1942, that IEE was not as productive as he
might be’ and, accordingly, sent GREGORY to see him in Washington. The
occasion of this first meeting was a visit by GREGORY to the IEE reridence
in Georgetown at which time she, of course, introduced herself as HEIEN
and met IEE and his wife, ISHBEL.

After this initial meeting with LEE, GREGORY saw him
thereafter at rather regular two-week intervals until approximately
June, 1943, at which time he left the country on an OSS mission. T/hen
he returned that fall, GREGORY resumed her contacts with him and she
distinctly recalls her first meeting after his return from overseas
because he exhibited to her numerous photographs he had collected in
the China-Burma-India Theater and gasre her a detailed account of the
time he had to parachute from a plane in the jungle.
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It was also during this time that GOLDS informed GREGORY /
that he desired to meet ISKEEL and, accordingly, such meeting was
arranged and took place probably in October, 1943, in Washington.
GK-.ujRY remembers the place distinctly as being a German restaurant and
beer establishment on K Street between 14th and 15th Stre.ts and said that
she, uOlOS and the LEE's spent a few hours there one even ing . GOLOS was
as usual introduced to ISE3EL as JOHN and she was given to understand
that he was a big man in the Party.

Describing further meetings with LEE, GREGORY remembers that
in February or March, 1944, LEE told her of what he described as in-
creasing rivalry between OSS and the FBI and further mentioned the
projected exchange of Agents by OSS and the NKVD. These developments
resulted in LEE's becoming increasingly apprehensive over meeting GREGORY
and, accordingly, he informed her that they would have to begin meeting
away from his home. Accordingly they did meet at the Georgetown Pharmacy-
on Wisconsin Avenue and at another pharmacy on E Street near Wisconsin
Avenue and she recalls that on the occasion of such meetings she would
usually be in the designated store at the agreed hour; LEE would come
in, glance around very nervously, leave the store and she would follow
hum aiiQ join hum perhaps a half block sway. TE r., of course, was in Army
uniform on the occasion of all GREGORY'S meetings with him including*
those in public places.

^Airing 1944 122 occasionally made extended trios out of
’Vashington during which time GIEGORI, of course, would not see him
but when she was able to make contact with him it would be in the manner
described immediately above. His uneasiness apparently intensified as
time went on and GREGORY remembers that in the fall of I944 LEE did not
show u at a oesugnated time and place on a couple of occasions and that
after 'GARY PRICE was unable tc persuade him to see GREGORY again, GREGORY
finally rent to the LEE residence and tried to convince ISII3EL that it
was all right for her husband to see -EEGCEY.

In addition to the meetings in Washington, GREGORY furnished
the following information as to her contacts with LEE in Hew York City:

It is her recollection that the first of such Hew York meetings
occurred in January, 1943, at which time she, GOLOS and IEE met at the
Old Homestead Restaurant at Hinth Avenue. So far as GREGORY is able to
recall this occasion constituted GOLDS * first meeting with IEE who was
in uniform at the time. Her only additional information concerning this
meeting is that the conversation was principally along political and Party
lines. At infrequent intervals after this meeting LEE would telephone
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CSEGOKT at her residence and they would arrange to see each other at/ v
some restaurant in Xew Tork« GREGORY said UUi occasionally case to f
Sew York to Tiait MART PRIGS and it was on these occasions she would
see him.

s

laar last meeting with UGS„ 0£curred probably in January, 1945*
She definitely re&ails the place of this meeting as Longchamps Restaurant
on Fifth Avenue at 12th Street and by this time QBEOORT had virtually
terminated her espionage activities as far as the Washington group v.as
concerned*

DDBCII CHAPLIN IZE was bom in Anking, China, on November 19, 3931 nl63-l64
1913. He resided there until 1926. From 1926 to 1931 he lived at
.Chatham Hall, Chatham, Virginia, with his father. Reverend EDMUND JENNINGS
VCEE^an Episcopalian Minister who is the rector of Lhe Girls1 Preparatory
school known as Chatham Hall.

In 1935 HE received a BA degree from Tale University and in
1938 he received a BCL degree from OxforcLUniversity, Oxford, England.
On June 18, 1938, he married ISHBEL SCOTT CIBB at Oxford, England. On
June 16, 1939, he was employed as a clerk by the law firm of DONOVAN,
LEISURE, NEWTON and LUjIBARD, #2 V.'all Street, New York, New York. He
left this law firm on June 30, 1942, to become assistant general counsel
of the Office of Strategic Services in .‘ashington, D.C.

In 1942 LEE was assistant secretary of the National Board of
Directors of Russian War Relief and he was also a member of the executive
committee of China Aid Counsel. It should be noted that MIIDRED PRICE,
another subject in this investigation, was at that time the executive
secretary of the China Aid Counsel. In October, 1944, information was
received from an informant believed to be reliable to the effect that
I£E was decidedly Communistic. This informant also stated that the
library in the home of Mr. and Mrs. DUNCAN C. LEE was devoted to Com-
munistic writings. .

~

PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE

By means of a physical surveillance conducted by Agents of the 632 p.77
Washington Field Office, it was learned that DUNCAN IEE visited DONAID
WRESLER, a subject of this investigation, at the home of the latter for
two hours during the afternoon of December 2, 1945*

- -

A physical surveillance December 14, 1945, revealed that a man —

—

driving a oar bearing District of Columbia tags #136914, registered to
RICHARD B .jlBAHSR, Washington House, and a man and woman in a car bearing
Viigiula #474-269, registered to phtltp n Ykatssr

,
2101 South Iynn Street,

Arlington, Virginia, had dinner at IDE's residence that evening.

PGi^ENTi|.
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• A physical surveillance January 2, 1946 . , , . .

UOICJill I£E and his wife, ISHHEL, attended a party that evening at
l1673 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., which was occupied by Mias dLAUDE F.

and lAEIAlJjsELIS. By checking the reeii stored
;

^license tags apj&aring on cars in which other Party gueftSs arrived
it was determined that the following persons sere also pt,|Aa^r 4n
attendance*' . •

1150 p.73,78

Captain WILLIAM ijfcAET, 2620 Foxhall Road, N.W.s
GEORG* MARKS or MARKSmtAIIBR, Eastern and Weber Ave.,
Baltimore, MarjrLandj •

Major GEORGS wToABES, 1513 33rd Street, M.W.

1150 p.74
1150 p.74, 78

1150 p.74, 78

Surveillance by New York Agents on December 4, 1945, 543 p.37, 88
reflected that IZB met an unknown woman at 7:55 P.M. that day
in the Stonewall Inn Bar, 51 Christopher Street, New York .City.
A surveillance was discontinued at 3:30 P.M. because of congested
traffic conditions. It was learned, however, that IZE returned to
his hotel at 12:25 A.J£. December 5, 1945» It could not be deter-
mined whether or not I£E spent the entire evening with this un-
known woman* She was described as being of overaverage height,
attractive, and having brunette hair which she wore in an upsweep
ityle • She wore a black coat and a pillbox type black hat.
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§TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE(M OL-
I^NTIAL I

A check of long distance telephone call* originating from
DUNCAN LEE’s home telephone reflected contacts with the following
persona of possible interest to this investigation# -

-

Lieutenant BAXHDND Fairfax, Virginia; ten
calls between November 30, 1944» and November 25, 1945.
Captain JOHN FRANClSfctTE, 1631 Shadyside, Baltimore,
Maryland (also of fen .Clinton, Irvington-on-the-Hudson,
New York); one*call on Xpril 11, 1945;
TfILIIAM FUII0N1KURTZ, 7002 TTissahaickon Drive, Philadelphia 1638 p.41
Pennsylvania; ohe call on June 13, 1945;
EATKRIN cV BRADIEY, Mickham Road, East Haddam, Conn.
(also of box 2192, Carmel, California); one call, each
on July 29, 1945, and August 8, 1945;
THECDCHE\&HENS0N, 19 East 59th Street, New York City;
three calls between August 3, 1945, and August 6, 1945
i-rs. RICKAFJMHEFfNER, Spook Rock Road, Suffem, N.Y.

;

one call on October 6, 1945.

.638 p.40

.638 p.41
'2612 p.56

529 P-1

1638 p.42
2981 p.48

1638 p.42
t -

^Confidential Infngnan±jJBf January 3, 1947, re-
ported that RENEEj^THLrIAN., of the Institute of Pacific Relations,
advised MARY JANE-lfSSENEY. whose activities are under investigation
in connection with this case, that a Mr. CARTER, of New York, was
going to hold a preliminary discussion of the national conference
at RENEE’ s apartment January 7, 1947. RENEE stated that DUNCAlTtEE

X
woaid be there as well as MQKCLMBRACflAVRS

f
ELANA/fcOREIS fPHl. RnBSRT

BARNETT, CAf.TE^prJRIEY, IINDtjJcOEj and ARTHUR^LliGNAID

.

By means of technical, surveillances it was learned that
DUNCAN IEE or his wife, ISHEETJJTjSE , has been in contact with, or
is acquainted with, the persons listed, below. The date on which it
was first learned that contact was made has been noted beside the
name of each individual. This information will be foundin, the logs
concerning information fromjfconfidential Informant

^Colonel P^LLCNELI^ACHm
I^HIX^HEEIZR and DONAOTYHEEIZR, subject
RAYMOlBDApOBB
GEORGEwKci, 1831 K Street
(^CENTlliwOOSEVELT. of Pan American Airlines
Lt. Col. JOHN 7^TALKER, Strategic Service Unit,

State Department

4380 p.75

\}nP11—

28—45

12-

6-45
12-6-45
12-10-45
12-10-45
12-11-45

v-y-'
r

-&*igr

N
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DIIE CJ
f

Jobb
"

taiior

, of "S.!**
,

—

^

ipsrt«tiV*?Ql, 2m l&k 3t.,K.W.

rooEBiisf

LTNET,

c/o IPLLIAtgPEED, HONQ]
Apyir.grT.^gg '(newspaper)

12-11-45
12-12-45
12-12-45
12-17-45
12-17-45
12-18-45
12-22-45

12-26-45
?, '210 St. Bonan St., New Haven,Conn. 12-29-45
i 1-2-46

Jn n JOHN^HETT-SNITH, ’Var Department
[ROSENBAUM ..

L and JAKETTOPTttBnTn. park Fairfax,
ckndriaiy »

jiiel AlJfCOI

1-2-46
1-3-46
1-4—46
1—6—46

iLLexanonaiy '

Colonel ALTCOX 1-15-46
JBflDONOVM -- 1-21-46
TOi* IEXAVIS- 1-21-46
KARH0UXTTIE 1-23-46
FISKE5JHC1IE y 1-23-46

v Lirs. JiALGAxEws HENEl 1-24-46
1 TH^ncrefl requested L3E by radiogram 1-24-46

'to assist tnis person and HILDA in obtaining

official permission to enter Berlin 7-10-46

^PATEICI«/bAENETT (Research and Analysis Section, 1-24-46

y V State Dept., formerly uSS)

^BOMBAEIIEJcr, State Department (ext. 3019) 2-27-46

YOUl^BUmSERVASS 1-31-46

dickXgheebizaf 1-31-46

1-15-46
1-21-46
1-21-46
1-23-46
1-23-46
1-24-46

a 1-24-46

rARii

PADUgSC]
Mrsvjq

ELIZABff

KAN and

CKEL

1 (woman)

TTand ‘ »BfiLlEffiAICE

eXpETEBS'
JtoUNCLlAN

.J3UEKA fHUYAN EVENTS

EES, 5510 Johnson Ave.,
Bethesda, l£d.

Magazine)

2—27—46
1-31-46
1-31-46

1-

31-46
.2-5-46
^6*-46
2

-

8-46
2-8-46
2-12-46
-3-13-46
2-15^46
2-17-46

2-18-46*
2-18-46
2-22-46
2-27-46

confMntial
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MJ^C^ITrmBSDX (knee
Mrs^BETTjnfaDCNAID (k

GUI/fECKEm (ph),

NOHDOD SlJpW
HAI.'NASrallSmT’'
TTnyrfljpinpfly

susanjetampadas (ph)

CALEEj^HTLLIPS‘ (ph)

JOHN and ANSHWfcRAITON

.

(knew DUNCAN in China)
AID (knew DUNCAN in China)

1526J 0 St., N.¥.

IZN (from Oxford)
(of Drew ?earson* s staff)

EE

CECELEjfHcGBK (contact of the HISSES)

WALmjK^SFIEIlfV
qnxiM anH ?P ^. !rw«Jfe«ATip.mnrRgT ^
LrjEKSIE )?H) STATE, of New York Cit7
ji^mro

\ johnAtehtno^^

SUZ^KA^CKNEE, 3226 N Street
izJbtone
JOffi»BOU\TBR
XAThseiiigrKIss
KRAiKj^OlioCK (PH)

JOABO&LLlAaSY,

USSR'Embassy (Reception 12-8-46)

bdbertJkaplan •

wrJ^iStSi rmwAyflASS
~~ x

Jl l3JRKAI. B7D0 16th Street

EillLigigpNTAINS

E7ELOTPETERS (?E)

LIrs. cWjdFQREZLATI» 1708 21st Street-

VTRGTK-LA an> 3824 2nd St., S.E.

HEK3V5TER3T (?)

3-4H0
3-4-43
3-4-46
3-4-46
3-13-46
3-22-46
3-25-46

3-

27-46

4—

3—46

4-22-46

4-

25-46

5-

25-46
5-26-46
6

-

1-46
6—1—46

6-

7-46
'

12-16-46
6-10-46

7-

14-46
7-29-46
7-29-46

7-

31-46

8-

1-46

8-

26-46

9-

1-46
9-1-46
9-14-46

9-

25-46
10

-

22-46
H-7-46
11-28-46
12-3-46
12-14-46
12-21-46
12-29-46
1-4-47
1-15-47
1-15-47

1-

23-47

2-

4-47

-10- tUMRDENTjAL
'
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9*2k*riil Stntau of Itwmtfpatfim

Inttrii ffatn Betnrfount of Imtin
Washington field Division, Boom 1706

Washington, D. C.

April* 16, 1947

Director, PBI

CON^T

<?
Re* ^anjo:

TIAL

"lllfc?

XOHACE - B ^ C*YYwffn
.•— £\&a* &**! jO • /

4 tffe •
]

WILLIAM HSmFTAILOB

Dear Sirs

V

yC2fi/.

On#

Vf/3
,

sib*
Beorlet March 14, 1947. The following information is being

furnished in connection with the anticipated interview of the above in-
dividual.

BAOCGEI

UILLIAM MJlia^AIIiQa^Vae bon March 30.''l906, at Bevelstoke.-~**«**»» wra notcu w, »b &rr«lVbOS« f

British ColuMblaT Els fltner is THDMA8 TAHOE, and hs resides at 1631 Vest-
Xlghth Avenue, Tancouver, British Colunbla. At the present tine, WILLIAM
TAILOE and fanily reside at 3120 51st Flacs, V. V. , Washington, D. C.

TAHOE attended high school in Tancouver, B. 0. Thereafter, ho
was at the University of British Colunbla, Tancouver, froa 1924 to 1928,
where he received an A.B. degree In econonlcs. Tron 1928 through 1930, he
attended the University of California, where he received a Ph.D. in econonlcs.
In addition to the above education, he took specialised training la foreign
trade and International eoonoale relations.

• *:•

vt

TAILOE is married to DOBOTHT OEAX TAILOE, who was bora in V
Tork City Septenber 17, 1906. They have two young children, CABL and
DIAXX. TAILOE arrived at Honolulu, Hawaii, on Septenber 4, 1936, said re-
sided there until hs filed his petition for naturalisation on Decenber 12,
1939, at Honolulu, T.H. A Cartiflente of naturalisation was issued to hie
in Hawaii at Honolulu on March 30, 1940.

The following enploymeat record of TAILOE is known:
• :** i

.

- -----

Head College, Portland, Oregon, Instructor In econonlcs,
Septanbei^l930 to June 1931;

ty of Hawaii, Honolulu, T.H. , Instructor in econonlcs,
or 1981 to August 1933; |

sr

r ' 2

& J3 Z
31 may 9.2:947

COPIES DESTROVP.n

H-70 JiONptfENTlA
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Director, FBI April 15, 1947

University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B. C. , lecturer
on economics from January 1934 to May 1935;

University of California and Carnegie Corporation, research
into economic conditions in various European countries from

j June 1935 to August 1936;

University of Hawaii, Honolulu, associate professor of
economics, September 1936 to December 1940;

January 3, 1941, TAILOR was appointed principal economic
analyst. Division of Monetery Research. (The recommendation
of TAILOR was submitted for this position by Dr. GREGORY
SHVERMASTER. ) TAILOR resigned his position May 21, 1941,
and left on June 4, 1941;

In May 1941, TAILOR was appointed alternate member to the
Chinese Stabilization Board of China, Chungking, China. He
left this board in September 1941;

Effective September 14, 1942, TAILOR was reinstated in the
Division of Monetary Research, U. S. Treasury Department, as
principal economic analyst;

On October 20, 1942, he was promoted to Chief Clerk Specialist
in the Division of Monetary Research;

On April 11, 1943, his title was changed to assistant director
of Monetary Research;

February 1, 1945, his salary was increased with no change in

title;

On June 1, 1945, his post of duty was changed from Washington,
D. C. , to London, England. On September 1, 1945, he received
an increase in salary;

May 10, 1946, his post of duty was changed from London back to

Washington, D..C.

I

TAILOR resigned from the Treasury Department December 14, 1946,

to accept a position with the International Monetary Fund.



In May 1944, the Washington Field Office interviewed HABEY D. *
* subject in this case, who at that .tine was assistant to the Secretary

of the U. S. Treasury, and was TAHOE'S superior. The interview was a part
* Preliminary investigation on TAHOE in an internal security case. At ^

that tine WHITE related he had known TAHOE since 1941 and considered him
thoroughly loyal, althoug: he had definite liberal views. WHITE said thatTAHOE visited Eorth Africa, Italy and London on official business for the
Treasury Department. On these assignments, TAHOE worked closely with hieh-
ranking Army officials.

During this same investigation, Mr. A. F. LU3F0BD, Assistant
General Counsel, D. S. Treasury Department, advised that he had been as-
sociated with TAHOE socially and officially for about two years and during
that time found that TAHOE always supported Sussla and had pointed out the
importance of Ease la's participation in the war effort. He advised that he
and TAHOE had been in conferences with representatives of the Soviet Govern-®e

j
tm^L^naeC5ion with “onetar7 matters relating to our mutual war effort“d TAHOE would oppose granting concessions to the Soviets whenever thedemand was detrimental to the United States.

-

TT s m
B * M * HJSHSIinr. Assistant Director, Division of Monetary EesearchU. S. Treasury Department, during this same inquiry stated that TAHOE is*» **»*> . great 4.1 .f «4»lr.U<m tor tiT $ment both prior to and since the outbreak of the war between Eussia and

STO JsSS.f“ C0n,Id'rIm0H • or f.4

instil *,2?
pr

?
lial

?f
ry Inquiry by the Bureau in the above case did notm w iJfsSr

investigation at that time and HASEY D, WHITE, at his request.
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ALLB&ATIOUS OF IRyOSMANT SEEGOBY

Informant GHEGOEI advised that it was apparent to her from con-
versations she held at the SILVEEMASTJR home, one of HARRY WHITE'S (former
Assistant Secretary Treasurer of the Treasury Department and a subject in
this case; most valuable assets so far as the SILVERMASTER group was con-
cerned vaa his ability to place in the Treasury Department those individualswhom the group was anxious to have assigned there. The informant stated
that one individual so placed vas WILLIAM TAYLOR.

GREGORY remarked that during the period from the latter pert of
1942 throu^i the early part of 1943 she heard about WILLIAM TAYLOR. She
recalled that he vas sent as a Treasury Department representative to China
end was later sent to Lisbon, Portugal, for the Foreign Economic Administra-
tion. During the interim between his return from China,and his departure
to Lisbon, Portugal, he was in the Treasury Department in Washington, D. C.
and yes supplying SILV22KASTER with written and oral information secured by*
5l"
* “ department. In addition, he prepared a report on conditions in

China which he made available probably to SILVERMAK, but possibly to SILVER-

r&i.srir^r hOTlDs— tu ‘ re*rt— ** — f"» *• -
due. to SIIvISLL^

IAT10S 8 Oo"mu:!ist ?art1' ”h° Pi*

SQKLXJSIST CONTACTS OF TAILOR

A highly confiden tial informsoit Advised th&t the pffoa+e

yS
T^™S

MrLoT^ll
tl

?L
1

?
1
'^ Sn,7ia^STEa *•’ 11 correspondence with

tor'h^W?
U* 1 1 ,“'tl0°e4 11 *»*>». IngUnd. with

ADLER a
^ 19 ’ 1946 ’ healed that SOUND!

^ J /I CaSe
’ ,
while 8tayinS in the Washington Hotel in •

Washington, D. C. , left personal articles in TAILOR'S room at the WashingtonHotel when he, ADLER, left the city for a few days.
°

'
' —
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A higaly confidential eource has indicated that TAILOR has been
in contact with the following subjects in this investigation: vtuvvy
DEXTER WHITE, NATHAN GREGORY SIL7EHKASTER, HET.Tgtt SILVEHMASTER, WILLIAM
LUDWIG ULU4A3J, HAROLD GLASSES, CARL PRESTON GREEN, ALLAN and ERNA ROSENBERG
and Mrs. VICTOR FEHLO.

Very truly yours.



FROM

^OBJECT:

J. K

Regardless of the lack of consideration shown us in the request,
the memorandum from State does put us on notice and, accordingly, I called - :4

the field Office and talked to Supervisor Ryan who was on the desk and who,
incidentally, handles the Gregory Case* He pointed out that we already have
a technical surveillance on Nortman and have been maintaining physical
spot checks* He was instructed to be very observant of the technical as
of Monday morning and to increase the physical coverage to just as complete
and thorough a surveillance as can be maintained on a discreet basis, that
this should include a 24-hour full physical, if possible, until we have had
a chance to check further in the matter* 1

The Liaison Section has been instructed to contact the State r*
Department the first thing Monday morning. May 19, to point out the unfairness*
of a memorandum such as the referenced one, and to insist on receipt of what-
ever information they have which is the basis for their statement that Mthe
subject may *••*••• engage in activities which would be of interest**...** N

The matter will be. followed closely.

Attachment

JEMsMJJ

EX- 55

JILL irEOSH’TIO!! CONTAINED
ESTSIN IS D.;CT. OSSIFIED
L-* - a v'iu'vVlj r '

OTHERWISE

rr. V'.
et tf.

.

j£.z£fi

^
31 WAY 21 .347

f.«e £y4i
0 Pcclwi^a: I

bL'i t / . Jk .i.

/5/
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hi* which would ho

Hr. loach pointed out to Mr* lashey that this information shawl* he#*

supplied to the Bureau at the tlaa the request was aade, and further Jhat It*

j unfair that wo should ho asked to do something hut not ho told what

the Stats Dopartaoat intended to take* Mr* Jashej stated that ha agreef

• was just another incidence of where Titch*s office* althow^i coking s •

Burson, was not willing to reciprocate* Mr. leach inforaed Mr* Aashey

d contact fitch* s office aad inform thea that ‘during the enwrap of the

ortaaa, aatorial supplied hy the Bureau to the State Beparhsemt ea -

hioh dealt with other subjects should not he used if .it wcal£ ^
eau*s inTostigatloa or cause other suhjoots to he awaro ef‘

connoting inrostigatioas of thea* Mr. Jashey stated

fitch aad ask that the Interview he conducted accord**
- .1 .*?.!

Zt is suggefl

Section for its inforaat

V
HHBtAJB — *^SkS?'s

aeaorawlun ho referred' to the Internal Security

ittOCuUDED * INDEXED -u. WAY 21 1347

1&2Z

in. IRP^KIATIOB’ COHJAIB®
HEvSIH IS UHCZ^^IFI^l;
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FROM

SUBJECT:

Hr. D. M. X£ft

J. Or strickli

® {
dREOCRY; »«pii

MHLUW WALTH
sge - R
EtBdHOTON

7ERNMEN-

DATE: MU*. 21, lRltf
Ur. Tol»on
Ur. £. A. 1
Hr. Cl«cr
Ur. OUtUT
ur. uaa

J Ur. MtetSU
.V" 1H. UoMn

- ur. Trmcy
•

' Ur. CarolT
•T? Ur. S*»n_J

Ur. Guinea
''T Ur. Karbo

*

«*».- to. HendofT
* /y-; <<>. to. Patmlri

Ur. Quinn 1

Tela. Room
_ _ _ « to. Mease

*

eld Office ad- Jsg

iB
neton
1 Yai

8A Mllllaa B. Corneliacn of the Washington Field Office ad-

vised that ha had received information firon the Personnel Office of Mar 7
Mobilisation and Reconversion that Renington is to be appointed in an

unknoim capacity with a P-6 rating on March 2b, 19b7» to a position In

the office of the Council of Executive Advisers. It.is believed that this^

affioe is a part of the Executive Offices at the Mbits House. £u)
'

ACTION* It is suggested that liaison deteraine the exact nature and lo-

cation of this office and, if possible, furnish inforaetion concerning

Remington to a contact of that office in order that his appointment nay be

withheld. OO . * J.

i-.c ’ \ t-, ^

_

<?
V, -

FUtTD ,K
,y /

JtS*
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Form No. 1
- This case originatedat WASHINGTON, D. C. 101-85

Seattle, Washington

NATHAN GREGORY SILVERKASTER, tras, ETAL

DONALD L. COFFIN

CHARACTER OrCAM

ESPIONAGE - R

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: CQNFII

!« a
iv

B M Q '
v

LS0

NAI SOONTOEMKHANnAKSANA born 6A7A9 Ayudhaya, Siam
and presently, attending TJ« of Washington on scholarship ^
from Siamese legation taking regular course in Aeronautical
Engineering* Entered U* of Washington 3/4/46 and previously
studied at Boeing School of Aeronautics, Oakland, California* ^
Ur. MURRAY SHEEHAN, 2300 Xalorama Road N.W., Washington, D* C.
is guardian and home address listed as Siamese Legation, Wash-
ington, L. c* KHANTLAKSANA was commended in letter by Brigadier
General JOHN M. MAGRUDIiR, Director of Office of Strategic Services!
for his service with said Office during ~M II* KHANTLAKSANA _ r|g
presently residing at home of member of Socialist Workers Party
where SKIP meetings are held and other members reside*

^
- BUC -•

-REFERENCE I Bureau file i ABULJPffl®

Letter from the Washington Field Qffic^ dated April 1, 1947*

DETAILS:

lasslten: OAWt

SOCNTCiateHANTLAKSAlU, wa. NAI SOCNTGRN KHANTLAKSANA (tpe^n^)H
contact of ABEI^PIENN (Washington Field Office letter to Seattle,
dated April 1, . 1^47*) /V) iv *- •%

./ t .

~ a
It Seattle. Washington

Mrs* ELEANOR FREEMAN, CLerk Registrar's Gffioe,/^niversity of

Washington, advised on April 21, 1947 that they had no person;

DO HOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES



SE 101-85

registered at the University under the name
Field Office. r\X

furnished by the Washington

Througi a pretext call q£»the subjects residence at 4142 - 12th-
Avenue N.E., Seattle, it was definitely ascertained that KHANTLAKSANA was
enrolled at the University of Washington and studying Aeronautical Engineering.
A further check at the U. of W. through Mrs. VIRGINIA DINGS reflected that
he was registered under the nans of KHANTLAKSANA, which is his correct and true
name. xhe record was made available- to the reporting agent and reflected that
he was born June 17, 1919k at Ayudhaya, Siam; that he was a non-citizen; that
his mother's name was SIMyKANTLAKSANA and his father's name IJA^vGIANTLAKSANA
who resided at 408 Tawasugpsi, Ayudya, Siam. KHANTLAKSANA's mother\was listed
as being deceased and his religion was given as Buddhist. It was noted that : |
KHANTLAKSANA had attended the Suam Kulap Witthayalia Secondary School at
Bangkok, Thailand, Siam and had graduated from said school in March, 1936.

He also attended the Ayjidhaya College at Haw Batana Chai ^
Ajmdhaya and graduated from this college in March, 1933* It was also reflected
that he had attended the Royal Siamese Air Foroe School of Engineering 1936-33
and the Boeing School of Aeronautical Engineering at Oakland, California from
1940 to 1942. v>--

MUERAlN^HEEHAN, 2300 Kalorama Road N.W., Washington, D. C.
was listed as guardian and his scholarship fund was listed as coming from the
Siamese Legation. Hie only description noted in this file was that he was 5'

tall and weigied 120 lbs. He is undertaking a regular oourse in aeronautical
engineering and maintains exoellent grades. Noted in the file is a letter
to KHANTLAKSANA from JOHN M. MAGRUEER, Brig. General, U. S. Army, Director
War Department, Office of Assistant Secretary of War, Strategic Service Unit,
dated January 31, 1946, parts of which are being quoted as follows:

31

-fT

lAs

"Upon your return to the U. S. to resume your education we wish to
commend you for your service to your own country and to the Alii ad

cause. lour service with the U. S. Office of Strategic Service was J

praiseworthy, four secret entrance into Japanese occupied Thailand
under conditions of hardship and hazard, your assistance to the Thailand
resistance movement and your aid in gathering intelligence were of the
greatest value to the Allies in the Pacific war."

The file failed to further reflect pertinent information.

\L
A dried: of the Seattle City Directory reflected that the

address of 4142 - 12th Avenue N.E., Seattle, was listed to Mr. CHAFJE S\S'.\'EiT

.

-3-
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It is to be noted that CHARIES SHETT, Seattle file lt)0-‘18337, belonged to
the Socialist Workers Party and was active in discussion and was chairman
at the £SIP headquarters after the 1946 election* -He was also a candidate
for the U* S* Senate on the S8P ticket and polled approximately 250 votes.
It is also known that this residence, the residence of KHANTLAKSANA, is
also used for SWP meetings and that other members of the SffP reside here,
therefore no inquiry was made in this neighborhood, fin ^

A check of the Seattle Police Department, Sheriff's Office
and Credit Bureau fAiled to reflect any information relative to KHANTLAKSANA,
and no further investigation is being conducted relative to this person
unless further advice is received fran the Bureau.

HEFERHED UPON COMPIETION TO THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN
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CCKFIDBNT1AL
PETER 5 35

NICHGLAsYbeZ, Seattle American-Yugoslav leader and

prominent Northwest business man, believed to be tt

AV w*.uv — -— * 9

U. S. Congressman and alleged Communis

Vd^ACY, his wife, a Rjxown Communist.
^

^ , . .
- EDO -

of 2493 6th
ejACY, former

^
*ind HETTY

J

PSTERZN

r- /

TJETAXIS

Bureau file 1^1-706^
,, . QA„

Washington Held letter to Seattle, February 3, 1947.

Washington Held letter to Seattle, February 18,1947.

AsR. EE5S" - Contact of SCLCMCN LISCHIl3Kr
'

pfcjshington /

1 Field Office letter to Seattle, February 3, ; 1947
. —

»

Refereioed Va^ing^on Field Office letter^' Fe^S&y 3,
Xieiercuuou. —

. > .

1947 stated that StLCMCR LISCEIOTY, Subject *n instant basa'Jifid contacted an

individual known as "MR. BESS" at telephone number 8650^ » i
Jvp

Seattlei/ A review of the telephone directory indicated that neither of *ke tiiro.

last name was *B*3S" had a telephone number ending In 8650.

if
/p

C-. , Tt was determined that of the twenty-four Seattle^ telephone

exchanges£ eleveh^jild not have numbers running as high as 8650. The, gjj^win£^p

APPROVE««pV i i Cv
~
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numbers with the identity of the holders of these numbers are set forth:

MAin 8650, Pacific Exploration Co., Inc. f 702 Smith Tower
ELliot 8650, Persian Dining Boom, Northern Life OtowerMst 8650, Buzz and Doug«s Hobby Work Shop, 815 E. Pine

(DOOGLaS^fflAMI)
PBospect 8650,' C. '.\\BCttijlND, 725 2gth South
EEnwood 8650, Wi j.T .TAM C.AFOHD, 7519 15th Avenue N. E«
SHeridan 8650, HAROLD A.^SJMEEC^^11044 58th Avenue N.E. ( %
TErmont 8650, WnXIA^QAEEETn3E, 5219 E. 100th
MElrose 8650, D(®AiD\p(5^MCK, 1612 N. 50th
SUnset 8650, WALTERVmCRWTCl'I, 1219 W. 85rd
GArfield 8650, BESJNCr A. XkDIGEAII, 812| 5th North
WEst 8650, A. L\ iKBSTER, 8645 Delridge Avenue
BAinier 8650, D. jllA^JINTI, 58^ 15th South
Capital 8650, (non-public) TOY C.Y70RH3LET, 5117 Broadway North.

In regard to the above names the Seattle indices contained one refer-
ence to a WILLTAI.T FORD, which did not appear to be pertinent and three references?,
regarding WlLLIAl! CAHHSH1ER did not indicate that the person was identical to the^one mentioned above, nor was the information pertinent. :

. -sfc..

Through inquiry it was determined that the Pacific Exploration Company
'

is headed by NICHOLAS BSZ and in view of the similarity of name between NICHOLAS
BEZ and "BESS” and the fact that the type of work handled by the Padific Explore-5^
tion Company appears to be in some way similar In character to the type of *-

operations with which SQLC&CN USfltLIrSEY was connected while in Seattle in the 1/
'»•

past, it is believed probable that "Mr. BESS" is identical with NICHOLAS wav., fa)-fW
The report of Special Agent CHARLES R. LYCN dated September 14, 1945,

at Seattle, Washington, in the case entitled "AMERICAN CQMfflTffiE EQR IHEE
TUGOSLAm, INTERNAL SECORITT-C" indicates that HESS at that time was the Presidentof the American Committee for Pree Yugoslavia in Seattle, and was at the same
time National Treasurer of the United Committee of South Slavic Americans.
BEZ resides at 2624 N. Adams Plaoe, Seattle, and at that time operated the
Peninsula Packing Company, Intercoastal Packing Company, San Juan Jlshing and

• Packing- Company and thp Todd Packing Company. Die report further indicates that
In July, 1945, D0ifci!i3wffAHteUl', representative of the New Masses, had inquired as
to the possibility of obtaining a New Masses contribution from KICK BSZ. She
stated that she was considering flying to Alaska to contact H*57- there in an
effort to get such contribution. She was advised at that time that BSZ would

Jm
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undoubtedly refuse to hare anything to do with the New liasses or with any other
‘

group or organization which BEZ knew was connected with the Communists. It was
stated that BSZ had supported the Tito government in Yugoslavia, as have most
of the people in the Seattle area. However it was stated that it was felt that I
the Yugoslav people in Seattle are supporting Tito because they believe he can
do the most for Yugoslavia and not because he is a Communist.

\ Die report of Special Agent EYCK furtheh indicated that BEZ and
JCE^flHTIJiaS, a shipbuilder from Tacoma, Washington* who had also been active in
the aCIY, went to San Francisco during the time of the United Nations Conference
there, where they met with ST&IAYEJSIiaCH and Yugoslav delegates
to the Conference. Is JUne, 1945, SH2CS and rwtui cake

-

to Seattle to visit ^

NICK BEZ, During this time they were entertained by Governor Hon C. Wallgren
of Washington State in Olympia and were accompanied at all times by NIG: BEZ
who was their host. r *'

.

V. — ^

In connection with BEZvs tie-up with Governor, it is noted that dur-§§
ing a visit of President TRD2IAN with Governor ’JftlLGEEU in Olympia in the summer
of 1945, nation-wide publicity was given to a photograph of President TRULIAN and*
Governor TiAILGREN while fishing on the waters of IJuget Sound. The third member :

f~

of the fishing ’party pictured as rowing the small fishing boat was identified as
ric&ssz. ' .•

A report of Special Agent LYCN in the same case as above, dated
November 6,1945, reported that BEZ had announced his intention to withdraw from
active work in the Committee for Free Yugoslavia early in 1946.

A report of Special Agent FRED C. BIRKBY, dated September 5, 1946,
at Seattle, regarding the ACFT, it was reported that NICK BEZ had resigned as
president of the Committee.

For the further information of the Washington Field Office regarding
EEZ, he has been under attack by GEORGE E. SOKOISE! of the Hearst papers, and ^
the King Feature Syndicate in a widely published column which appeared on the , j
West Coast on Haroh 26, 1946. This column set forth the information that NICK
BEZ had "become the chosen instrument of the government of the United States
fishing operations in the Bering Sea". The column by SCKCXSKY questioned the ' “"w
propriety of BEZ being designated to serve the fishing operations in the Bering 7

*

Sea in view of BEZ*s connections with the support of the Tito Government of
Yugoslavia.
'7

’

- • ; •

7

77 7”
7- 7

’ ~r • • - -

2493 6th Avenue North,Seattle 9, Washington - In Reference
to ANDES..' OLDER (Washington Field Letter to Seattle. Feb. 13, 1947 )

.

*./• -- f ,

Uhe referenced letter indicated that in connection wiCh the invest!-
gation of suspect ANIKjAqLIER it was desired that the occupants of 2493 6th Avenue
North, Seattle 9, Washin^on be determined. Z-
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ATLANTA

JOSEPH /YLTCN BEPNSTSTN, was.

1*-12,16-1*7 GECRGE P. DILLARD ,
- •

INTERNAL SECURITY r R
REFER 5 IS

SYNOPSISOF FACTS: STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

/%\Q ^\.IDA L.S., 25 Evelyn ..ay, N.Yi., Atlanta, Georgia, identified
V> \s IDA LANDAtJSiiSK'AN . She is^the daughter of FANNIE FOX

\Vi^ ***^iANDAU who is the widow of ABEcbANDAU and was born in

\r
'

v
4
v

*.

HSFERINCi**.-

DETA

Woroshilowska, Russia*
.

* #

5>b fcP1
JJ-+

- ruc - rtr::'zz?i-z s? J/srJ

H

Atlanta, Ge

bureau file 65-561*02.
'

Report of Special Agent JOHN J. DANAHY dated at New York
City February 21, 191+7 •

IDA L. S. of 25 Evelyn Way, N.U., Atlanta, Georgia, men-
tioned in referenced report was identified as being iden-
tical with Mrs. IDA LANDAU SHSRMaN. . The following infor-
mation concerning its. IDA LANDAU SHERMAN was obtained
from a review of the files in the Atlanta Office.

Mrs. IDA LANDAU SHERMAN resides at 25 Evelyn Way, N.W.,
ia, with her mother Mrs. FANNIE FOX LANDAU and her sister

Mrj. SaRA LnNDAUSGISSON.

Mrs'. FANNIE FOX LANWJ is the widow of ABE LaNDAU and she
was bcrn in Woroshilowska, Russia, and entered the United States at New
York City on June 1, 1901*. She was naturalized with her husband in the
U. S. District Court at Atlanta, Georgia on January 26, 1911*. She has
two cthe* children, HIMEY and PEARL.

A further Review of the Atlanta files reflects that the
name and address of IDA LA^SHERMAN, 25 Evelyn Way, Atlanta, Georgia,

COPIES DESTROYERKfB&sim
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5)- Bureau
2 - Washington Field (INF.) (100-26

1* - New York (100-791*97)
2 - San Francisco (INF.) (100-18061
2 - Atlanta _ I
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i«as found in an address book of ftAMUEL GBQRGE?feiQMFIELjD . ®1^®^”£or“

nation is reported in the report of Special Agent CORTLAND^ J . JONES,
_

dated at Washington, D. C. March 21*, 191*7 , in the case entitled «S«MDEL

GEORGE BLOGIFIELD, was.; INTERNAL SECURITY - R« in which Investigation

the San Francisco Office is the office of origin. Mrs. SHERMAN is also

a known correspondent of SAMUEL GEORGE BLOOMFIEID.

.

_ REFERRED upcw completion tc the office of origin -
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rnished to the San Francisco

th= case entitledW GEORGE BWOEFIEUI, S7Sh^aS^I^%.
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OTHERWISE
FBI FASH FIELD 5/20/17 5 PM

LGZiJAG
100-17U93

DIRECTOR <r

0,Gregory, espionage r. informant advised on may seventeen_maji_iIane.j£eenei

—

JH CONTACT fith albert and edit^waterston and inquired concerning ^

CAILING UPON THEM.
(
SHE MADE ARRANGEMENTS TO VISIT THEM 1ATER THAT DAY*

AT THAT ttmk ADVISED ffi HAD LOST HIS POSITION

UAJUUXriU urw« xuEMm* •

TKP.TmeMTAT.T.Y ALEERffiWATERSTON
*— T\ -7

AND IS PRESENTLY UNEMPLOYED. MARI JANE INDICATED SHE FAS NOT SURPRISED /

THAT HE HAD LOST HIS JOB. IT IS RECALLED ONE ALBERT FATERSTON, AN EMPIOXEE.^

OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, WAS INSTRUMENTAL IN ARRANGING APPOINTMENTS

FOR NATHAN mEGORTSILVERMASTER * S INTERVIEWS AT THE TIME HE- MS CONSIDERING--

POSITION WITH THE ASSOCIATED COLLECTS OF UPPER NEff YORK. ON MAY NINETEEN

RA^nHAffNON. A HOUSE GUEST_OF MARY JANE KEENEY AND BELIEVED TO BE A FORMER^.

STUDENT OF MARY JANE KEENEY OR HER HUSBAND, CONTACTED AN INDIVIDUAL KNcrf*/

TO INFORMANT ONLY AS LOUIS^KRSHEN IN NYC. THE DISCUSSION ENTAILED THE

I ISSUANCE OF A PASSPORT FOR CHAGNON AND IT FAS INTIMATED SOME DIFFICULTY ^
FAS BEING EXPERIENCED IF OBTAINING THE SAME. BERSHEN INDICATED THE FER$0i|t^

«FE DEAL WITH" FITH A GIRL NAME^ GOMEZ FHO FAS ONE CF SHIFIEY'S SECRETARIES.

BERSHEN INDICATED HE TOOLD CALI COKEZ FRO* NIC AND ADVISER TMT^«G^

WODID CAU. D^ TO/ f CHE® OF THE

mSe 03
i RECORDED
2CU/WINDER BUILDING, BlSSI^T DI , STATE DEPARTMENT

w * ... . —
t ^ *

T ' *

*

THE SaME DATE HARTH^fpOPFER rtAS IN C0N®^F^5Ri MARY JANE KEENal A^J^y

Informant beueves mary jane keeney has retained martin popper as her

1

/

1





CONFI

FBI WASH FIELD 5/21 5 PM

MAT sJAG
100-17U93

x-l

DIRECTOR ^
$ * *>
GREGORY, ESPIONAGE R. ON MAY TWENTY MARY JANE KEENEY CONTACTED CLAYTON

^SMITH) STATING ANGUS^EENEY WIRED HE WOULD ARRIVE HERE FRIDAY"mORNINGu

MARY JANE MENTIONED MARTI HAD CAUED HER YESTERDAY THOUGH SHE

< M
ei k,O b-l SB
c .) n
• • : .

'

>

DID NOT KNOW WHO SUGGESTED IT. MARY JANE ALSO REFERRED TO PARTICULAR

SITUATION .YHICH SHE HAD DISCUSSED WITH BCWEN SMITH AND STATED SHE KNEW A

LOT MORE ABOUT IT NOW AND IT WAS VERY WIDESPREAD BUT APRARENTLY MERELY A

FISHING EXPEDITION. THIS REFERENCE APPARENTLY TO BUREAU INTERVIEWS IN

INSTANT CASE. LATER SALE MORNING BOWElJ^klTH CONVERSED WITH MARY JAKE-

AT LENGTH TINTGATING ALLAN ^S0SEN3ERG HAD PROBABLY SUGGESTED POPPER AS I

CONVERSED '.fITH MARY JAKE

.V. ‘j s» AT LENGTH INDICATING ALLAN *SOSENBERG HAD PROBABLY SUGGESTED POPPER AS HE ,

d r, X * M —
Car

'• a
y |

HAD BEEN ORIGINALLY CONSIDERED FOR A MEETING. MARY JANE MENTIONED POPPER

g ^ ^ S ADVISED AGAINST EMPLOYING CERTAIN FIRM (THURMAlf&OLD). REFERENCE WAS

1 MADE TO THeAaRZANI TRIAL AND THEY AGREED THAT PROGRESS WAS ENCOURAGING

j 4^ ^ IN THE CASE. SMITH WAS PARTICULARLY INTERESTED AND SURPRISED IN TESTIMONY

1 § EMIL^DESFRES WHO WAS QUITE STRONG AS WITNESS. THEY DISCUSSED RECBM'Ja^

vft ^ INTERVIEWS WITHOUT DIRECTLY REFERRING TO THEM AND SMITH RECALLED THE CASE

iJ^°F JACi^5ffiVICE (PHILIP J^JAFFE) WHEN MIKE (GKE|1BER0) WAS INTERVIEWED AND, ,:

.2 QUESTIONED ABOUT NAMES IN STRAIGHT FISHING PARTY?*JoN MAY TWENTY MILLER

WAS INTERVIEWED AND,

CONTACTED MARGARET (GREENFIELD) ^BRP^^USMNG MARZANI CASE. GREENFIEID ^
STATED SHE FIRST THOUGHT THEY HAD ’SSs^HJNGTOI jflSS&SfjpBUT sf^^S^oS^ ^

V*

PIGECNo HAVE TESTIFIED SHE DOES NOT .. THEY CAN CONVICT HIM hND SHE

WOULD 3ET HE WAS NEVER CC8MUNIST FAR9& MLfiBER. GREENFIELD APPARENTLY THESIS

r v# ,, ,,



w«mk»

'
.COfflUtptiAL

[referred to recent bureau interviews stating she had been telling story all

f OVER THE LOT WITHOUT USING NAMES. SHE STATED SOMEONE HAD ASKED HER WHY

THE STORY HAD NOT BEEN TOLD TO THE PRESS AND ASKED BOB WHY. ' WILIER STATED

HE DID NOT KNOW BUT WOULD WANT TO THINK SOME MORE BEFORE . GREENFIELD

STATED SHE THOUGHT THE STORY 6HOUID BE TOLD AND SAID IT IAS HtETTY DAMN

GHASTLY PARTICULARLY ENTERING WITHOUT WARRANT REFERRING TO SILVERMASTERS.

FILLER INDICATED NO ONE WAS REQUIRED TO SAY ANYTHING BUT WANTED TO SHCW

IfHERE WAS NOTHING TO HIDE AS IN HIS CASE. ON MAY TWENTY ERNA*fesENBERG

INDICATED SHE HAD BEEN ATTENDING THE MARZANI TRIAL AND ALLAN WAS ASSISTANT

COUNSEL. LATER ROSENBERG STATED THINGS HAD GONE PRETTY WELL, THAT KAEZANT

WAS UNDER CROSS EXAMINATION AND IT WAS INTERESTING AND TENSE BUT MARZANI

HAD GOOD IMPRESSION. ROSENBERG STATED HE WAS NOT GIEEFUL BUT NOT

DISAPPOINTED. ^HE^sil^OBESON WAS MENTIONED AS POSSIBLE WITNESS BUT

ROSENBERG *AS NOT CERTAIN OF ROBESON'S AVAILABILITY OR WHETHER ADVISABLE TO

-n V (t
USE HIM. I ON MAY TWENTY IRVINC&ICHTER INQUIRED OF. gR CONCERNING

INFORMATION REGARDING OLD DCDGE PLANT. CRE G;SUQGESTBD RICHTER CONTACT

WILLIAM WYNNE, PUNS DIVISION, WAR ASSETS, AND IF UNSUCCESSFUL, FELIX

SHAFFNER WHOM GREG HIRED IN NEW YORK. HE CAUTIONED RICHTER NOT TO TALK WITH ,u

WYNNE OVER THE PHONE ABOUT THIS MATTER. SILVERMASTER ALSO ADVISED SASULY
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New York, S.YV
February 13, 1947 ~

^ Director, IBI j

—i*.

ESPIONAGE - E
(REFER 5 I S)

Dear Sir,

Reference i& made to the Bureau letter dated December 30, 1946
setting forth 36 questions which were to be answered by this officd* in con-

nection with the GREGORY CASE. Further reference is made to New York letter

to the Bureau dated January 31, 1947 which set forth the answers to all of

-these questions with the exception of questions 8 and 36 * The following
information is in answer to questions 8 and 36 and was obtained by Special

Agents Thomas G. Spencer and Joseph U* Kelly as a result of numerous inter-
views with Informant GREGORY*

’ NATHAN ffiL^^^LYERMASTER
HET.TCN WITIE^SILVERMASTFK gSP*

A
/?
t2

ir

Concerning her initial meeting with H&LEtr^LVIRMASTER, GREGORY
conferred witTiteQLOS in New York City in the early Summer of 1941 and, in
accordance witn the understanding reached by them, GREGORY proceeded to
Washington and went directly to the SttVERMASTERS' residence where she intro-

duced herself to hct.rn SILVERMASTER as "HELE^. GREGORY recalled that the

SniVZRMASTEES* residence was at 5515 30th Street, NW, and that she took a.

tavioah from Union Station to within a couple of blocks of that address on
the occasion of her initial visit*

GREGORY recalled that this first visit to Washington occurred shortly

after the German invasion of Russia (June, 1941) and that she arrived at the

SniVERMASTERS* home about 3:00 P.M.j stayed at the house
flgp

probably an
and saw HELEN again two weeks later at which time GREGORY

f

also at the residence* From this time until the Sunnier of HyAjj^SfifeSGCRY saw

|

the SILVEIOIASTffiS at regular two week intervals in Wanhi,ng$Mf7wlth few J ///^
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exceptions, and she recalls that by the latter time SILVERMASTER had assumed

employment with the Board of Economic Warfare; had learned that there was an

administrative investigation concerning personnel of that agency with respect

to alleged Communist sympathies in progress, and for that reason he became

very careful in his meetings with GREGORY. (In this respect please refer to

the second paragraph on page 21 of Bureau summary dated October 21, 1946*)

When SILVERMASTER adopted a mare cautious attitude GREGORY declared

_ that rather than her going directly to the SILVERMASTERS ’ residence upon.

\ reaching Washington, she would telephone the house and would be met by either

lSn.YERMA.STER and his wife or LUDWiypT.T.MATM and HELEN usually at the end of

Ithe Chevy Chase busline* She recalls distinctly that on occasions SILVERMASTER ’ s

1personal automobile, which she believes was an airconditioned vehicle, was used;

(that on other times they picked her up in ULLMANN’s car which she recalls had

red leather upholstery, and was a sports model, and still on other occasions

BORI8^7^ITTE,, s car -would be used. WITTE himself, however, never arrived to

pick GREGORY up.

Concerning the exact procedure followed by GREGORY on her visits

to Washington so far as the SILVERMASTERS and ULLMANN are concerned, she

explained that upon arrival at Union Station she would always telephone the

1 SILVERMASTERS 1 heme and fix a time at which she should be expected by then;

that these visits were almost always made by her on a fnasday or Wednesday,

and that ordinarily she would arrive at their home shortly before dinner and

would dine with then. A deviation from this practice began when the above

described, investigation of the Board of Economic Warfare became known to

SILVERMASTER and on those occasions GREGORY would not visit their home but
upon being picked up at a designated bus-stop she would be taken for a drive

'into the nearby countryside.

After the Summer months of 1943 SILVERMASTER apparently felt that

there was no longer need to exercise such caution in connection with GREGORY’S

visits and she again began to go to the home, although she did mention that

she started entering the residence via the backdoor. lB.th the exceptions of

the times described above, all of GREGORY'S meeting with SILVERMASTER occurred

(at his residence. She did however, meet HELEN SILVERMASTER on several occasions

tin the balcony of the Woodward & Lothrup Department Store in Washington, at

I which time HELEN SILVERMASTER would give her whatever material they had for

j
her.
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-ifer conversations with HELEN SILVERMASTER also included a long
distance telephone call from HELEN to GREGORY'S apartment at 58 Barrow Street
in the Fall of 1943. on which occasion HELEN informed her she had something she
believed of particular importance and that GREGORY should proceed to Washington
as soon as possible to secure it. For the sake of completeness, it might be
noted that GREGORY'S recollection is that this important material HELEN said
she had for GREGORY actually was of very minor importance."

GREGORY also stated that on occasions HELEN and GREGORY SILVERHASTER,
as well as ULLMANN, would make periodic trips to New York City. She recalled
that after initially meeting the SILVERLiASIERS, the above mentioned people
visited New York City once every two or three months. She recalled particularly
that on one occasion in July or August, 1944 whan GREGORY and HELEN SILVSciASTER -

came to New York City, she made reservations for them at the Pennsylvania Hotel.
She could not recall however, having made any other reservations for the
SILYBiBiASTERS or ULLMANN. She did state that on several occasions GREGORY
SILVE&jaSTER came to New York City alone and she believes that he stayed at
the Times Square Hotel as she recalls meeting him on one or two occasions in
the lobby of this hotel. She also met him, at least on one occasion, in the
lobby of the Victoria Hotel in New York and presumes that he stopped there
the previous evening. Another location where GRBGCRY met the SILVERMASTERS
and ULLMANN was at Schraffts Restaurant on 34th Street (15 West 34th Street)

.

During all of these visits the SILVSRMASTERS would either be enter-
tained by her or she would reimburse them for their railroad fare as well as
any other expenses that they incurred such as hotel bills, meals and enter-
tainment. She recalls that on one occasion, the date of which she could not
definitely place, ULLMANN accompanied HELEN SILVEHMASTER to New York City and
stayed overnight. Although she does not know of her own knowledge she stated
from general gossip that ULLMANN was more than a “boarder" in the SILVEHMASTER
theme and in all likelihood ULLMANN and HELEN SILVERMASTER were having an affair.

Concerning GRBGCRY SILVBRMASTER she recalls that sometime in the late
[Spring or early Summer of 1944 he came to New York City and met EARDfflROl’sDER
in Informant GREGORY' s apartment at 58 Barrow Street. This conference between
BROWDER and SILVERMASTER was occasioned by an attempt on the part of "BILL" to
have certain people turned over to the latter. As a result of this meeting
GRBGCRY learned that BROWDER had consented to permit SILVERMASTER to have one
interview witHJ^ILL".

- 3 -
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GREGCRY stated that after her dlsassoclatlon Kith this group in
December, 1944 she accidently met GREGORY SILVER1IASTER in the Pennsylvania
Station in New York City in August, 1945* The last time that the informant
met the SILVIRMASTERS was on March 13, 1946 when she was in Washington, D.C.
and paid a visit to their heme.

' WILLIAM LUDWIG ULLMAHN
1 ' 1 Tr 1 v

Concerning this individual it is GREGORY* s present recollection that
she met him for the first time at the SILVERMASTERS * residence approximately
six or seven weeks after her initial meeting with HELEN SILVERHASTER. She
declared, in addition, that from that time on ULLMANN would be at the home
almost every time she visited there and that she continued to see him regularly
until his entrance into the U.S. Army in the Spring of 1943, it being noted
that prior to that time he held a position with the U.S. Treasury Department

]

and was supplying information in the form of typed notes from that source. I

GREGORY did not see ULLMANN again from the date of his induction
until he had been commissioned and assigned to the Pentagon at which time he
resumed his residence in the SILVERUASTER home and she began to see him dur-
ing the course of her visits with the SILVERMASTERS there. It is her recol-
lection at the present time that the last time she saw ULLMANN was in September,

1944$ she remembers positively it was the night that a hurricane struck the
East Coast and that she was in Washington that day. GREGORY, of course, also
saw ULLMANN as described in the preceding paragraphs^ on the occasions of his
visits to New York.

Of additional interest with respect to ULLMANN are GREGORY’S
aplifying statements concerning his photographic activities. As previously
reported, TIT.T.hamj is a professional in this regard, and she mentioned that
prior to the time he was inducted he had been photographing material for
ransmission to her but that upon learning he was going, into the Amy he

instructed HELEN S3XVERMASTER in photographic technique with the idea that
she would take over this function when he was away. HELEN in fact did attempt
to do some photographing and developing in ULLMANN* s absence but the results
were not good and upon ULLMANN* s return to Washington he resumed this function
although HELEN assisted.

DUNCAN CHAPLIN

GREGCRY is unable to state the exact date on vhich she met LEE but

(

places it as either the last part of 1942 or January, 1943 and pointed out
that LEE had goneyto Washington in July, 1942 to assume a post with OSS; had
stayed with MARr^PRICE for perhaps two weeks at that time when he was attempt-
ing to locate living quarters, and had thereafter been "handled" by MARY

- 4 -
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PRICE until GOLOS decided, probably in the latter part of 1942, that LEE
was not as productive as he might be and accordingly sent GREGORY to see Mm
in Washington* The occasion of this first meeting was a visit by GREGORY to
the LEE residence in Georgetown at which time she of course introduced herself
as "HELEN" and meyJiEE and his wife ISHBEL.

After this initial meeting with LEE, GREGORY saw him thereafter at
rather regular two week intervals until approximately June, 1943 at which
time he left the country on an OSS mission. When he returned that Fall
GREGORY resumed her contacts with him and she distinctly recalls her first
meeting after his return from overseas because he exhibited to her numerous
photographs he had collected in the China-Burma-India theater and gave her

,

a detailed account of the time he had to parachute from a plane in the jungle

.

It was also during this time that GCLOS informed GREGORY that he

I

desired to meet ISHBEL LEE and accordingly, such meeting was arranged and
' took place probably in October, 1943 in Washington. GREGORY remembers the
place distinctly as being a German restaurant and beer establishment on K
Street between 14th and 15th Streets, and said that she, GOLOS and the Tjras

spent a few hours there one evening. GOLOS was, as usual, introduced to
ISHBEL as "JOHN* and she was given to understand that he was a big man in
the Party.

Describing further meetings with LEE, GREGORY remembers that in
February or March, 1944 LEE told her of what he described as increasing
rivalry between OSS and the FBI, and further mentioned the projectedWxchange
of agents by OSS and the NKVD. These developments resulted in LEE* s becoming
increasingly "apprehensive over meeting GREGORY and accordingly he informed her
that they would have to begin meeting away from his home. Accordingly they
did meet at the Georgetown Pharmacy on Wisconsin Avenue and at another pharmacy
on R Street near Wisconsin Avenue, and she recalls that on the occasions of
such meetings she would usually be in the designated store at the agreed hour;
LEE would come in, glance around very nervously, leave the store, and she would
follow him and join him perhaps a half a block away. LEE of course was in Army
uniform on the occasion of all GREGORY'S meetings with him, including those in
public places.

During 1944 LEE occasionally made extended trips out of Washington
during which time GREGORY of course would not see him but when she was able
to make contact with him it would be in the manner described immediately above.

5 -
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His uneasiness apparently intensified as time went on and GREGORY remembers
that in the Fall of 1944 T-RF did not show up at a designated time and place
on a couple of occasions and that after MARY PRICE was unable to persuade
him to see GREGORY again GREGORY finally went to the LEE residence and tried
to convince ISHBEL that it was all right for her husband to see GREGORY*

In addition to the meetings in Washington, GREGORY furnished the
following information as to her contacts with LEE in New York City:

It is her recollection that the first of such New York meetings
I occurred in January, 1943 at which time she, G<XOS and LEE met at the Old
I Homestead Restaurant at 9th Avenue. So far as GREGORY is able to recall,
this occasion constituted GQLOS' first meeting with T.EE who was in uniform
at this time. Her only additional information concerning this meeting is
that the conversation was principally along political and party lines. At
infrequent intervals after this meeting LEE would telephone GREGORY at her
residence and they would arrange to see each other at some restaurant in
New York. GREGORY says that LEE occasi onally came to New York to visit
MARY PRICE and it was on these occasions she would see him. Her last meeting
idth T.v.g occurred probably in January, 1945; she definitely recalls the place
of this meeting as Longchamps Restaurant on 5th Avenue at 12th Street, and
by this time GREGORY had virtually terminated her espionage activities as

ABRAHAM GEORGE SILVERMAN

The only time GREGORY saw this individual was in the Spring of 1944
on the occasion of her being present at the SILVERMASTERS ' residence and
SILVERMAN arrived. She recalls that she and HELEN SILVERMASTER spent most
of the time that particular evening in the kitchen and that SILVERMAN, SILVER-
MASTER, and perhaps ULLMANN, were in the living room. When SILVERMAN was
leaving however, he walked through the kitchen and HELEN SILVERMASTER casually
introduced GREGORY to him as "HELE^rroHNSON" or some such name.

rough the
"HELBtfttfPE

ANATQLE BCRIs)kcLKOV

GREGORY met this person for the first time in the last part of 1941
or early 1942 at which time he was making preparations to enter college.
According to her, ANATGLE obviously knew of the Communist sympathies of his
parents and was himself very active in tHBMtOUNG COMMUNIST LEAGUE. She
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remembers, in addition, that probably in the Spring of 1942 she made arrange-
ments for ANATGLE to be examined by a heart specialist in New York who was
doing considerable work for the IWO and like organizations, and mentioned
that she deferred the cost of such examination. ANATGLE made a second visit
to New York prior to GQLOS' death and, as on the previous occasion, brought

from parents to GREGCRY. It is her further recollection thTt
ANATGLE made one visit to her after November, 1943 because she distinctly
recalls showing him around on a sigitseeing tour of New York.

AT.T.AW BQBERT$ORF.NRTCBa

The informant stated that she met this individual only on one
occasion and that was in November, 1944. The occasion of this meeting was
at the heme of MARI PRICE and she recalls that the purpose of this meeting
was an attempt to straighten ROSENBERG out. It appears that at this time
there was considerable controversy within the PERLO Group and ROSENBERG was
not satisfied with the way things were going and felt that he probably should
disassociate himself from this activity. The informant recalls that she had
a long talk with him concerning the material that he had access to and counseledhim on what material he should attempt to obtain. She also recalled that the
results of this meeting with ROSENBERG were negative in view of the fact that
she withdrew from her espionage activities^the next month, December, I944.

DONALD NITTST^VHCTT.'RR

It is GREGORY’S recollection that she met WHEELER for the first time
the Summer of 1944 in New York City and she places this date by the fact

that WHEELER had been in Philadelphia attending a meeting of tha^’trNT TF.n OFFICE
AND IROraSSIONAL TORK2RS OF AMERICA and came up to New llrk fJSTtSS.- She
lhad of course known him previously inasmuch as PERLO And- others in that group
Ahad furnished information to her which WHEELER had secured.

^ P

k

GREGORY recalls that her meeting with WHEELER was occasioned bv her -
Russian contact ’•BILL'S" request that she see WHEELER because he apparently

fi^^SrSrtUally
J
8tripping 088 files "BILL" apparently had informationthatTHEELER was under some suspicion by his own agency, namely. OSS He told

Jo^inform WEELER to do nothi^ for six mSth^o kIL-ShIs
j|GREGORY followed these instructions she had no further meetings with WHEELER.

She supplied additional information pertaining to this New York visit
by WHEELER to the effect that PERLO accompanied him and that they both stayed
overnight at MARY PRICE ’S apartment at ,207 West Uth Street. New York citv^
She remembers this incident vividly because both PERLO arri WHRFr.Rp~lhsoams wry
intoxicated and their activities at PRICE’S apartment aroused deep resentment
in the latter.

- 7 -
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VICTOR PERLO

)

.
- - GREGORY first met PERLO at her* initial meeting with the PERLO GROUP

in the early part* of 1944, probably Sunday, February 27th. As described in
New York letter to the Bureau dated January 31, 1947 and in other sections
of this letter, this meeting was arranged by EARL BROWDER; was held in the
apartment of JOHN^ABI at Central Park West near 90th Street, and to addition
to GREGORY there were present ABT, PERLO,. EDWARD*PlTZGERALD. CHARLES TCRAMER,
and HARRY S^IAGDQEF. . .

’ —'
*

On the second Sunday after this initial meeting GREGORY again saw
PERLO and CHARLES KRAMER at the ABT apartment and she is unable to state
whether there was a subsequent meeting at this same location or whether the
next meeting between her and these men occurred in the apartment of MARY
PRICE at 207 West 11th Street, New York City. She is reasonably certain that
if there was another meeting at ABT's it was the only one prior to the time
the group began to utilize the PRICE apartment. It is GREGORY'S recollection
that she first began to meet PERLO and his associates in the PRICE apartment
caamencing in April, I944 and it was agreed that on regular two week intervals
at least one of the group would came to New York bringing with him such
material as he migit have for delivery to GREGORY, and she would meet this
representative there.

This arrangement continued on through the Simmer of 1944 with an
occasional interruption because of. Summer vacations on the part of the Washington
people, otherwise it was a regular operating procedure. She explained that
Sfugh meetings at MARY PRICE'S heme would either b® on Tuesday or Wednesday
2J®^£g§®®itisEeF^l^eiSOTrTEat-tEeTJasEington~r^reienEanviiriirould
either be in .New York on business or visiting friends and relatives. She
specifically mentioned that VICTOR PERLO used to stay overnight with a
relative residing in Queens (investigation has established that PERLO 's father
resides at 72-15 37th Avenue, Jackson Heights, Long Island) . These meetings
invariably began at 8:00 P.M. and it is GREGORY'S opinion that sometimes the
Washington people would come directly to the apartment from the train and
would likewise go directly to Pennsylvania Station and take a train for
Washington when the meeting broke up.

GREGORY stated that she recalls once during the Simmer that she
had been out of contact with the PERLO GROUP for a considerable period of
time. She recalls telephoning PERLO in Washington and that subsequent thereto
they began to see her regularly in New York City. She recalled that the last
time she saw PERLO was around Christmas, possibly December 21, 1944, at the
home of MAR? jffilCE and that since that time she has not seen him either in
New York or Washington.
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EDWARD JOSSPHTTTZGERALD4

1

J
GPiEGOKI first saw FITZGERALD in the early part of 1944 at the first

Imeeting in JOH&iABT's apartment as noted above. She stated that she saw him
'on three subsequent occasions; once in the lain Spring; once in the Summer,
and once in the Fall of 1944 at. the home of HAH? PRICE, at which time he would
deliver to her material that the group had secured in Washington, D.C. Although
GREGORY 1 s active participation in this espionage group ceased in September, 1944
her Russian contact, "JACK", contacted her either at the end of January or the
beginning of February, 1945 and requested her to see FITZGERALD and attempt to
straighten him out inasmuch as he became very uncooperative with the individual
who was handling him after GREGORY withdrew. She stated that at "JACK'S"
suggestion she met FITZGERALD at a Childs Restaurant on the corner of 72nd
Street and Broadway, New York City, and informed him of "JACK’S" desires.

HARRY SAMUEL MAGDOFF

GREGORY saw this individual only on one occasion and that was at
the home of JOHN ABT at the initial meeting of this group which date is
tentatively placed as February 27, 1944.

CHARLES KRAMER

GREGORY first met KRAMER in the apartment of JOHN ABT at the initial
meeting of this group which is set forth above. She also recalls seeing him
on one occasion in the late Spring of 1944 at the home of MARY PRICE.

<t
JOSEPH B. GREGG

GREGORY'S acquaintance with GREGG began in early 1943 when GOLOS
[introduced her to him in a Childs Restaurant on West 34th Street, New York
[City. GREGG had previously taken a position with the CIAA in Washington and

iQRY had known about him from GCLOS. It was arranged by GCLOS that GREGORY
/should see GREGG when she made her regular trips to Washington and she recalls
that pursuant to such arrangements her first meeting with GREGG in Washington
took place at the G_ Street entrance of the Woodward & Lotfrrup Department Store.

/She recalls a few subsequent meetings with GOLOS at this same location »r)H~

Ilater the meeting place was shifted to the entrance of Hecht's Store.

In addition GREGORY recalled that when the meeting happened to occur
around lunch time she and GREGG occasionally had lunch together at a spaghetti
establishments on 11th Street between G and H Streets, the name of which she
cannot recall,} but definitely places it on the Eastside of the street. There

- 9 -
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nas also a meeting or two at a cocktail lounge on Street between Uth
and 12th Streets. Continuing, GREGCRY recalled that on occasion she also

visited at GREGG* s residence and in fact staved overnight there three _or

•Pr^rr t.-foas . GREGCRY related that on the occasion of her visits to the GREGG

home she became acquainted with GREGG *s wife; recalls that they had two young

children, and said her last meeting with GREGG occurred in December, 1944

immediately prior to Christmas. She is able to fix this approximate date

by her distinct recollection that she took Christmas presents for the entire

ftftTCTCG family on the occasion of her visit at this time.

/With reference to GREGORY'S contacts with GREGG in New York City

it was learned that GREGG did come to New York approximately two months

prior to GGLOS* death (November 25, 1943) and on that occasion telephoned

GREGORY at her home and she and GCLOS then had dinner with GREGG at the

Castleholm Restaurant, 344 West 57th Street. GREGCRY is not certain as to

the exact number of times she saw GREGG in New York City but mentioned that

she knew GGLOS saw him in New York several times when she was not. present and

she further pointed out that GREGG was very friendly with PETER C(^RHODES and

when he came to New York to visit the latter GREGCRY would 'rSCeHrS^Ttelephone

call at least, from him.
1

C£>
MAURICE HALPERIN
WTIIARD zffiPARK

After word had come to GCLOS from BRUCIj&IHTON that the latter had

been approached by HALPERIN and WELLARD Z. PARK in an effort to secure a

new Communist contact, it was arranged by GCLOS that GREGORY should proceed

to Washington and meet HALPERIN and PARK. She did, in fact, meet both of

these individuals in the Spring of 1943 at Park’s residence which she recalls

as having been a short distance over the district line in Maryland#

A few weeks later GOLDS was again in Washington and met HALPERIN

and PARKS at MARY PRICE’S apartment. It was arranged on this occasion that

such information as they could secure should be turned over by them to MARY

PRICE frcm whom GREGORY would receive it. GREGORY recalls that MARY PRICE

was present at the time this meeting was held although she was purposely

taken by GREGCRY into a bedroom so that the three men could confer privately.
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In the Fall of 1942, because of PARK'S failure to furnish any

material of value, GREGCRI went to Washington where she met PARKS by pre-

arrangement at the Willard Hotel* About a month later she again v/ent to

Washington and met PARK at the Washington Hotel where they had lunch*

These meetings, according to GREGCRI, were of no avail because PARK still

failed to furnish any information of value and she recalled that her meeting

with him at the Washington Hotel was the last time that she sav; him.

|
It was during this same period, in the Fall of 1942, that GREGCRI

\began to see HALPERIN regularly in Washington, and recalls that the first

such meeting was when they had breakfast together at the Willard Hotel Coffee

Shop and she also recalled a few subsequent meetings with HALPERIN in a small

park a few blocks west of the Statler Hotel on K Street, at which times they

would have extended conversations.

GREGCRI thereafter continued to see HALPERIN at fairly regular

intervals in Washington and recalls that in the late Spring of 1943 GCLOS

was of the opinion that HAIPERIN was not being as productive as he might be

and suggested this condition might be remedied if GREGCRI would arrange to

see b-im at his home and spend more time with him than she had in the past*

She proceeded to do this and thereby made the acquaintance of HALPERIN 'a.

who she says. was fully cognizant of HALPERIN* s activities* In fact,

when HALPERIN might be unavailable far a meeting, it was arranged that

GREGCRI should meet HALPERIN* s wife and she did meet her on several occasions

in the Woodward & Lothrup Department Store and turned over to GREGCRI what

material HALPERIN had ready.

GREGOHI stated that the last time she saw HALPERIN, before she

disassociated herself from this group, was in December, 1944 at a Whalen's

Drug Store at the corner of 17th and Pennsylvania Avenues. Continuing, she

advised that while she was in New lork she had occasion to see HALPERIN on

a few occasions and that he telephoned her at her Barrow Street address and

made arrangements to see her for a short period of time. She explained that

he did not deliver ary material to her when he met her in New lork City as

his presence in New lork was in connection with his travel from his hone in

Boston to Washington and that he was only in the City for a matter of hours

between trains.

- 11
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.TITUUS JOSEPH JOSEPH

. .+ tq/o RfiLCS infarmed GREGORY that JOSEPH

Some time in July or Au
6JJ

st
> Washington, D.C. and had some

was employed by the Soc^ S®^^ OTer! WoS sullied GREGORY tdth the

information which he wanted to turn over. ^ "
aQ0S development in

residence address of
aSo told her to memorize a number

the Northwest Section of
the serial number of a one dollar hxll.

which was explained by GOLOS astei
g id she was to recite the number

Si’SiwS. SSS. «»* =1* was nr- New lork City,

a^t
Ms

^rSeraJnl-pog

;rs?iSM issues £SLs r
collecting in anticipation

of GREGORY'S visit.

GREGORY, after this -i^S^a^hin^o^and Si themeetings

regular two week intervals on her .t P
. Christmas, 1942,

with him were in his
r|“ty^here he Mntlnued to be employed by

JOSEPH line transferred to New YK-k City
^ Tort City 0RH50RY gave him

the Social Security Board. Upon

d

aSroximately twice a month JOSEPH woula

her Barrow Street t^ephone n^er^d ap^xim^eiy^^^ ^ her#

telephone GREGORY and iSS GREGORY met JOSEPH at a drugstore

From. December, 1942 until the Spring
Street approximately twice a month,

on the corner of lodngton Atenue and 30th Strtet^appro^
definitely

Yn connection with JOSEPH'S transt«
jjjj- ftosket of fruit as a

£S££ ^fentTol^rtei^ce in Fewest Hill.,M «U-‘

OHEOCH stated

again transferred to Washington andaf
t0 the war Manpower

employed hy the
.^SsfeAo^Hashington GREGOQ again continued to see

Commission. After this tran
Dassed information on to her.

him at two week interv^s at ^ch t^ he^passed ua
when J0SEPH was

.

This relationship continued until the latter pari,

drafted.
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In connection -with JOSEPH’S entry into the Armed Services GREGORY

stated that she informed him that he should try every means possible to be

transferred to seme branch of the OSS and
t
as a matter of fact, JOSEPH was

assigned to OSS and remained in Washington, D.C. After JOSEPH'S assignment

to OSS in Washington GREGORY again continued to see 'him at his heme at regular

intervals where he turned over material that he had access to in his position

with this agency. Although practically all of GREGORY'S meetings with JOSEPH

were in the latter's home she does recall particularly that she met him on

several occasions at Whalen' s Drugstore at 9th and F Streets and also had

lunch or dinner with him on two or three occasions at a Chinese Restaurant

located at 9th and G Streets. She further stated that in her meetings with

him subsequent to his entrance into the Army he was usually in his Army uniform.

She last saw JOSEPH in his heme in December, 1944 just prior to the time she

ceased her activities with this espionage group.

GREGORY further stated that from March, 1943 until the last time she

(saw him in December, 1944, JOSEPH was having marital troubles because of his

wife's infatuation with a musician whose name she recalls asS£LINE, and further

i-states that at the time she last saw him he was not divorced to her knowledge

but she was positive he was not living with his wife.

During the time that GREGORY was carrying on her work with JOSEPH

she recalled that he made about three or four trips to New York City. Upon

his arrival in New York he would telephone her at her Barrow Street residence

and she would usually make some arrangement for entertaining him, such as

taking him to dinner or the theater, or, in the event she was busy, would see

hi in before his departure and arrange to pay him for his hotel bill,* meals and

other incidental expenses that he had incurred during his visit. She did not

know whether he resided in any particular hotel during this period but did

know that he was well acquainted with a medical doctor, whose name she cannot

recall but who she knows lived at 10th Street in New York City, and was of

the opinion that JOSEPH might have stayed with him during these visits.

(I
ROBERT TALBOTT HELLER HI

Although she cannot specifically fix the place of her initial meeting

with MILLER, GREGORY states that she was introduced to him for the first time

in April dr May, 1941 and that such introduction probably took place at Paddy's

Clam House (215 West 34th Street, New York City). She added that under instruc-

tions from GGLCS she arranged that MILLER supply her with copies of "The

Hemisphere", a publication which MILLER was editing at that time.
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GREGORY continued to 8 ee MILLER through the Sumner of 1941 andjjuring
the course of her meetings became acquainted -with his -wife, JEIIilY Lays^n T.T.m -

She also mentioned that she occasionally met MILLER at a restaurant bn ‘9th
Street between 5th Avdnue and University Place, Greenwich Village, and that
upon such occasions she and MILLER later would adjourn to 'Washington Square
Park where they would confer* Such meetings were usually arranged by HELLER'

s

telephoning GREGORY to fix a time and place.

GREGORY further declared that in the late Summer of 1941 MILLER
mentioned that he was considering an effort to secure a position with the
CIAA in Washington although he thought his former residence and associations
in Moscow might prejudice his application. She recalls that he did in fact
secure a post with this agency in Washington and moved there in the Fall of
1941* After he had established residence in Washington, GREGORY occasionally
saw him there, explaining that when she arrived in Washington on her periodic
trips she would telephone him, either at his office or at his home, and in
addition to meeting with him at his residence she occasionally met hint at a
delicatessen which she recalls as being located on the corner of Porter Street
and Connecticut Avenue. In addition she recalls at least one meeting in
O'Donnell’s Restaurant.

With particular respect to the regularity and frequency with which
she used to see MILLER in Washington, GREGORY estimates that generally such
meetings were at monthly intervals and that HELLER did make available to her
certain written material which he obviously had obtained from his official
connection with the CIAA. GREGORY continued to see MILLER through I942 and
she recalls that in the latter part of 1943 MILLER decided he would like to
transfer to the State Department and frcm that time on he became more careful
in his dealings with her, apparently for fear he might jeopardize his possibil-
ities rdth the State Department, and GREGORY declares she received nothing from
him after he became associated with the State Department which date she places
in February or March, 1944» She occasionally saw him thereafter in Washington
but no transfers of information occurred in the manner they had previously°and
a meeting with him in December, 1944 was GREGORY' s last contact with him.

&
MARY WOLFE PRICE

I GREGORY'S initial meeting with MARI PRICE occurred in March, 1941
at which time GCLOS introduced her to PRICE at Schraffts Restaurant on 13th
iStreet and 5th Avenue, New York City. On the occasion of this meeting I1ARY
was furnished GREGORY'S correct name and address and correspondence arrange-
ments were made so that MARY could write and explain when she would arrive
in New York and where she would stay. It was also planned that MARY and
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I GREGORY r/cjuld have bi-weekly meetings, with each traveling to Washington or
I New York every other week* GREGORY secured MARY'S *address and telephone
\number at this meeting and remembers that shortly afterward she saw MARY
jat her house on Olive Street in the Georgetown Section in Washington* It
/was at this Washington meeting that MARY began to turn over to GREGORY copies
I of correspondence which she had abstracted from the files of her employer,
IWALTER^UPPMAN.

Approximately two weeks after this Washington meeting GREGORY
received word from MARY that the latter would be in New York on a certain
date and she recalls that MARY did arrive and kept an appointment with GQLOS,
made for her by GREGORY. The arrangements for the semi-monthly meetings
continued with little interruption until the latter part of 1942, probably
September, at which time MARY returned to New York because of illness anH
remained until April, 1943 at which tine she resumed her employment with
‘.TALF-SR LlPPIIrJi in Washington. She had not fully recovered her health however,
and approximately two nonths after returning to *,7ashington she resigned her
post with LIPPiiAN and took an extended trip which included spending some
time in Mexico. \ ,

It is GREGORY'S further recollection that MAJm returned to Washington
. in September, 1943 and then moved to New York in November, 1943 at which time
she began to reside with her sister, MILDRED PRICErtOY, in the latter's apart-
ment on West 118th Street, New York City. GREGORY"explained that at the time
of GQLOS* death on November 25* 1943* MARY was employed by Business Week and
she distinctly recalls spending Iteweekend following GQLOS' death with vrr.irRizn

and MARY in the former's apartment. She continued that in January or February,
1944 M&EY_gecured ter own apartment at 207 West 11th Street which address, as
previously described, was" the location of a number of meetings between GREGORY

-

*,

and PSRLO and other mefflbera of ~his group from Washington^ MARY, however, was
1

usually not present; aw such meetings and GREGORY saw her only infrequently
during 1944* although she does recall that on her occasional meetings with

,
MARY the latter would give her what material she had received from MICHAEL

^'GREENBERG who GREGORY never met.

With reference to specific meetings GREGORY recalls with MARY PRICE,
she described the occasion in the latter part of June, 1944 when EARL EROWDSR
informed ter that he desired to meet some of the people whom GREGORY had been
contacting and shortly thereafter, through arrangements made by GREGORY, he

did meet MARY PRICE and JOSEPihSBEGG at the former's apartment in New York City.
To GREGORY'S knowledge this is the first time MARY had ever met BROADER and
she left them together after making the inti’oduction. She returned sometime
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later -with GREGG and when he and BRGPfDER engaged in conversation HARY told
GREGORY that she had informed BROWDER that she wanted to get out of the
entire business and a few days later ER07JDER told GREGORY he had decided
to release MARI and that she was to inform her accordingly. In addition,
GREGORY recalls a few meetings with MARI up until April, 1945 but described
them as purely social occasions.

Concerning the location of some of her meetings with MARY PRICE,

GREGORY recalls that she saw her occasionally at the Governor Clinton Hotel,
Schraffts Restaurant on 13th Street and 5th Avenue, and probably a few other
places that she cannot now recall. She stated however, that when she saw
MARI in New York City most of these meetings were in the apartment of MARY
or MILDRED PRICE. Continuing, GREGORY stated that when she went to TTashington,
meeting places other than MARY PRICE’S apartment were the Roger Smith Hotel,
Hertsog’s Restaurant on the waterfront, Olmsted’s, a restaurant on G Street
between 14th and 15th Streets, and probably other restaurants in the City of
T/ashington.

Reference is made to the Bureau’s letter of December 30, 1946
concerning question 8, which is in connection with the mail covers that were
placed on GOLDS and the informant GREGORY during the investigation of^VAKIMIAN

.

A careful review of the mail covers in this file reflects only three pertinent
items which are as follows: A letter postmarked March 5, 1941 at Washington,
D.C. vri.th the return address 2921 Olive Street, N.7A , Washington, D.C .; a
letter postmarked February 26, 1942 at Washington, D.C., and a letter dated
March 6, 1942 postmarked at Washington, D.C., both of these letters having
no return address. The above mentioned letters were all directed to the
informant at her Barrow Street address. GREGORY stated that in all likeli-
hood the letters postmarked February 26th and March 6, 1942 were mailed by
MARY PRICE and as previously explained, probably contained information con-
cerning the date on which MARY PRICE would come to New York to visit the
informant.

WILLIAM WALTER REMEKGTON
BERNARD SIDNEY^RSDIIONT

GREGORY was introduced to REMINGTON in the Sparing of 1942 and places
ithis meeting at the Schrafflia Restaurant on 4th Avenue and 31st Street, where
she and GOLOS had dinner wi NGTON and his wife, "BING”. GREGORY’S
impression is that GOLOS had met REMINGTON previously through JOSEPI0NOATH
of the ’’New Masses" and GOLOS and GREGOR!arranged with REMINGTON that he
would be visited by GREGORY on her trips to Washington and GREGORY was to
collect the Communist Party dues of the REJUNG'IONS as well as what informa-
tion he might be able to supply.
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GREGCE1 explained that when she was in Washington she would telephone

REMINGTON, either at his office or his residence, and would fix a time and

place for a meeting; she remembers meeting him at the "Whalen 1 s Drugstore on

14th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue across from the Willard Hotel, and declared
that there were some subsequent meetings at the Mellon Art Gallery. GREGORY
stated that the last time she saw REMINGTON was in the Spring of 1944 just

prior to his induction into the U.S. Navy and further recalls that this meeting
was in the rotunda of the Mellon Art Gallery. She further stated that REMINGTON
icame to New York City on several occasions and when he would arrive he would
[usually telephone her at her Barrow Street address and inform her that he was
spending some time in the City. She stated on all of these visits to New York
he was accompanied by REffilONT.

^ In the early Spring of 1943 REMINGTON infomed GREGORY that BERNARD
REDMONT was employed in the Press Division of the CIAA and might desire to
cooperate with her in her work. GREGORY subsequently outlined to GQLOS the
possibilities of using REDMONT and he instructed her to have REMINGTON solicit

the former* s cooperation. Shortly thereafter GOLOS told GREGORY that lie had
an appointment to meet REDMONT in the New York Public Library on Fifth Avenue
and 42nd Street and GREGORY accompanied GOLOS to the library and met RED! '.OUT,

at which time GGLCS told him he was desirous of obtaining any information
that came into REDMONT* s possession and that such data was to be turned over

to EARL BROWDER.

As a result of this meeting GREGORY added REDMONT* s name to the list
of people whom she contacted in "Washington and continued to see him from the

late Spring of 1943 until he entered the U.S. Marine Corps a few months later.
r
V’ GREGORY advised she lost contact with REDMONT after his entry into the Marine

Corps and did not see him again until the Summer of 1944 at which time she

learned he had received a medical discharge because of combat injuries. He
resumed his work with the CIAA but, as GREGORY recalls, was located in New

>’ York City and was stationed in the office of the Columbia Broadcasting System
although still a CIAA employee. She distinctly recalls his taking her to the

vgj premier of "I Remember Mama" and it was right at this time she learned frcmB REDMONT that he was suffering from combat fatigue and when she subsequentlyB informed her Russian contact of his condition it was agreed that REDMONT
should be at least temporarily dropped.

B Usually when GREGORY saw REDMONT in Washington he was with REMINGTON
B,

. and ^3 remembers a few meetings with them in the Whalen’s Drugstore on
Pennsylvania Avenue and 14th Street and occasionally having lunch or dinner

*

' with either or both of them. She contacted them in Washington by telephone
k*5" either at their office or home.
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RUTH KTFKIN

GREGORY'S acquaintance with ROTH KLFKIN began in the Fall of 1943 at^ KEFKIN a
?
the laUer ' s residence in Washington after HELEN

TEifflgX had made the appropriate arrangements. It is to be noted that GREGORY'nad known about RIFKIN previous to this time; knew that she had first been
I wPloyed by tb

?
predecessor organization of UNRRAj later by UKRRA: and was

J

kncm personally to GOLOS who in turn instructed TENNET to arrange for RIFKIN
I

bh\fu
J
ure by GREGORT. GREGOR! became known to RIFKIN as

ISABSL^MIES and she had occasional meetings with her in Washington untilthe Sprang of 1944 at which time RIFKIN was turned back to TENNEY. GREGORYrelated that she would telephone RIFKIN at the latter's residence and arrange
•

°onvenie
^
t
.

for her Visits. As previously indicated, RIFKIN'

s

information was of little consequence and principally concerned UNRRA person-axioxes ana gossip*

HAZEN EDWARD fclSF.

®tat
!
d that she first saw HAZENjilSE in March of I943. Sherecalled that a Canadian flier came to the office of World Tourists. Inc.

•

GQL0
5

berself a^ all three proceeded to Walgreen' s Drugstore^ay^ Avenue > rihere they all met HAZEN SISE, and this^anadian

S Ssti den ity 1135 been to reca11’ made the introductions,
feting arrangements were made hereby GREGORY would see SISE on her

obtain^
0 ¥ hlngt0n plCk Up fr0m *** whatever information he was able to

-
rtT, . „

fhe recalled that when she first saw SESE in Washington it was necessary
bff,^ ieiephone him at the Canadian Legation in view of the fact that

fflSE had not as yet obtained a residence in that city. Subsequently however^ Jelejihoned him at his home and made arrangements to meet him. She recalls

cSf^ShS
y
of

<

"this S? i

n th® lobby of
+
the Mayflower Hotel as well as theCoffee Shop of this hotel; a French restaurant, L'Escargot, which she recalls“ longer in business, and the Hotel Washington lobby and Grill Roca. Sheconuinued to see him at periodic intervals until June, 1944 at which time shewas infomed by her Russian contact "BILL" to drop him. She stated that sone-

Bfifn
^44 when .she was having a meeting with her Russian contact

^ ct
±nfomed her that topping SISE had been a mistake,

tn ^ ^ f
ly reP°^ed SISr, was attached to the Canadian National Film Board

SoloSi?f°n^ h
t0 Ga2GCRr TOS principally concerned withdiplomatic gossip and various items of interest he picked up through hisassociation with officials of the Canadian and other governments. •
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HELEN B. TENNEY

GREGORY* s first meeting with TEINEY occurred approximately December
15, 1943 and she remenbers that shortly after GGLOS* death she telephoned
TENNEY in Washington and told her that she would pay her a visit on her next
trip there. GREGORY explained that she had known TENNEY previous to this
ime although she had never seen her, and knew that GCLOS had occasionally
een meeting TENNEY on Sundays at a Whalen's Drugstore on 6th Avenue and 8th

Street, Greenwich Village, New York. TENNEY likewise had known from GCSLOS
that he had a feminine assistant and accordingly, GREGORY met TENNEY and
made her acquaintance in Washington without any difficulty. At this time
TENNEY was occupying the apartment cf MARY PRICE at 2038 I Street and
GREGORY thereafter saw her regularly in Washington and quite often stayed
°?e

.

or two nights with her, depending upon the duration of her Washington
vxsit* She often took TENNEY to dinner and named among the places visited
Herzog's Restaurant, O'Donnell's and Pierre's.

GREGORY continued that TENNEY occasionally came to New York on
weekends to visit her mother and that usually at such times she would meet
GREGORY at the same drugstore formerly frequented by GCLOS and herself.
GREGORY' s association with TENNEY continued until December, 1944 by which
time GREGORY had of course began arrangements to wind up her affairs so far
as the Washington personnel were concerned. On GREGORY*' s last meeting with
her before Christmas, 1944 she invented some excuse as to why she would not
continue to see her and mentioned that someone else would be contacting her.
GREGORY subsequently learned from "JACK" that TENNEY had in fact been
contacted subsequent to GREGORY' s last meeting with her. In addition to
meetings with TENNEY at the above described drugstore, GREGORY recalls
visiting the Jumble Shop on West 8th Street, New York City. Up until February
7*1947 GREGORY'S last meeting with TENNEY occurred on March 13, 1946 at
which time, .under instructions from agents, she met TENNEY in Washington.
Full details as to this meeting have been previously reported and nothing
additional of interest was noted during recent conferences with GREGORY as
to that meeting.

ABRAHAM~~3BR0TH?!AN

GREGORY first met BROTHHAN some time in the early Summon of 1940
and was introduced to him by GGLOS in front of trieNjCSLEft SAFE COMPANY on 32nd
Street and 5th Avenue, New York City. At this time arrangements were made for
GREGORY to meet BROTHAN on subsequent occasions at vMch time he was to turn
over to her blueprints that were either to be copied and the originals returned
to EROTHLrtN or the originals were given to her without the necessity of their
being returned to BR01HLAN. According to GREGORY these meetings were prearranged
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from one to the next and she -mould always meet Mm in front of the HOSIER
SAFE COMPANY. Other than the meetings in front of the MOSLER SAFE COMPANY
she recalls dining with BROTHMAN at a Chinese Restaurant on 33rd Street
between 6th and 7th Avenues -which she stated, burned down some years ago,
and also recalled having dinner with him on occasions at Paddy's Clam House
on Yfest 34th Street.

Some time, probably in November, 1940, GCLOS informed her that
BROTHLM was to be turned over to another Russian agent. In this connection
she stated that BRCTHHAIJ had an automobile and GQI.0S gave the license number
of BROTH!-all's car to BRDTHIiAN's new Russian contact whan she does not know,
and by prearrangement this new Russian contact met EROTHLiAK someplace in
uptown New York. She further recalls that a few months after this arrange-
ment for a new Russian contact was made ERCTIEAN somehow or other lost this
contact and GCSLOS again arranged for another individual to contact BROTHMAN.

60
RAY ELSON

GREGORY stated that she met RAY ELSON for the first time at the
Buckingham Restaurant in the Buckingham Hotel (101 West 57th Street, New
York City) and that she was introduced to ELSON by her Russian contact
"JACK". As previously related, ELSON was recommended by "JACK" as a
reliable Communist Party member who had been a courier for the Communists
and would be a reliable replacement for GREGORY in the U.S. Service and
Shipping Corporation. She stated on the occasion of her first meeting with
ELSON the conversation was primarily about the business of the corporation
and nothing was said about any espionage activities. After GREGORY with-
drew from the corporation she had occasion to see ELSON about once a v/eek
until she again became active in the affairs of the U.S. Service and Shipping
Corporation. On GREGORY'S return to this corporation ELSON ceased her work
there and obtained other employment. From that time until the present
GREGORY has continued to see ELSON at periodic intervals.

During same of these meetings with ELSON she was given to understand
that ELSON was in regular contact with a Russian espionage agent and she
also learned from her Russian contact "JACK" that he also was seeing ELSON
at periodic intervals. Careful questioning of GRSGCRY failed to elicit any
additional information concerning the locale or other pertinent facts
relative to her meetings with ELSON which havo not been previously set out
either in the signed statement executed by GREGORY on November 30, 1945 or
in reports in the instant matter.
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litrr.mP^PHICE

GREGORY first net MILDRED PRICE in May °r June

,

strawsrr35s
rasxs js» IFSs&hXch time MARY PRICE made the introductions. As a result of this introduc

.
. rpRrf»Y saw PRICE on somewhat infrequent occasions in *

Oi?v S^ShlLfSroturned over to her information ,he obtained through

her^pCSt ^th the China Aid Council. She recalls

occasionally had dinner with her at the House of Chan and for the most party

vioita with her were at MILDRED PRICE'S apartment. She recalls
however, her s

G<X0S' death she went to the residence of

wSffiE^PRICE and remained there three or four days. She recalled that the

she received any information from MILDRED HtICE was in November,

19U' ^ever, she Ss sXn her on very infrequent occasions
.

since that t»a

and^recalls specifically her last meeting with her as being in February, 1945.

Very truly yours.

EDuARD SCHEIDT, SAC. SN

cc Tlashington Field
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SUBJECT:
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GREGORY CASE

DATE: Kay 23, 1947
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». C. A. «“
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m-. mcwir
Tracy

-
M-. CtrHT
». Egan

~
Mr. Ournaa
M-. Barbo

~
Mr. HanOoIT

Mr • Tom Donegan stopped in yesterday forenoon* He advised he S:
- Tala. Roobhad stopped by Mr. Tamm's office and yours but you were in conference

and he wanted to let us know that pursuant to the Attorney General's
instructions, the Gregory case had been placed in his hands to take

ilback to New York for him to confer with Yince Quinn and for them to
IIimmediately arrange a Grand Jury on the case* He stated he would keep (in
|l close touch with ASAC Belmont to keep us advised of developments*

Mr* Belmont advised me today that Ur. Donegan and Mr* Vince Quinn
stopped in and informed him they are making arrangements to institute Grand
Jury hearings on this case Monday. June 2

f
1947 . In the meantime, they are

sending a memorandum through 15epirftmentaT channels requesting that the Bureau
interview the remaining subjects and principals in the case. Mr. Donegan
said he discussed the request with Donegan and Quinn and it was decided the
best procedure for them would be to name specifically a number of the indivi-
duals to be intesyigwedjith a general clause pointing out that the 3ureau
should also irh}&n^ge£eany and all others it might feel should be contacted.
It was indicated that the informant Gregory would appear first before the
Grand Jury, thus giving us a few more days to get the others interviewed before
they would be called. Donegan and Quinn also indicated they would permit the >

persons called before the Grand Jury to claim immunity, thus enhancing the J
prospects of securing intelligence information.
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March let, 1947

FERSORAL AMD
POMPI^NTIAL

Director, FII

!•( ALLEGED C0MMDHI8T HFIL-
TBATZOM INTO THE F.B.I.,
Internal Saeurlty (C)

DMr Sirt

Reference la wade to the letter tram this office dated January 8th,

1947 in instant ease, in whioh authorisation is requested to discreetly

interview BARBARA RADBKER under appropriate pretext in order to ascertain

whether she was ever approaohed for inforaatlon from Buraau files* The
^

!

Igrftu hi also requested to Aimish the last known address of BARBARA

RADEKRR and to advise pffiether the Bureau’s files lndioate that she is actuallj

the sister of HADIHE^RBDEKFR.

Iu order that further investigation of this case nay proceed promptly,

the Bureau is requested to advise whether the suggested interview should be

conducted* I

Tory truly yours.

EDffAHD SCHEIDT,
SAC

1/

PTtTBd
100-80877

*)
'

55 MAY 29 1947
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GREGORY, ESPIONAGE R. ON AFTERNOOJf MaY FIFTEEN 3CWEN SMITH AND DAVID

• ' *

WAHL VISITED APARTMENT MARY JANE KEENEY FOR CONFEREICB CONCERNING CASES
J0

< OF AJJCjUS AND HER OWN. SAME DATE MARY JANE ADVISED HELEN SILVERHA3TER

rl

x ANGUS KEENEY SHOULD ARRIVE IN WASHINGTON HAY TWENTYFOUR. ALSO MAY ElPTE®> ———• AS -rkm
/ JM^ MARY JANE CONVERSED WITH KERMAtffCABOT ISTICKING (SHTaTOR^TORRAY RECEIVED */ ' Q

5̂
DISGRACEFUL LETTER FROM CHIEF 0?'OFFICE OF CONTROLS, STATE DEPARTMENT 1

§3

(KALULTCK ROHINSCN ?). MARY JANE STATED SHE HEARD IN NEW YORK THE MAN WHO

WROTE LETTER IS PRETTY FAIR GUY' BUT THIS LETTER SHOULD HAVE GIVEN HIM

JJ^ULCER. THEY DISCUSSED POSSIBILITIES OF FIGHTING DISMISSAL O'? ANGUS A?ID

CO

s*5i

E DIFFICULTIES IN SUCH AN ADHDiTSTRATLVE MATTER. ALSO REFERENCE WAS

lIADE TO SWR^EWIS INCIDENT AT WESTERN HIGH SCHOOL WHICH THEY AGREED WAS

INHUMAN' AND FASCIST. ON MAY SIXTEEN 1RVINfi^LESEKMAN (PHONETIC) WHO STATED

HE WAS IN PROGRESSIVE LIBRARLaNS COUNCIL, DETROIT, LONG TIME AGO CONTACTED

MARY JANE TO INQUIRE ABOUT POSITION ANGUS VACATED IN TOKYO. THEY DISCUSSED
‘

- 'f

ACCOMPLISHMEITS OF ANGUS AND PROBABLE DIFFICULTIES OF, WORKING THERE AND

JB| LLE3ERMAN INDICATED HE WOULD WRITE KEENEY ABOUT JOB>7 ON IlaY FTFTE&ttiaffLAN

?\ CONTACTED

OBhJON MaY FIFTEp^MPl

TO INQUIRE CONCERNING PHIL HURRAY'S INTEREST IN
U y/\

(XTARAN TEED WAGES'." THEY DISCUSSED MURRAY'S INTEREST AT LENGTH AND WEBER

INDICATED HE THOUGHT HURRAY WOULD LIKE TO DO IT BECAUSE IT WOULD GIVE HIM*1

I<r rnM*
hJ£T* T->
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op non and makr is

mraxsEtr interested n anything concerning mans, kaplan inquired conger.'

IK! P0SSBI2 PASSAGE 0? MB® HLL Aim TO3ER STATED IT 7TAS TOSS UP AND BE
1HOTKT BE CAN GBP IHIRTTTOR TOES IP m DO OUR HORK. ON MAY SIXTEEN

:
Jr

iUQD0;?-’ OONTACTED KAPLAN AS REQUESTED CCIICEnNING GUARANTEED VIA® REPORT.
KAPLAN ADVISED HAGDOSF COULD SECURE COPT ax'easT RING 07 WHITE HOUSE.

.
- • WOO* ADVISED HE IS GOIUG TO NEW YORK SATURDAY' AND AGAIN NEXT WEDNESDAY

STO **W> TO ISAW REP®T mth RO^BECK). Utoow STATED he WASTED
several copies AND WISHED TO. DO 3T0RI ON REPORT TOR M3 MEH3ERSHIP. ON

- lWt SIXTEEN m^tOum CONTACTED MILLER THANKING HIM p® PARTI THE OTHER
.near, aieian stated re had pane note .to liller and made reference to all

* 07 THIS CURRENT COME EXCITEMENT WHICH IS TORN 07 POLITICAL HYPOCHONDRIA

> alU£E SM:ED HB woaM m a Washington Monday 'and ihere^ter mate tor new
IOReJ m DAY HFTEEN R0SSH3ERG CONVERSED CB SHARSHAN OOSCmt^^a
TRIAL. ROSENBERG related THEY HAD SUBPOENAED J. EDGAR HOOVER, GENERAL

HAR3IALL, IIARRY MITCHELL, ROBERT PATTERSON, ilYER GOLDBERG, LABOR ADVISER

A
10 aamim «® PB05ESS® SPAR (PBCHEnC), NYU, AND THE be. is
THEY WANT CERTAIN RECORDS 3SMHR0 TO HABZANI. THEY ALSO DISCUSSED GENERAL

to® TOO NAS an UiraiLIINO mTIESS AND THOUGHT RE TOLD BE EFFECTIVE*!?

|OSTIIE INATOCH AS HE COULD BE TRAPPED. THEY ALSO DISCUSSED DETBCTITsJpn*

AND THOIBHT THEY COULD BREAK DOTH MS TESTIMONY BECAUSE 0? THE IfclLUMB DHiai

TOLD ASPECT HIS MEMORY. ROSENBERG ^aiTICNED THEY WANTED TO qUESHON WITNESS

HEI.ITT AND STATED IT NAS NECESSARY TO HAKE IIARS OP THESE WITNESSES. ON

MAY SIXTEEN AN UNKNOWN MAN ASKED ROSENBERG IF HE KNEW ABOUT COMMITTEE BEING

3x-

- 2 -
CONFIlfNTIAL
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50RLED IN 11EW YORK TO RAISE FINDS FOR HARZAM'S DEFENSE. ROSENBSIG

CONFIDENTIAL
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Office.

To > Director, FBI

kFROM : SAC, New York

•13fc*¥
Kr. r. \ T •:. -.,

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Uw 1 • »
^

r
l f. I

i IAl
DATE: May 121 1947

SUBJECT: JUSTIFICATION FOB CONTINUATION OF TECHNICAL OB MICBOPHONE SURVEILLANCE

BE: Title GREGORY-

,-X7-%3
- r- ,e **».

I- -ii L-;?^iAxr ..ey*
/

1. Subject's name and address:

A* Brothman Associate
2928 41st Avenue

‘

Brooklyn, Hew York
Telephone Ironsides 6-5451

2. Location of technical operation:

Sutec

Character of Case ESPIONAGE - R ;

.

y
,

',

Field Office Ife^Yor^/

|rT-V w-
Symbol Number
Type of Surveillance: \(TechnicaL-or

MicroTihftna^ Technical X*.Microphone) Technical

. T :r:TTAINZD

OliZ. i-Z

3. Dates of initial authorization and installation:
Q I. R« *5

*.

Authorized: 5:15 p.m. October 23, 1946
Installed: 5:15 p.m. October 23, 1946

4. Previous and other installations on the same subject (with dates and
places):

Previouslycovered at MU 3-9670, 174 East Third Street, New York, junder Pjp
Symbol from December 1QA5. to October 2^. 1 QZ.6 vfrom December 1945, to October 23, 1946

COPIES DESTROYEDUJ21
s:\6s- sbqoz-jHiii

E?7 . .

5.

Specific valuable information obtained since previous report with ;

indication of specific value of each item and what use was made ^7\ i'- i

of each item of information involved:
f yO(7

On March 28, 1947, thi3 source reported a contact with an unknown Q
.

"Handsome" who suggested subject meet a friend of his, one HAROLD

:
YIINE, who is presently employed in the Department of Justice.

HOC:AG -Jv!' iLHi' 7

65-14603 •» (Continued on page 4)



co.
falM.

6.

Could above information have been obtained from other sources and by
other means?

No

7.

Has security factor changed since installation?

No

8.

Any request for the surveillance by outside agency (give name, title
.. and agency) :

No

9.

Manpower and costs involved:

Operated by Sutec

10.

Bemarks (By SAC)

:

It is requested that this surveillance be maintained, at least until
such time as the Attorney General advises as to whether or not fur-
ther interviews will be conducted in this case*

11.

Bemarks (added at Seat of Government):

2



asi-ti-.
'''

Recommendation by Assistant Director:

In view of the above, it is recommenaea that this technical
surveillance be conoucted for an auaitional period of sixty
days or at least until the Department has decided what
further action it aesires in the Gregory Case.



X*

(Continued from page 1)
CONFIDENTIAL

On April 3, 1947, it was stated subject endeavored to contact
LAUCHLIN CURRIE, a subject of this case*

On April 4, 1947, this source advised that' subject intended to
negotiate with a concern in England for the manufacture of plastics*

On April 10, 1947, further valuable information was received con-
cerning the above unknown "Handsome."

On April 14, 1947, information was received that subject was
again in contact with HARRY LEVINE.

On April 18, 1947, information was received that subject is now
engaged in work on the manufacture of penicillin*



^ „ subset activities jura as he iCT *&2SSL^^ ,tt. mmmiATIOH TTTTdlT nFFTOTHQ TO W* MI- imER7IEW

^j^AT APPROXIMATELY KKHT FOHTYFI^^

fCBOOt

if'. xyP 1'
- —*.

• *!T
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100-17493
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p -BTOWATm NORMAN INTERVIEWED AT SEVEN NAUGHT EIGHT P.M. APRIL -MMMHBBlfl fTEZfJ

, nineteem joktyseven at his home four one one brook drive, falls church,

; VA. IN THE FPignarnK Off HTS WIFE. DOROTHY. SUBJECT NORMAN VIGOROUSLY

. INTERVIEWED CONCERNING IMPUCATEON IN GREGORY CASE AND DENTED ALL

AT.T.PJUTIQN3.V BOTH NORMAN AND MFE TrafflATTOALLY DENTED MEMBERSHIP IN

— CQjflfUNIST PARTI OR SYMPATHY 7)1TH COltUNIST ACTIVITIES ftT
Lwr TTin;;-

•

. NORMAN P-T.ATTIR HIS T S QUOTE DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSED TO CCMIfflNIST PHIIOSOgg.

UNVOTE AND CTJt^SIFTED HTMSEL? AS A RUGGED INDI7HXJAIIST AND SUPPORTER

QF THE ppestDENT ROOSEVELT, HE STATED HE RECALLS ATTENDING GROUP

m? STMT NAB MEBiTNQS WHTLB AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY AND INDICATES THAT _

^ JT IS FNTLPy-T.Y POSSIBLE THAT SOME ' OF THE INDIVIDUALS PRESENT AT THESE ,

y
^.ETTNOS HAY WAVE REM CCfifflllNTSTS OR EVM COUIUNIST CONTROLLED TOTHQBt

|

HIS KIJOWLEDGE* HE STATED DR^pECNSTEIN PERFORMED CONSIDERABLEJDjCTAL

I
{torn FOR HIM AND THAI..HE KNEW HIM IN NO OTHER CAPACITY. BACKGROUND

INFORMATION AND INFORMATION GAINED THROUtH PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCES CONFIRMED.

INTERVIEW CONCLUDED EIGHT FORTYFIVE P.M.

CGCiBGW



STATED THE CNLY INFOHiATION HE EVER TTlRNTSHKn HELEN WAS TOJ

THICK CONCERNED PERSQMALITIES OF VARIOUS,

. INDIVIDUALS. HE EMPHATICALLY DENIES EVER FURNISHJWr, HELEN ANY INFORMATION

AS ALLEGED BY GREGORY. REMINGTON ADMITS INTRODUCING BERNARD RETMQNIJKU.

HELTy tm wash DC AND THAT REH.IONT WAS STILL SEEING HELEN AFTER HE HAD
<

STOPPED^BECAUSE REDHOBT WOULD TELL HIM THAT HELEN 5^DS_iiERJREGARDS TO YOU.

REMINOTCN SAID HE BELIEVED ANYCNE WHO WAS A COMMUNIST YJAS A TRAITOR TO

HIS COUNTRY AND HE IS DEFINITELY AN ANTI-COMMUNIST*- {lV



by SPECIAL AGENTS L. G. ZANDER AND J. A. SHARTZ FROM SEVEN TWENTY TO NINE

P.M. PgS DATE. - ALMITS MESEINQ PLLMANN WASHINGTON. D. C.. NINETEEN THIRTY-

LIVED AT PRESENT ADDRESS SINCE HTNETEEN THIRTYEKHT. TILL?,fANN HALF

rmmt nv PROPERTY. DENIES KNOWIEDGE OF ANYONE COMPILING OR FURNISHING,

MiADMITS MEETING JACO^OLOS OF YfORLD TODRTffr, TNC.
t
TN NEW VORKL OM ONE_

- IQCCASION IN.NIKfrnffijM THTRTYSTY. SELVERJ.IASTER. WAS INTERESTED IN A TRIP TO

/SOVIET UNION AND MET GOLOS AT A PARTY IN NYC POSSIBLY AT BRANSTEJPS WHOM

HE ADMITS BEING WELL ACQUAINTED WITH BUT DOSS> NOT RECALL DEFINITELY.

I STATES nm.Y TIME HE *JEnrUsmnBR WAS TN SAN TOANCT SCO IN NINETEEN THIHDCgX-

jj|WHEN HE WAS ON OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT TRIP AND BROWDER WAS A CANDIDATE FOR
.

ItlPRESIDENT, THIS TOOK PLACE AT THE COMMONWEALTH CLUB MEETING AT THE PALACE

HOTEL AND HE STATED [ME HE SPOKE WITH OR MET

i

EARLBRQiJIMU HE NEVER SAW HIM IN NEW YORK ON ANY OCCASION. ADMITTED AC-

f
QUAINTANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING* ALEXANDEI^ORTNOFF, HERBEfesj^ESNER, DR.

**1 PAUli^ADIN, JOSEPN^AER, GRAC^RANICH, DAVID IrAHL, JOSEEftJ^LLMAN, ^HILIP

—
-AnTm^UaNE^^NEY, JOHN ABT, RICHAPJJJWp ELIZ^BE^N^A5ULY, &ACK

jbmRSALKA. SILVEPMASTER FURNISHED WAIVER riv SEARffa AMD p/ySFftraNT OF SILVi&=_

1 MASTER ^ESTTreNrB OBSERVED BY SPECIAL AGENTS TO CONTAIN VARIOUS WOOD WORKING

allIMACHINERY TOGETHER WITH (l PHOTOGRAPHIC DARK ROOM PRESENTLY DISMANTLED BUT

^nwT/\TWTWP. A MTILTT FAY ENLARGER. HELEN WITTE alLVERMASTER INTERVIEWED. BY -

SPECIAL AGENTS E. L. GRAMPP AND J. WAYNE PARRISH AT HER RESIDENCE AT SEVEN



UL^
~~|NYC .y DIDN'T SEE GREGORY FOR SEVERAL YEARS UNTIL RECENT WAR FBgQD WHEN

BENTLEY CANE TO WASH DC AND WAS RELIEVED EMPLOYED UNDER GENERAL DONOVAN

........ IN OSS DOING RESEARCH WORK FOR SPSECET WHITIML. GREGORY CONTACTED VARIOUS

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES FDR THIS INFORMATION BUT MRS. SILVERMASTER DENIED ANY

KNOBIEDQB OF THE RESEARCH MATERIAL AND JBAX-SHE. EVER. EXCHANGED OR RECEIVED^

v INFORMATION FROM GREGORY. SHE DENIED ANY KNOWLEDGE OF UmttJtl'S

ACTIVITIES WHILE WITH WAR DEPARTMENT SAYING HIS WORK WAS SECRET. SHE

DENIED KNOWLEDGE OF ANYONE EVER RECEIVING OR TRANSMITTING INFORMATION Rff-

||
GARDjOIG THE.. GOVERNMENT HELEN STATED SHE WAS NOT ACQUAINTED TOTH EARL

“ BROI^.„^..TO^ HOWEVER THEY MIGHT HAVE

MET AT SOME PUBLIC GATHERDRi MANY YEARS AGO. SHE WAS VERY INCONCLUSIVE

AS TO THE POSSIBILITY OF HAVING MET 3R0WDER AT ALL.



X

TITJJ»Yi^ <ra INTERVIEW GAVE HO AMISSIONS OF ANT CONSEQUENCE. DID STATE

THAT BjSTWMN NTNETEEN THIkTININE AND NINETEEN FORTY FIRST MET INFORMANT

3ENTIET AT SILVERMASTHt HOUSE. WHICH SHB snRqqqmarrtr VTSTTsn IN

I ssrmxro fiftebi to tortt occiarnm mwix reusrsamni ihtiktctm

POBTIFOUR OR FQRTtPIVj;., CLAIM® THAT BOTH HE AND SILVERMASTER OONfimrasn

'Ws/
wywt'v-'-'

J

BENTLEY A HYSTBIICAL HIGHLY EMOTIONAL NUISANCE WHOM TffET TBnm miyrrr^g-

FULLY TO DISCOURAGE FROM VISITING STLgTCRmsTi^ HOWEVER, IN SPITE

f

t

I

*
v*

^THEREOF ULLMAN.N ON TWO OCCASIONS REQUESTED BENTLEY TO MAKE HOTEL REfiffRVi-

|

TIONS FOP. HIMSELF AND THE SIIVERMASTERS FCR TWO WEBKBNTTft THEY SPENT IN

ONE OF THggg OCCASIONS WAS IN SUMMER OF PORTTFOUR WHEN TTT.T.uaww

^j!P- SII»tfifltMASTIiRS STAYED AT PENNSYLVANIA HOTEL AND HAD DINNER ENGAGE?:

WITH BENTLEY AND AN UNKNOWN MAN DESCRIBED AS FCRTYFIVE TO FIFTY. FIVE * <*r
FEEI

, NFTPIUSLgtJILD, RED HAIR. OTHER OCCASION WAS TW gm/wp

°* FORTIFIVB WHEN ullmann and silvermasters STAYED AT SMALL

D0*OT^L H0TEL ^L^^EEimLSTRECT_A^ DINGIER WITH BENTLEY AND

ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED MANJOMT TO FORTYFIVE, FIVE FEET NINE INCHES. MEDIUM

mi
2-# C0UIJ N0T RECALL NAMES OF EITHER OF THESE MEN WHO ACCOMPANIED

^BENTLEY AND COULD FURNISH/NO BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THEM. MOST OP>

ULIMMN. S A^UAOTANCK OF THOSE*’FIGURING IN THIS CASE WERE MADE BY HIM
^

^_Tffi_TREASURIJ)EPT, _IN SPITE OF VARIOUS APPROACHES AND AFPEAIS TO
UIXMAM HE CONSTANTLY OENgD__ ANY KNCWLSDGE WHATSOEVER OF ANY ESPTON^
ACTIVITY OR IRRBOULARCT^jDW_CONDUCT OF HBSELF OR ANY OF HIS ACQUAINTING.
LHUWsBOW



EDNAPD JOSEPH^TZGEP AT.T> TNTTffiVTEWED APRIL FIFTEEN, FOHTYSEVEN, ADMITS

ACQUAINTANCE WITH HARRY^MAQDOFF. VICTOR PERK). CHARLES KRAMER. IRVING

rfGEBY REASON OF EMPLOYMENT. STATED SOCIALLY ACQUAINTED WITH u

ILVSRMAN, BEATRIC^EIUAN, AND RECALLS ATTENDING ELECTION PARTY IN NYC

IN EITHER NINETEEN THIRTYSIX OR NINETEEN FORTY WITH MAGPOFF AND KAPLAN.

RECALLS MEETING PERLO IN NYC FCR COCKTAILS WHEN BOTH THERE ON PERSONAL

BUSINESS. DENIES MEETING WITH PERLO, KRAMER AND MAGDOFF AT JOHN AST'S

APARTMENT, CLAIMS MET ABT IN WASH, DC, SOCIALLY ON ONE OCCASION. DENIES

ANY INTEREST IN COMMUNISM OR EVER BEING MEMBER OF PARTY. STATES HE DOES

NOT BELIEVE ANY OF ABOVE MENTIONED PEOPLE ARE COMMUNISTS . SUBJECT SURLY

AND UNCOOPERATIVE. WAS NOT QUESTIONED REGARDING KNOWLEDGE OF GREGORY.

CJJsBGW



W?*;-

f;
”

T"'-'"

GOLQS. DENIED ANT COMPLICITY IN CASE. ^BELA^mTm HAVING BORROWED

r.pivnk jprom ULLMANN FOR PURPOSE OF TAKING PHOTOGRAPHS OF CHIID SHORTLY

AFTER CHILD'S BIRTH IN 1945. CT-ATMTO ACQUAINTANCE WITH SILVEEtiASTER

TWttinw Trnerw TajPT/mreNT
T
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT^ SONIiTSENIED ANY

TnirroT.-Rrnr.ie m? WETJM STLVERMASTBt PRIOR TO SlgU[A^ E?.^T/TrT^T tw thr

TREASURY DEPARTMENT. OLATMEn THE POSITION WAS RECOMMENDED TO HER BY

E?|jgUJEAJKETTE KIPPHCINENBAUM.

t

1

I



SMI

a v-

HARRY SAMUEL MAGDOFP ADMITTED

FITZGERALD, GEORGE SILVERMAN, VICTOR PERLO, GEOR

PUBLISHED IN STUDENT REVIEW. DENIED KNOWLEDGE GHAT THIS ARTICLE WAS

EVER DISCUSSED IN DAILY WORKS*. REIUSED TO SIGN STATEMENT AS TO

THESE ME1EERSIIPS AND AUTHORSHIP OF ARTICLE OR THAT HE HAD NEVER

MADE TRIP TO NY WITH INDIVIDUALS NOTED ABOVE.

IIOTTEL
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
TO KR. D. H. MOD

FROM J. C. STRI< CONFi
DATE: April 17, 1947

fx. To Ison
lx* &• A. Tam*
Vt. Clegg

~
31fiv‘-

SUBJECT: GREGORY
ESPIONAGE
(P. HEENARI IORKAN)

1*. Slav:”
IX. Udd -

NlchoTs”
IS • Rosen
pr. Tracy”
lx. Carson”
lx. Egan

jXnea
. harbo

"

HandofT

Washington Field omoe. Iha^am” of

Pannington
Taarf”IX. Quinn .

Tela. Room
Itease

*

11SS 3aarJT“
kiss Oandy”

WoHnnA„ « 4-^
the

/af
n

°r
ing day the Allowing conversation toki® office in the State Department and his wife

•"fy

place between

(^netio)\°nr4
d
r^

5

ld
U^frf^ tSUlSSU £ I-wer. going to take it up and fiiht it tx

E* aaid ?“ - /

u
-

were going to take it up and tUhTil I!
7

I t
He 8aid th&:? /'

Departoent). Sy aleo s“d^ t0
J"*

HortaBn *** <»* Stag' £-
said that they hM ?£!?

n 1° S° hora ~rlier «« he>-<-
^

23- ?
rereLo.

STfSTlS;*''s s&sns: ^
Nortman said, "lhafs rivht » fj J

hi
?
k
,
U wa8n,t to° serious?".

that they think it’s in fine with th«
them the exact faots 811(1

Dorothy then stated "Rut +m . f
?*®ra* P°li®y» ^ich worries them.

cornet made by one’of^heSte^w^ ?* !
d pr°°f" (P^bably referring to a

said «.t he h^d“lnt^th^ oS ”“ub*S
n
^d”in?

jwr-urss ‘s-r

'

he indicated that he was feeling better about it. \JL-
* lf out ar*d

ACTION ^

*3 $
1118

-April 17. The teohni^l log covering this oonversation is attaohed her«o./J/)U
"

Attaohment - /£xJU
j {-yi* j j - /_ ,t iS*

FLJ semw

Dec!-.

£%t&xa£flt£
As*: CASH

c^iaieed
ATj— • *

. . -•• 2iSi51*®
E}i-=

--*••'"

-MOrU
es-e: 1

0IrU3‘"A^

ewsw»seaM»swMwi»HMH«iiii«8«wisaiM«Bsesi»tai««8«»iasgMM^^
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Office Me,

13

J. C. Strick:

F. 1. Jones

um UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: May 27

,

- .

•y s:

SUBJECT: 0.
GREGORY'

ESPIONAGE - R
MARY Ji/KEENEY

J

kiss Oan<ly“
Kiss BeahiF;

You will recall that Mary Jane Keeney in an effort to determine
was denied a passport by the State Department to join her husband in

why she
Japan has called upon numerous Congressmen including Senator James EjfMurray

.

You may further recall that Mr. Hamilton Robinson of the State Department
recently requested that he be furnished with a summary of the information in
our files concerning Mrs. Keeney in order that he could intelligently discuss
the matter with Senator Murray at Murray* s request. A blind memorandum was
prepared and furnished to him for this purpose^^^y

r)

)

>

The Washington Field Office through its informant
available to the Bureau a letter dated Hay 5, 1947, from Hand
Senator Murray which is quoted as follows*

A
ami1ton

has made
/w

.ton Robinson to

I have been asked by Assistant Secretary Peurifoy to investi-
gate the refusal of a passport to Mrs. Mary Jane Keeney and to
respond to the inquiries of your letter of April 17, 1947.

For your convenience in reference I nave numbered my replies
in accordance with the numbering of your questions:

G < ft -5

ff\

Bo
i

N

• •
• vy* ^

• •
*'* ‘ -*5

• - S.--. .* U’Jk
.1 &'••? t'-~"

tl-'-i LZZi

1. "Security clearance" is a term used to denote the check
made with all appropriate Government agencies in determining
whether or not issuance of a passport will be in conformity with
the interests of national security. Obviously the exercise of
proper controls in this respect is essential to the maintenance
of national security. The Chief of the Passport Division, acting
for the Secretary of State, is the official immediately responsi-
ble for making the determination in any particular case as to
whether or not an application for a passport should be denied on
security grounds. In making such a determination, all pertinent
evidence available within the Department and that which is obtained
as a result of a check with other Departments and Agencies is used.
It should be noted that evidence made available to the Department

and therefore, q*jfeja0^^fer

Clearance was denied in the case of Mrs. Keeney oecauseiav 2d 1947of her known connection with an organization which the Attorney
General has characterized as having been penetrated by or under
the control of subversive elements and because of evidence which
has been made available to the Department indicating that Mrs. •-

JKeeney may have connections with other groups and individuals whose j

!

J-

may be of a confidential nature,
not releasable to the applicant.

2 .

y/.V &
-\



*
V

May 2 7, 1947

interests are in conflict with the welfare and national security
of this country. Unfortunately, a full disclosure of all
factors relating to the denial of Mrs. Keeney’s application for
a passport cannot be disclosed to her. A representative of my
Office will, however, be glad to discuss the details of the case
with ybu if you so desire.

3. Since the issuance or denial of an application for a
passport is an administrative decision made by the Department of
State as the Agency having jurisdiction of such matters, there
is nothing that Mrs. Keeney can do except abide by the dicision.
Again, I say, it is unfortunate that Mrs. Keeney cannot be in-
formed of the evidence leading to the decision in her case.

In respect to the withdrawal of military clearance in Mrs.
Keeney’s case, T would like to say that it was not the direct
result of the denial of security clearance on the part of the
Department of State, an independent determination was made by
military authorities that the travel of Mrs. Keeney from this
country to Japan and her presence there would not be conducive
to a well ordered occupation of that country by military
authorities.

Information, pertinent to Mrs. Keeney’s case, has also
been received recently to the effect that Mr. Feeney has left
Tokyo and is now enroute to this country. Ibis fact may change
Mrs. Keeney’s desire to obtain a passport for travel to Japan.

I regret that it is not possible to accede to your desires
in the case of Mrs. Keeney, but I am confident that you will
understand the position which the Department of State must take
in the interest of national security.

A copy of the above letter was made available to Mary Jane Keeney
by Senator Murray. Mrs. Keeney has indicated that when her husband returns
to Washington that they will exert eveiy effort to "fight this refusal."
The above is furnished for your information.

#
mm
Memo To: J. C. Strickland

* •

. , i, ,
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100-171193^ -'lV
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FBI WASH FIEID 5/2J/U7 5 PM /“ : unclassified
y~^.. *'V •

E-wAi i ...tA.-.iS SHOWN"
( DIRECTOR OIHERirlSs -

GREGORY, ESPIONAGE R. ON MAT TWENTYTWO ALICE '(THORNER) CONTACTED MART

SjjAN^KEENEY INQUIRING WHETHER PEOPLE WHO WERE AT MART JANE'S (CHIGNONS)

N had OBTAINED PASSPORTS. MART JANE STATED THEY HAD NOT AND WERE VERT

DUBIOUS ALTHOUGH NOT YET REFUSED. ON MAY TWENTYTWO WAHL ADVISED MARY JANE

_ *T)ABOUT PAC RESEARCH JOB AT SEVENTY DOLLARS IER MONTH AND STATED HE DESIRED

^ f-I^MART JANE TAKE THE JOB. WAHL EIPIAINED IT IS SO DAMN IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT
^

% £ “ ^INVOLVES GETTING VOTING RECORDS, RESEARCH, AND GETTING THE THING ROLLING

ty THE WAT IT SHOULD. ON MAY TWENTYIWO ALD/EEUTHER ADVISED MART JANE SHE

g JUST RETURNED FROM NEW YORK AND BROUGHT CHARIDTrt*RUDNICK(PHONETIC) WITH

SBy I \ ,
HER. ALII MENTIONED SHE BROUGHT GREETTSGS FROM "THE FRIEND ON TWENTYTHTRD (

flllp V^STREET^ WHO

v\./ HIM FOR ANT
mmM Ax &

REQUESTED HER TO TELL MART JANE NEVER TO HESITATE TO GAIL ON

y HIM FOR ANYTHING AND ON THE OTHER THING HE WILL TRY TO DO THE VERT BEST.

f^SkRTWe^CONSIDERED THE IATTER IS THE MOST IMPORTANT AND SHE KNOWS HE

WILLOW. ALII MENTIONED SHE HAD SEEN ULLIAN AND PHIIJI^tDUNAWAY) AND

pjaiip INCORPORATED HIS NEW THING—PUBLIC RELATIONS. ALIX STATED MIKE

/ GREENBERG FLANS TO GO TO ENCLAND AND HAD OBTAINED THE DOCUMENT TEffiFI^TiT

RESTRICTED. SHE ALSO STATED GREENBERGS HAD TERRIFIC TARTY SATURDAY FOR
: noosnri.

MAGDELENA, THE MEXICAN NEWSPAPER GIMLJKJGN MY=TWENTYDNE FIT2GERALD COK-
DTORXBP- ' *

v VERSED WITH MAGDOFF STATING REBECCA HAD SPOKEN TO JlfctMY’AND ADVERTISING
'*/.

. /
'

.
. .

'* COMPANY WAS INTERESTED IN ED'S LETTER (SEEKING EMPLOYMENT). THEY DISCUSSED

IX-lO ////•:
f f'

t

,

/*•
’ M ' f
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DEAL WHICH MAGDOFF IS CONTEMPLATING WITH BASSIE IN WHICH EACH WOUID POT

DP ONE THOUSAND DOILARS (PURCHASE OF SEPTEMBER IARD FUTURES) WHICH DEAL

MAGDOFF SUBSEQUENTLY CONSUMMATED THROUGH HIBBS COMPANY. INFORMANT INDI-

CT® FITZGERAIDS PIAN TO VISIT MAGDOFFS FRIDA? EVENING AND THAT BOB

HELLER WOUID BE PRESENT. ON MAY TNENTYTWO JAMES (RELATIVE) ADVISED REBEKAH

FITZGERALD HE WOULD VISIT WASHINGTON NEXT WEEK ON STORY. HE STATED HE IS

[DOING STORY ON^ROBERT^DPFENHEIMER WHO WILL BE STAYING AT STATLER HOTEL

THURSDAY NIGHT. ON MAY TWENTYONE AMElSS’ERAZICH ADVISED DOROTH^CAPLAN

THAT GEORG^^ERAZICH HEARD WALLACE SPEAK AND IT WAS VERY GOOD MEETING.

SHE STATED GEORGE IS WORKING SEVEN DAYS A WEEK. AT FIVE FORTYEIGKT F.M.

I

ISa^^°LKOrF ADVISED DOROTHY aaPLAN Be «aS a'I UNION DEPOT JUST ARRIVED
I

•|

YORK. DOROTHY ADVISED KAPFY WOULD MEET HIM IMMEDIATELY. SHE

|

THEN INFORMED BEADIE VAN TASSEL THAT THE FOLKOFFS FROM SAN FRANCISCO WERE

HERE AND THEY WOULD DROP OVER AFTER DINNER. ON MAY TWENTYONE SCHBTBL AD-

tVISED MAGDOFF CONCERNING HIS TRIP IN NEW YORK AND STATED THE ANSWER TO THE

THING HE MENTIONED TO MAGDOFF IS NO. SCHIMMEL STATED HE WENT TO SEE A

PARTICULAR GUY WHO WANTS SCHIMMEL TO WORK WITH HIM AND HERB IS FEELING HIS

WAY ON THE MATTER. SCHIMMEL INQUIRED CONCERNING MAGDOFF »S BIG SHOW IN NEW

YORK AND HIRRY STATED IT WAS TOMORROW NIGHT AND HE WAS GOING UP. SUBSE-

QUENTLY ON MAI TWENTYTWO BEADIE MAGDOFF MENTIONED TO BOB (HELLER) THAT

« HUJRY WAS IN NEW YORK ATTENDING DINNER''FOR WENDELL BERGE AND HE WOUID RETURN

FRIDAY EVENING. HELXER MENTIONED HE HAD APPOINTMENT FRIDAY MORNING WITH

(DAVID) LILIENTHAL. IN CONVERSATION ON MAI TWEJ7TYONE BEADIE MAGDOFF INDI-

CATED ROb/tRVBLCK MS COMING DOWN AND SHE EXPECTED TO »V£ NINE PECPiL/

- 2 - V
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FOR DINNER FRIDAY INCLUDING THUBECK. ON NAY TWENTYONE UNKNOWN WOMAN

CONTACTED BEADIE MAGDOFF ON BEHALF OF IK. (I.F.) STONE OF PK REQUESTING

HARRY'S OFFICE NUMBER. ON MAY TWENTYONE ROSA HANNAH CONTACTED JENNY KILIER

DISCUSSING DIVORCE STATUS BETWEEN JfKRijyf AND pnT.Y^^ARTP.HT
. ROSA. STATED

U. S. MARSHAL HAD DELIVERED BARER TO POLYA AND THAT HE HAD ACCUSED POLYA

OF HER IDEOLOGY. THEY BOTH CONDEMNED HABICHT STATING HE KNEW POLYA WAS A

COMMUNIST WHEN HE MARRIED HER. JENNY SUGGESTED POLYA SHOULD GO TO THE EM-

BASSY. ROSA INQUIRED WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO SHURA (IEWIS) AND JINNY STATED

$I MfSHURA IS UPSET ABOUT IT. ON MAY TWENTYONE ROBERT JULLER MADE LUNCHEON

ENGAGEMENT WITH JAKj^ANSARA, STATE DEPARTMENT, COVERED BY SURVEILLANCE.

ON MAY T.vENTYTiVO DOROTHY NORTMAN INQUIRED IF BERNARD NORTMAN DEPOSITED

THE THING TODAY. YES. DOROTHY STATED SHE WAS SICK OVER THE WHOLE THING

\yfJOTU WHICH NORTMAN AGREEDJ ON EVENING MAY TWENTYTWO ROSENBERG ADVISED

|WIFE OF MARZANI CONVICTION. ROSENBERG STATED HE THOUGHT FORD WAS EFFECTIVE

BUT JURY DELIEERATED ONLY TWO HOURS. ERNA ASKED IF FACT MARZANI'S WIFE

WAS COMMUNIST WAS DETERMINING FACTOR. ROSENBERG INDICATED HE DID NOT

KNOW WHAT DECIDED JURY. ROSENBERG CAUTIONED ERNA FROM THINGS HE HAS BEEN

PICKING UP IT IS HIS UNDERSTANDING FBI IS TAPPING TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS

AND SHE SHOULD BEAR THIS IN MIND WHEN MLKING, NOT THAT SHE HAD ANYTHING

PARTICULAR TO CONCEAL. ON MAY HBNTYTWO POLYA HABICHT CONTACTED ROSENBERG

STATING SHE HAD BEEN REFERRED TO DAVID REIN WHO REFUSED TO HANDLE HEH DIVCRCE

CASE. THEPJBAFTER ROSENBERG CONTACTED REIN WHO STATED DR. SILVERKASTETi HAD

SUGGESTED ALLAN'S NAME. REIN RELATED POLYA WAS MARRIED IN RUSSIA WHILE AN

ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY. SHE SECURED JOB FOR HUSBAND .71 TH

u
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SOVIET TOURIST AGENCY AND SOVIET GOVERNMENT WANTED HER TO DIVORCE HABICHT

AS HE WAS MISBEHAVING BUT SHE REFUSED AND WAS EXPELLED FROM BARIT. ON MAT

TWENTYMO HELEN SILVERMASTER STATED THEY PLANNED TO LEAVE WASHINGTON
_ WX2siC s.

'' --

THURSDAY NEXT WEEK. ON MAY TWENTYTWO HUG^WEISBERGER (PHONETIC) ADVISED

SILVERMASTER MR. BLAISDELL HAD GIVEN HIM BAD EFFICIENCY REPORT AND REQUESTED

SILVERMASTER TESTIFY AT HEARING. HE MENTIONED PHIL MULLBNBACH (PHONETIC)

WOULD BE WITNESS. HUGO STATED HE WILL MAKE MERCIIESS EXPOSURE OF THE WAY

HE (BLAISDF.LL) HANDLES THINOS

**YV

I
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GREGORY, ESPIONAGE R. ON HAY TWENTYSIX MARCU^tCLIMAN, INTERIOR DEPART-

MENT, ASSURED ANGUS KEENEY THERE WERE PLENTY CFFEOPIE TO APPRECIATE EES

QUALITIES EVEN THOUGH HIS GOVERNMENT DOES ROT LIKE KEENEY. HE SUGGESTED

AFTER KEENEY RECOVERS FROK THE DISAPPOINTMENT GOIDMAN GUESSED KEENEY WOULD

ion] STILL LEFT FOR Ml REFERENCE MX TELETYPE YESTERDAY

REFLECTING

"V
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